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Monday. 14 January 1974,
at 11.35 a.m.

equality of men and women

But, despite substantial

Acting Chairman: Mrs. STEVENSON' (Liberia)

OPENING OF THE SESSION

The ACTING CHAIRMAN declared open the twenty-fifth session of the

Commission on the Status of Women.,

She noted that significant developments were taking place in the world. At a

time of intense ,international negotiations, flagrant violations of human ,rights and

fundamental freedoms continuedunabated.W'ithout universal respect for the human

person, however, there coula be no real peace. Despite its limitations, the .United

Nations, which had been working tirelessly since its inception for the universal

recognition of human rights, was the greatest medium for achieving international

co-operation, understanding and goodwill. Its effective role in the favourable

trend in international affairs could not be over-emphasized.

Never had.there been a more urgent need to improve'the climate for men and

women \9 adapt to the needs, problems and responsibilities of a changing society.

While most countries of the world had accorded women political rights, women were

confronted with the problem of unequal opportunities and invisible barriers to

participation in the political, economic, social and cultural development of their

countries.

,The yea: 1975 seemed an a~propriate time to evaluate the extent to which plans

outlined a deC,ade earlier had be"en implemented and to determine a new course of

,"action. for the effectiv~ realization of the goals of the Charter, the Universal

Declaration:ofHmriari Rights and the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination

again~t 'Women.

The Commission's contribution to promoting the

throughout the worldc::ould not be over-emphasized.

progress, there was ~till much to be done.

Concerted ·efforts should be made by the international community to identify

the' discriminatory practic,es which prevented men and women "from becoming partner-s-i~
. , ,

,the J;>romotipn of human rights and in the development" of a' wholesome society. It was'. '

the6bligat~on of the entire world community to be committed to t~e concept of the
" " .

dignity,and w~rth of each person ~nd to, accept the responsibilities that accompanie4

thetUll partnership of men and women working together to create a world of economic,

social, political and cultural progress, dedicat~d to the principles of freedom,

I ..•
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justice and peace. The time had come for collective reflection and purposeful

action.

She hoped, that the work of the twenty-fifth session would culminate in the

formulation of measures to promote respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms

and the implementation of universally recognized principles. The Commission's

deliberations would help to build a partnership based on freedom, dignity, justice

and equality.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS (item 1 of the provisional agenda)

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) nominated Mrs. Shahani (Philippines) for the office

of Chairman.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway), Miss CHATON (France), Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS

(Dominican Republic), Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics),

Mrs. SANCHEZ~TORRES (Colombia) and liT.rs. HUTAR (United States of America) sEilConded

the nominat ion.

Mrs. Shahani (Philippines) was elected Chairman and took the Chair.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Commission had done pioneering work and made a

substantial contribution to the advancement of women throughout the world. Its

accomplishments had far-reaching implications not yet fully realized and appreciated.

The Commission had been instrumental in obtaining recognition by many Member States

of the need to grant political rights to women; its conventions and recommendations

had helped to commit Member States to the principle of granting women their basic

human rights and fundamental. freedoms on an equal footing with men. The Commission

had pointed the way to the contribution women could make to the socio-economic

development of their countries.

She welcomed the Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs who was attending the session in her capacity as the highest

ranking woman Official in the United Nations Secretariat.

She hoped that a spirit of understanding and tolerance would prevail, in which

the Commission would help to advance the status ·of women all over the world 'and help

them to realize their worth ar~ dignity as human beings. The Commission existed

I ...
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",'

for the sake of all the women of the vTor1d, whose rights provided a broad area for

co-operation in a way unmatched by any other issue before the United Nations. She

urged the Commission to respond to the challenge with dedication and sincerity.

Mrs. SAARINEN (Finland) nominated 1l1rs. Ko1stad (Norway) for the office of

Vice-Chairman.

Mrs. CISSE (Guinea) seconded the nomination.

Mrs. MARINKEVICH (Bye10russian Soviet Socialist Republic) nominated

Mrs. Bokor (Hungary) for the office of Vice-Chairman.

Miss TYABJI (India) seconded the nomination.

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) nominated Mrs. Marte de Barrios (Dominican

Republic) for the office of Vice~Chairman.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia), Mrs. STABILE (Argentina), Mrs. HUTAR

(United States of America) and Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) seconded the nomination.

Mrs. Ko1stad (Norwa;\r), Mrs. Bokor (Hungary) and Mrs. Marte de Barrios (Dominican

RepUblic) were elected Vice-Chairmen.

Mrs. ASIYO (Kenya) nominated Mrs. Mohammed (Nigeria) for the office of

Rapporteur.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary), Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt), Mrs. CISSE (Guinea),

Mrs. STEVENSON (Libe~ia) and Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) seconded.the

nomination.

Mrs. Mohammed (Nigeria) was elected Rapporteur.

STATEMENT BY THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY-GENERAL FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT-AND HUMANITARIAN
AFFAIRS

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the twenty-fifth session of the Commission coincided.,.'

with the twenty-eighth anniversary of the Commission's foundation. Furthermore, it

followed the year dedicated to observance of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the

Universal. Declaration of Human Rights and coincided with the beginning of World f

Population Year. Tho~e anniversaries, and.the recent review and appraisal of the

International Development Strategy, provided an appropriate background for an

/.' ..
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evaluation of the Commission's achievements and for the formul~tion of guidelines

for its future work.

Promotio~ of equal human rights for all was one of the main purposes of the

United Nations; the principle of the equality of all human beings had been ~et forth

in the Preamble and Article 1 of the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights. Work towards ~he achievement of such.equa~i~y ha~ beg~' in 194~ when

the Commission on Human Rights, with a SUb-Commis.sion on the: Status of' ~'1omen~, had

been established and when later that year, the Sup-Co~ission had been'·giv~n. . . .
independent status as the Commission on the Status of "romen.· T11e C~:>lnmi~sion had

been instrumental in developing international lavT in various' fields: the Convention

on the Political Rights of vTomen had been adopted in 1952, the Conv.ention on the

Nationality of Married Women in 1957 and the Convention on Consent to Marriage,

Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages in 1962. The Recommendation

on the last-named Convention had been adopted in 1965. The Commission had also

participated in the drafting of UNESCO's 1960 Deciaration an~ Convention on the

Elimination of Discrimination. in the field of education and various lLO Conventions·,
.' '<'.

including the crucially important 1951 .convention on. Equa+ RemuneJ:;'ation f6rWpr~ of ';

Equal Value and 1958 Convention again~t Discriminatic;>n in th~ FieldO,!".Empio~~n~
and Occupation. The most reGent great achievement 4ad be~n the' adopti,on ,by the ..

General Assembly in 1967 of the Declaration on the Elimi~~tion of'Disc;iminati'orl .

against Women, which the Commission had drafted. That Declaration was co~parable

to the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination. But, whereas the Declaration on Radal DiSCrimination had been

complemented by a Convention i·rithin tivO years, the question of the advisability of
, . ,

a convention on the elimination of discrimin~ti~n,a~ainstw~men.was onl~ now on: the

Commission's agenda. The entry into force of the Conve~tion on, the El,imin~tipn:'of,;' ".

All Forms of Racial Discrimination had given new impetus t~ '.iinPlemeJ;l.t~~ion:'Ofthe'
/ ~ '. . '.' ~

principles of the Declaration. The same could not be 's~id about' progress:.in '.
securing equality between ,omen and women. Such an important field as private law ......

,",. \. . .' .. '. .
including equal rights duril').g marriage, inheritance and 'guardianship laws; .as vTell

as various laws related to legal capacity, income and property right~ .~ ·had not yet
"

. ".

.,' .
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been. dealt with in conventions. Further~ there was no international reporting

system comparable to the one existing in the field of racial discrimination. Until

similar arrangements were adopted~ the degree of implementation of the Declaration

on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women would depend primarily on the

priorities of each state. In the absence of pressure by women themselves and their

organizations, the importance attached to implementation of existing measures was

often quite limited. The answers received, to the Secretary-·General is inquiries on

implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimin~tion against

l-Tomen provided a very incomplete picture; only 31 States ha.d replied and the

answers to most of the questions had been incomplete. That might be attributable to

the lack of information within the countries; partly, however ~ it· was attributable

to the low priority given to the ·subject.

-Nevertheless, some progress had been made towards realization of some of the

purposes and principles of the United Nations. One of the greatest achievements

was the fact that there was now only a handful of 'countries in which women ~id not

have political rights. However~ there were very few countries in which women

participated significantly in political decision--making at the local, national or

regional level. Women had accounted for only about 7 per cent of representatives

to the General Assembly at its twenty-eighth session. Their status ¥ithin

delegations was low and only a very few of them participated in the Main Committees

dealing with political and economic questions. Similarly, the number of women

participating'in the work of the regional economic commissions, the specialized

agencies and intergovernmental bodies and in international meeting~ not dealing

specifically with questions of conc;ern to WOmen was very small. While there were

countries which had adopted the principle of equal rights for men and women in their

private law, the great majority of States Members of the United Na.tions still had

written or customary 'laws denying women a number of rights etljoyed by men.

Some 500 million of the 800 million illiterates in the world were women."J:n
.~ .

most countries of the third world~ the percentages of girls and women enrolled in

schools and educational institutes were different from those of bOYS and men.

/-."..
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There seemed to be a universal trend not to conis9.er women's contribution to

the production of human resources as participation in economic life. Their work as

mothers and wives was completely disregarded, aG was their role as consumers and

decision-makers in so far as consumer goods were concerned. In both the developed

and the developing countries, women as a group had a lower level of vocational

training~ belonged mostly to the lowest income groups and held the lowest ranking

positions i'n both the public and. the private sector. Very few of them participated

at the policy-making level in any country I s administration or economic life '.

In most countries~maternity and child health services were still inadequate.

Studies concerning the protection Of· women and children in emergencies and in time

of war, as well as studies on c1andes;tine and illicit traffic in human beings, had

revealed that women suffered i'rom cruelty to which men were not subjected. That

fact was not always taken into account when protective measures were drawn up ano
adopted.

Lastly, it was still the general attitude, often nourished by the mass media,

to support the existence of stereotyped sex ro1~s, an~ treat ¥?'omen in a Wt3¥ which

undermined their dignity as human beings.

The status of women and the question of the equality of human beings must be

considered against a background of past developments and prospects for the future.

She saw' reasons for new optimism in the implementation of the International,

Deve1opIU~nt Strategy for the Second Development Decade, the activities of the World

Population Year and the proposed \'Jor1d Population Plan of Action and, finally> in

the prep~rations for and implementation of the programme for the International

Women IS Year.

"1hile the Strategy had emphasized economic progress, paragraph 18 had

contained a number of important social' goals and objectives, including integration

of women and youth in the development effort as well as the fostering of the

.well-being of children. A number of General Assembly resolutions had addressed

themselves to the achievement of those goals, and resolution 2716 (XXV) had

proposed a programme of concerted international action for the advancement of

/ ...
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women and should be used as a guideline for integrating women in the development

effort. It should be borne in mind by developing as i-Tell as developed countries

and taken into consideration in the formulation of multilateral and bilateral

assistance projects.

In accordance with the new unified approach to social and economic

development~ everyone should participate in the development effort and everyone
I

should benefit from it. Everyone must mean every human being, both men and women,

young and old. The importance of the word "everyone lV as compared with a group"

should be underscored. Unless the question of equality was stUdied frc~ the

viewpoint of the individual, including individual members of the family unit, the

real reasons for the existence of continuing illiteracy, mass poverty~ unemployment

and unbalanced economic situations might be overlooked.

The Strategy had also contained a number of statements on popula~ion policies.

Since its adoption, an increasing number of countries had come to believe that

there was an urgent need eo adopt population policies and measures' to moderate the

,growth rai:~ of the population. The education and employment of women were among

the measures contemplated in that connexion. The advancement of women had not

,previously been considered significant in that respect, perhaps -. ~:o the lack of

knowledge of the interrelationship between the status of women and thE) size of

'the family. The study on that sUbject to be considered by the Commission at the

current session clarified various aspects of 'that relationship. The study, which

was based on information supplied by nearly 50 Governments, in-depth studies

carried out by research institutes in various parts of the world, the findings of

interreg~onal and regional seminars, as well as other material, clearly showed an

interrelationship between the mother's education, employment, sta.tus in private
" ,

law and participation in the life of society, on the one hand, and the number of

:her children, on the other. The basic human right or couples to determine freely'

I ...
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and responsibly the numl)er and spacing of their children had been recognized.

l't W'a.s obvious t.hat the ,roman t s capacit.y to make free .and responsible decisions

in that. respect grew ,cl·th increasing educ~tion, economic independence, equal

~rba'bus ,~ith Ulen in private la,", and in marriage and ;clth alternative roles in

society to that of mother.

At the regional conferences and the World P09ulation Conference to be

held in Bucharest in August, the relationship between the status of ,",omen and

family planning must be considered and the resulting enhanced avTareness of the

:\Juporta\uce of the adv~1ncelllent of women for society as a whole made widely

kno,~n.

The Ho-rld Food Conference might also ha.ve an impact on the advancement of

''''QIuen. According t,o statistics, women formed between 60 and 80 per cent of

the.- agl.'icultul'al labour force in Africa, but little had been done to train

t.hel\t and i!'.lprove their productive capacity. The same might be true in other

~"l,l'ts of t,he world.~ where agricultural. prod1.1.ction could be increased by

i:tJ,\l):rovin~ the t.ect>.niques \tsed by f~:.rmers, including women farmers.

Internatio:nal ~tlQ.ment Se Year ~ IJroclaimed for 1975 by the General. Assembly

followi!'~ a t-econmtendation by the Coz:mrri.ssion, wa.s. to be devoted to intensified

~'\ctiQ.n to ~'Omote equalitct between men and ,;omen" to ensure the full iutegra.tion

of 'I~c:.lm,e·n in the total. devel.opm.ent eff'ort, and to recognize the im:90rtance of

WQmeu. ~ s i.~1.cJ:..·easi~l$ cont:rio1:.ttion to the development of friendly relations and

cQ-01~~J:..~atiQn amons States an.d to the strengthening of world pea.ce. If TNell

.~l8.!Uwd ~~n.d imple.me~ted at the loc;<,~, na.tion<,~, re~ona.l. and international

:.tel(~.s" the YeB;l' cot.t1.d be Qf' d':.e.cisive importance in all those aspects and its

P!''}t';-;~'<.'-lJ.rmle had slre-ady' a:rC1:.t~·~(t tn:ttch interest throughout the w~rld. The

f .•.•
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During the next few months, the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affairs would be undertaking a number of new or expanded activities aimed at

improving the status of women and promoting the~r integration in the development

effort. An International F~rum on the Role of Women in Population and Development

would be held at United Nations Headquarters on 25 February 1974. The Government

of each Member State had been invited to nominate a woman occupying a policy

making position to participate in that Forum.

In order to assist Governments and the regional economic commissions in

formulating guidelines for activities integrated into over-all development efforts

which would enhance the position of women and increase their contribution to

development and, at the same time, have an impact on population growth and change,

regional seminars would be held in the ECAFE region in May 1974, in the ECA region

.~n June 1974 and possibly in the ECLA and'ECWA regions in 1975. Each seminar

would p~ovidea regional forum for higher-level representatives of Governments and

recognized leaders of NGOs responsible for planning, policy-making and programme

implementation in their respective countries to'exchange experience and to discuss

important issues relating to women's participation in and contribution to national

development.

The transfer of the forMer Section on the Status of Women ~o the Centre for

Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs, within the Department of Economic and

Social Affairs, had highlighted the important interrelationship 'between crucial

issues of human rights and those of socio-economic development. The work of the

Centre was based largely.. on the implementation of the Universal Declaration of

HumanRight~, the Declaration on Social Progress and Deve10pment and the goals and

?bj~ctives of the International Development Strategy, as.well as the Declaration
. . ,

'.' on ~he Elimination of Discrimination against Uome.n.

: ..... ;..... . Ho~ever, despite all the efforts made by the United Nations and certain

:' Gove,rnments, and despite the existing international standards, discrimination'--''''

based on sex still,continued. One of the reasons might.lie in the over

generalization of the problem, the vieiv that women formed a homogeneous group,

. ,. 'i~~~~pective of their own status and of the status of the society in which they

live,d. Second, the differences between men and women were often either exagg~rated

I ...
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or ignored, usually to the detriment of women. Third, as a consequence of those

attitudes, there was a lack of recognition of the problem and low priority was

,given to its elimination.

However, there were great opportunities at the present time to promote

eq,ua1ity between men and women and to create a true partnership. between them in

the development of the world. Homen of all ages and from all walks of life had a

particular responsibility in helping to reach those goals. The implementation

of most of the'existing standards required action at the local and national levels;

women and their organizations should study the situation, identify the problems

and. help to eliminate them. Thus far, that work had often· been done by pressure

groups instead of by mean~ of direct participation in political or other

decision-making. In her ,dew, the time had come for women to consider their

political rights not only as a privilege but also as a responsibility.

In an increasingly interdependent world, women should not limit their

participation and contribution to local and national action. They were also

needed for the formulation of policies at the regional level, within the framework

of the regional economic commissions, and at the international level, in the

various intergovernmental bodies and especially within the organizations in the

United Nations system. There was no reason why women should participate only in

the work of intergovernmental bodies specifically concerned with questions of

equality or integration of women within the development effort. The participation

of women in activities at the local, national, regional and intern,'~tional levels

\'1ould speed up the achievement of equality in every field and make them true

participants in the development effort.

The Horld Population Year could also be a time to stimulate new initiatives

and develop or set in motion dynamic national, regional and international

programmes involving women.
,

It was equally important that International Women's Year should be viewed ~s

an event in \,'hich both men and .,romen would participate. The Year should

demonstrate the value of a unified approach to human rights, development and

peace. ~~en elaborating national, regional and international programmes for the

advancement of women, the different needs in different c" untries should be kept

I ..•
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in mind. Activities undertaken in countries where women already had an

opportunity to achieve equality should be aimed primarily at changing the

attitudes of both men ~d 'women. In countries where prevaiiJ.ng conditions did

not permit educational or vocational training for all, whose legislation contained

~ direct or indirect discrimination against women, and where opportunities for women

to participate in policy-making were still very limited, much had to be done in

order to create prerequisites for eqUality and equal participation.

Questions of development assistance needed to be stUdied from the point of

view of women in the recipient countries. Much more could be done, if more were

known about the special needs of women as·citizens, workers and prospective

mothers, and if assistance could be geared to improving the quality.of life of

those who were lagging farthest behind.

The Commission was of the greatest importance 9 since it dealt directly or

indirectly with a wide range of questions which were vitally 'important for the

development of the world. Its importance in that respect must be recognized by

the Commission itself and by all organs to which it reported and on whose, work it

should have a marked influence. In order to achieve the best possible results,

it should be borne in mind that the work of the Commission was only a part, but

a very important part, of the activities of the United Nations, and it was

therefore imperative to take into consideration existing realities and adopt

resolutions and recommendations attuned to the present and future needs of the

entire world.

The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.

I ...
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Monday, 14 January 1974,
at 3.25 p.m.

Chairma.n: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (item 2 of the provisional agenda) (E/CN.6/570 and Corr.l)

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) doubted whether the

Commission had t~e time to study all the items included in the provisional'agenda of

the twenty-fifth session (E/CN.6/570) and therefore suggested that it should take up

those which could be considered the most important, namely, items 3, 4 and 8.
. Her delegation proposed that item 4 Cb) should be a separate item owing to its

importance; item 4 (d) should be .deleted since under Economic and Social Council

resolution 1503 (XLVIII) on procedure for dealing .withcommunications relating to

violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms, the Sub-Commission on

Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities had appointed a working

group to consider all communications received by the Secretary-General.

The present item 4, with the deletion of subitems (b) and (d), would become

item 6.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) felt that item 5 on the study of the

interrelationship of the status of women and family planning, for whose consideration

copious documentation had been prepared,' should have priority over it.em 1.1:, which was

also very important, but for which the documentation would not be ready before the

end of the following week.

Miss TYABJI (India), supported by Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines), proposed that

items 3 and 6 should be combined since they were very logically complementary.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) supported the suggestion by the Soviet

delegation that item 4 (b) should be a separate item; she a.id not, how'ever, believe

that item 8 should have priority over items 5 and 6.

Mrs. CISSE (Guinea) concurred in the sugge .. ·!;ioll of the Soviet delegation

on item 8 and with that of India that items 3 and 6 should be combined.

Her delegation proposed that, in case the documentation on item 4 was not ready,

item 4 (b) should be considered as item 5.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina), supporting the propo~1al by India, said that her

delegation also attached great importance to item 5, the more so since a special

body had been' established in Argentina to stud,y all matters concerning the status
, .

of women and family planning with a view to promoting the active participation of
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women, in Argentina's cultural, economic and social development. Her delegation

believed that the Commission should devote, to item 5, all the time necessary for'

its consideration.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) associated herself with the'remarks made by the

Soviet delegation. She pointed out that the various subitems of item 4 were not of

equal importance and, consequently, ~t would be justified to make item 4 (b) a

separate item. The deletion of item 4 (d) would be in accordance with the

Commission's standing practice not to take up questions already considered by

other United Nations bodies.

Mrs. MARINKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) felt that

items 3, 4 and 8 of the provisional agenda should have priority over the other

items, because they dealt with the most vital aspects of the work of, the Uni'ted

Nations concerning the status of women.

Logic would suggest that; after consideration of the international instruments

and national standards relating to the status of women (item 4), the Commission

should take up the protection of women and children in emergency and armed conflict,

(item 8).

Her delegation supported the proposal for the deletion of item 4 (d).

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) agreed that item 4 (b) should become a separat'e item,

and that item 4 (d) should he deleted. Item 8 could be considered after item 4.

Mrs. 1V1ARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) was in favour of the proposals

concerning items 4 (b) and (d). Item 5 on the study of the interrelationship of

the status of women and family planning was extremely important and it should not

be forgotten that a World Population Conference was soon to be held.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that she would prefer no

change in the provisi,onal agenda for the twenty-fifth session. It would, however,

be advisable to await the'distribution of the relevant documentation on item 4.
Her delegation felt that items 6 and 7 should be considered in the order

suggested.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) reminded, the members of the Commission that the
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Preparation of the agenda for the twenty-fifth session had required much work.

Since the Commission always succeeded in completing the consideration of items on

its agenda, it hardly seemed justified to alter that which had been proposed for the

pz:esent session since all the items included were of great importance. It was

always possible to take into account any relationships which might exist between

given items.

Her delegation therefore urged the Commission to adopt the provisional agenda

as submitted.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said that her delegation had no major objection.

It did, however, support the sugges~ion of the Soviet Union concerning item 4 (b)

and that of India; she would prefer item 8 to take the place of item 5.

Miss CHATON (France) was in favour of adopting the agenda as it has been

proposed to the Commission. W~thresp~ct to the suggestions by the Soviet

delegation, she would be opposed to the deletion of certain agenda items which were

within the competence of the Commission on the Status of Women.

Mrs. ROMO ROMAN (Chile) had no objections regarding the provisional

agenda and pointed out the special importance of item 3 on the International Women's

Year.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) unreservedly supported the Norwegian delegation$

while indicating that she approved the proposal concerning item 4 (b) and that she

would prefer that item 8 be taken up before item 7.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said she approved of t:t~~ p:cov:1.sione.J, agenda. There 'tvas

a close relationship between items 3 and 6, but they should not be combined, The

deletion of item 4 (d) seemed particularly justified 1:.') her delegation Which~

furthermore, proposed that item 4 should replace item' 7.

Mrs. ASIYO (Kenya) agreed with the Indian proposal concerning items 3 al.ld

6~ In her opinion, there was no reason to change the position of items 4 and 5.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director~ Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) wished to provide some precise information on the provisional

agenda for the twenty-fifth session of the Commission. She pointed out that item 3

on International Women's Year was rel.ated not only to item 6, but to all items on the
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agenda. After the general debate, which would be of short duration, the Commission

could establish a working group to study items 4 and 6 and subsequently report to

it. With respect to item 4 (b), she stipulated that the. working group on the

question was to meet once' again before adopting its draft report. That question

., could then be considered as soon' as the necessary documentation was ready.

Referring to item 4 (d), she recalled that the Commission, at its twenty-fourth

session, had decided to include that question in the programme of work of its

following session on the basis of Economic and Social Council resolution 76 (V),

·as amended by resolution 304 (XI) /E/5109, para. 99 (ell. Under those resolutions,

the Commission had to take up two lists of communications. Economic and Social

Council resolution 1503 (XLVIII) did not .refer to resolution 76 (V).

Item 7 would probably have to be placed lower in the agenda since the relevant

documentation was not yet available.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said,.after.having

listened carefully to the representative of the Secretary-General, that

resolution 76 (V), cited in the annotations to the provisional agenda, had been

adopted more than 20 years before, while resolution 1503 (XLVIII), on which the

Soviet delegation based its proposal, was dated 27 May;1970.

~1rs. DAES (Greece) noted that, under the terms of resolution

1503 (XLVIII), the Commission on H~an Rights was authorized to appoint an ~d hoc

committee to conduct investi~ations into the questions referred to in item 4 (d)

of the provisional agenda. She felt, however, that another body. could be entrusted

with the consideration of all communications.

The CHAIRMAN summed up the various proposals made thus far concerning

the provisional agenda: item'4 (b) should be made a separate item; item 4 (d)

should be deleted; items 3 and 6 should be combined and'given higher priority than

item 8 and, in the opinion of some delegations, loMerpriority than item 5.

Proceeding item by item, she asked the members of the Commission whether there was
a consensus in regard to making item 4 (b) a separate item and deleting item 4 (d).

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) suggested that the Commi~ .on should wait until it had heard'
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the expected clarification by··the Director of the Division of Human Rights before

taking a decision as to whethe'{ item 4 (d) shoU:ld,...~e' reta:i,.l'led or deleted•
.~.... .f- .. .... ...., ....

The CHAIRMAN said that some delegations had suggested that item 8 should

be given higher priority; however, since the members. of the Commission were not

agreed as to where items· 5 and 8 should appear on the agenda, she wondered whether
J •

the Commission wished to vote on the matter, or whether a simple consensus would

suffice.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) said that, if items 3 and 6 were taken together,

it would be easier for th~ Commission to consider item 6 without deleting it.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that item 5 should remain where it stood.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) suggested that

a vote should be taken on the priority to be given to items 5 and 8.

Mrs. CISSE (Guinea) proposed a vote on the priority to be given to

item 8 which, in her view, was extremely important and deserved a higher priority.

Nevertheless, in a spirit of compromise, she proposed that item 8 should become

item 6: that change would be all the easier to make since the Deputy Director

of the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs had suggested

that the Working Group on item 3 should consider the item bearing in mind item 6.
Item 5 could remain as it was.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) pointed out that item 4 (d) bore no relation to

item 4, which was entitled l1International Instruments and NationaJ. Standards

Relating to the Status of Women il • Accordingly, she suggested that item 4 (d)

should be replaced by item 8 on the provisionaJ. agenda, which dealt with the. .
protection of women and children in emergency and armed conflict in the struggle

for 'peace, self-determination, national liberation and independence. That

question was already covered in conventions and would thus be more appropriate

than the present item 4 (d).

Mrs.MARTE de ~j\RRIOS (Dominican RepUblic) felt that item 5 should
•remain where it was. If the documenLs f'ol.' item 7 were not ready, item 7 could

replace i tell!- 8.
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~1rs. HUTAR (United States of America) thought that the order of items

set OU"t in the provisional agenda was excellent, and that items 5 and ,6 should be

considered in sequence.

Mrs •.BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) clarified the proposal she had made concerning items 3 and 6.

Since item 3 - International Women's Year - was in fact linked with all the items

on the Commission" s provisional agenda, the consideration of it ~ould not be

completed until the Commission had dealt with items 4, 5, 6 and 8.
Accordingly, she proposed that, after a brief debate .on the draft progranune

for International Women's Year, the Commission'should appoint a working group 

which would not meet at the same time as the Commission - to consider the'

progranune in document E/CN.6/576.

Mr. SCHREIBER (Director, Divi's ion of Human Rights), referring to the

questionofa possible link between item 4 (d) and the procedures established

by the Economic and Social Council over the years for dealing'with communications

received· by the Organization, both from groups and from individuals, pointed out

that, under the various resolutions, and particularly Council resoll~tion 76 (V),

as amended by resolution 304 (XI), which had not been formally rescinded and by

virtue of which item 4 (d) appeared on the Commission's agenda, the Secretary-. ,

General was requested to compile and distribute to members of the Commission on the

Status of i-Tomen a non-confi~ential list containing a brief indication of the

substance of each communication· which dealt with the principles relating to the

promotion of women's rights in the political, economic, civil, social and

educational fields, and to divulge the identity of the authors of such

communications, unless they indicated that they wished their names t~ remain

confidential; to compile, before each session of the Commission, a confidential

list containing a brief indication of the substance of other communications

concerning the status of women, a.."ld to furnish that list to members of the

Commission in private meeting without divulging the identity of the authors of

communications, except in cases where the authors stated that they had already .

divulged or intended to divulge their names or that they had no objection to

their names being divulged; and to furnish each Member State concerned with a

copy of any communication concerning the status of women which referred' explicitly
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to that State. The provisions of resolutions 76 (v) and 304. (XI) complemented

those of resolution 728 F (rr"III) which dealt with communications concerning

·human rights in general and, in particular, the role of the Commission on Human

Rights in that regard.

After considering the ;lquestion of the violation of human rights and

fundamental freedoms, including policies of racial discrimination and segregation

and of apartheid, in all countries, with particular reference to colonial and

other dependent countries and territories 11, the Council had, inter alia,

authorized the Comndssion on Human Rights and the Sub-Commission on Prevention of

Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to examine the relevant information

in the communications referred to in t.he list compiled by the Secretary-General

in pursuance of resolution 728 F (XXVIII). The Commission on Human Rights was

responsible for preparing a thorough study of situations revealing a consistent

pattern of violations of human rights, and to submit a report and recommendations

thereon to the Economic and Social Council.

Subsequently, the Council, on the recommendation of the Commission on Human

Rights, had adopted resolution 1503 (XLVIII) concerning the procedure for dealing

with communications relating to violations of human rights and fundamental

freedoms. In the resolution, the Council authorized the Sub-Commission on

Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to appoint a working

group consisting of not more than five of its members, to examine, in the light

of certain rules ·concerning the admissibility of communications, all

communications received by the Organization in order to determine whether any

of them appeared to reveal a consistent pattern of gross and. reliably attested

violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The members, of the group had

access to the originals of co~~unications listed by the Secretary-General. The

group reported to the ~ub-Commission and brought before it communications which,

in its view, met the above criteria. The Sub-Commission, in turn, considered in

private meetings the communications brought before it by the working group with

a view to determining rThether to refer to the Commission on Human Rights particular

situations which appeareo< to reveal a consisten't pattern of gross and reliably

attested viOlations of hUIT.Rn rights requiring consideration by the Commission.
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Subsequently, the Commission on Human Rights detennined whether the cases referred

to it required thorough study or whether they miL"ht be the subj.ect o-f an

investigation by an ad hoc committee to be appointed by the Commission~ the

investigation was undertaken only with the express consent of the State concerned

and conducted in constant co~operationwith that State and under conditions

determined by agreement with it. The Commission then submitted reports to the

Council and suggested measures to be taken. The entire procedure remained

confidential until that point.

That was an outline of the procedure for dealing with communications relating

to human rights. He believed that the procedure set out in Council resolutions

76 (v) and 304 (XI) dealt basically with certain methods whereby the substance

of communications concerning the status of 'tvomen which were received by the

Organization was brought to the attention of the Commission. The procedures dealt

with in Council resolutions 1235 (XLII) and 1503 (XLVIII), while they might on

certain points amend resolutions 76 (V) and 304 (XI), related essentially to the

consideration of communications relating to violations of human rights and

fundamental freedoms, and covered· all corbmunications received.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, following

the clarification provided by the Director of the Division of Human Rights, the

Commission should decide to delete item 4 (d) of the provisional agenda, in view
\

of the fact that the Council had established new arrangements for dealing with

the complaints to which that item referred.

The CHAIIIDmN noted, firstly, that resolution 76 (V), as amended by

resolution 304 (XI), was still in force and, secondly, that resolution 1503 (XLVIII)

dealt with communications relating to human..rights .which appeared to reveal a

consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms,

but did not cover women's rights in particular. Accordingly, she suggested that

item 4 (d) should be retained on the Commission's agenda.

It was so decided.

The CHAIro~T proposed that item 8 should become item 7, since-the

documentation concerning the latter was not yet reaqy and various delegations had

expressed the wish that the Commission should give higher priority to item 8.
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Miss TYABJI (India) wondered if the Commission could consider part of

item 6 together with item 3, which would make it po~sible to replace item 6 by 8.

The CHAIRMAN replied that it was impossible to discuss item 3 as a whole

before the Commission had considered the other items - such as items 4 and 5 
which were connected with it.

Brs. ST.lillILE (Argentina) ena.orsed the view expressed by the Chairman.

Mrs. CISSE (Guinea) proposed, in the light of the ~emarks just made, that

the Commission should first consider items 5, 6 and 8~ and then take up item 3.

The CHAIm~ thought that stressing the need to consider various other

items before proceeding to a thorough examination of item 3 did not imply that

consideration of the latter should be postponed; it merely meant that the \vorkin,?;

Group, which was responsible for dealing with that item, would submit specific

recommendations only after the Commission had examined items 4, 5, 7 and 8.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) supported the

delegations which had requested that item 8 .should become item 6•.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) repeated her proposal that the

pODition of item 6 - in view of its importance - and of .all the items preceding it

should remain unchanged.

The CHAIRI1AN suggested that the members of the Commission should vote on

the proposal to replace item 6 by item 8.

~~s. CISSE (Guinea) recalled that she had proposed combining items 3

and 6, thereby removing the latter from its current position and making possible

its replacement by item 8.

The CHAIRr~ said that it was not possible to combine items 3 and 6,

because they dealt with entirely different matters. That was why she had asked the

Commission to agree to the proposal of the Deputy Director of the Centre for

Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs.
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Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) said that item 6 had alw'ays been a matter of

major importance in the 1~ork of the'Commission~ and it could not be merged with

another item. However, in order to satis~ those delegations that wished to give

higher priority to item 8~ she proposed that it should be placed seventh on the

agenda.

The CHAIR~Ulli said that the Commission had two proposals before it, one

from the Soviet delegation calling for the replacement.of item 6 by item 8,
whereby the former would move into seventh place while item 7 became item 8, and

another proposal~ put forward by the delegation of Argentina, to invert the order

of items 7 and 8. She wondered whether the delegation of the Soviet Union would be

prepared to accept the latter proposal.

~~s. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that since a

large number of delegations had supported her proposal, she could not withdraw it.

She suggested that the Commission should vote on the matter.

~'jrs. ROHO ROi:L4.!'T (Chile) said th8.t a consic.erable number of dele.'!'ations was

prepared to adopt the provisional agenda as contained in document E/CN.6/570.

On the other hand, the various modifications proposed were far from vrinning

unanimous approve,I. She therefore suggested that the Commission should first vote

on the proposal to adopt the provisional agenda~ on the understanding that

item 4 (bi constituted a separate item since the Commission had agreed on that

point, and that it should then decidE on the other proposals.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) supported the position of those delegations that

wished to adopt the provisional agenda proposed by the Secretariat (E/CN.6/570),

as amended, and withdrew her proposal.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) felt that it served no useful purpose to place

item 8 higher up in the agenda because, in her opinion, the questions that were

considered last were generally examined in greater depth.

Mrs. CISSE (Guinea), supported by Mrs. HARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican

Republic) and ~1rs. DAES (Greece) re~uested a brief suspension of the meeting

to enable dele~ations to reach a?reement.

The meeting was suspended at ~.3Q p.m. and resumed at 5.40 ~~~.
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The CHAIRMAN said she was pleased to announce that, ina spirit of

co-operation, the various delegations which had proposed alterations had reached

agreement on a definitive agenda. The former item 3 became item 1, the former

ite~ 4 (b) became item 2, the former itern4 (a) (c) (d) became item 3, the former

item 5 became item 4, the former item 6 became item 5, the former item 8 became

item 6, the former item 9 became i tern 7, the former 7 be~ame item 8, the former

item 10 became item 9 and the former item 11 became item 10.

If she heard no objections, she would take it that the Commission wished to

adopt the agenda she had just read out.

It was so decided.

The agenda was adopted.

ORGANIZATION OF WORK

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre fo~ Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the Commission should next select the items which

would be given summary record coverage. She wished to recall,. before the

Commission took a decision, that it would not be possible to have minutes of

meetings for which there were no summary records.

Hrs. KASTALSKAYA (Union of Sovi,et Socialist Republics) said that her

delegation would like summary records to be prepared for the discussions on

item 6, namely the protection of women and children in emergency and armed conflict.

Mrs. r~RTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) proposed that the discussions

relating to items l~ 2, 4, 8 and 6 should be given summary record coverage, if

possible. She asked the representative of the Secr~~ary-General if that pr~cedure

was applied in the case of all United Nations bodies~ for she had the impression

that the Commission on the Status of Women was being subjected to discriminatory

treatment in the matter.

The CHAIRMAN said that with the exception 'of the Commission 011 Human

Rights and the Commission on the Status of Women, United Nations bodies rarely had

summary records.
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Hrs. DAES (Greece) proposed tha,t there should be su..mmar:-{ records for

items l~ 4~ 5~ 6~ 7 and 9.

The CHAIR~mN, after pointing out that it would be preferable if the list

were as short as possible, and taking into account the statements just made,

suggested that summary records should be prepared for items 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 9.
If she heard no objections, she would take it that the Commission accepted

, her suggestion.

It was so decided.

STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF CHINA

Mrs. LI Su-wen (China) said that women's emancipation was a question of

great importance, particularly in view of the fact that women constituted one half

of mankind. Over a long period~ women of many countries had made persistent efforts

and endeavours to oppose the discrimination and oppression against them and to play

a full role in all spheres of life and in promoting human progress. However,

despite the existence of legal provisions, in some countries women's rights had

not been guaranteed in p."actice. In other countries, women still suffered from

feudal. bondage and were deprived of their rights. In still .other::;8.s, women were

subjected to aggression, domination and racial discrimination by imperialism,

colonialism and neo-colonialism. Therefore, it was necessary to solve the question

of how to achieve complete emancipation of women, in order to .enable them to be

masters of their own life.

Experience had shown Chinese women that it was not easy to lead women onto the

path of genuine emancipation. In the past, the broad masses of Chinese women had

been reduced to slavery~ lmder the sway of the political authority, clan authority,

religious authority arid the authority of the husband. After some isolated efforts,

Chinese women had become aware that the women's movement was an integral part of

the revolutionary movement and that to win women's emancipation, it was imperative

first of all to fight for national independence and liberation an~, socialism.

Under the leadership of Chairman Mao Tse-tung and the Communist P::.'.:tty of China,

they had actively plunged into the revolutionary struggle. At the same time, they

had come to realize that it was necessary to mQbilize the masses of women themselves"

to evoke their latent enthusiasm for liberation through intensive ideological work
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and turn it into an inexhaustible source. Precisely because millions of women,

tqgether with the entire population, had taken 'an active part in the Chinese. .

people's struggle for liberation, the dark rule of imperialism, feudalism and

bureaucrat capitalism had finally been overthrown.

In socialist new China, the working people were masters of their country. ,

Women enjoyed equal status with men in all spheres of life - political, economic,

culturaJ: and social, as well as in the family. They ,rere taking an active part in

the socialist reVOlution and socialist construction and commanded high respect on

the part cfthe people. Their mental outlook had undergone profound changes as a

result of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, and they were now showing

. concern for State and world affairs. Their work was linked with the building of

socialism, the struggle against imperialism and hegemonism and the cause of human

progres~.

In China, labour was a ,glorious and magnificent undertaking. Women enjoyed

their right to work in various posts. In industry and communications, women were

to be found among the skilled technical workers, the architects, the geologist~

and the oil-drilling teams. In agriculture, bright and brave, they were engaged

in transforming nature with their own hands, harnessing rivers and mountains, so

as to wrest an ever bigger harvest from the vast Chinese land. In education, art

and culture, h'ealth and the sciences, women were also working hard for socialism.

In recent years, a sizable contingent of "bare-foot" women doctors had come to the

fore. That new emerging force was bringing 'drastic changes to the backward medical

and health work in the rural areas. All those examples showed that today men and

1-l0men were equal. Whatever men could accomplish women ,could too.

The Chinese Communist Party and Government attached great importance to

training and promoting cadres from among women, particularly from among women

workers and peasants. Since liberation, and particularly since the Great

Proletarian Cultural Revolution, many outstanding women workers and peasants had

been promoted to leading posts at various levels, from the highest leading organs

of the Party and Government to the people's communes. They were playing an

increasingly prominent role by keeping in close c9ntact with the masses and

serving the people diligently and whole-heartedly.
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The Chinese Communist Party and Government also paid great attention to the

protection of women. Laws had been enforced and various measures adopted to give

women special labour protection, and the .principle of equal pay for equal work was

applied. Furthermore, canteens, nurseries, .kindergartens, maternity and health

centres had been set up everywhere, planned parenthood was promoted, and men as well

as women were, encouraged to share domestic chores. All that had not only ensured

the good health of women but had also enabled them to play a better part in

political activities and productive work.

However, the remnants of the feudal ideas and old customs could not; be

eliminated at one fell SvTOOp, and it vTas necessary to continue the protracted

struggle against the old idea of looking down on women. Since the Chinese economy

was still comparatively backward, material facilities provided for women still

needed to be improved, as did also the cultural conditions of women peasants in the

rural areas. It was necessary further to mobilize women ideologically and

organizationally to play a better part in the socialist revolution a~d construction.

At the same time, Chinese women were closely following the struggles waged

by women of other countries of the world. They were glad to see that more and more

women were taking a part in the struggle against imperialism and. ~":lli0nism and for

women is rights and emancipation. Women of the third world, in particular, were
I

carrying on unremitting struggles for national independence, State sovereignty and

the development of their national economies. The women of China congratulated

them on the victories they had won so far.

Aggression and dominatio~ by imperialism and colonialism were continuing,

however, to bring disasters to the women of·some countries. In the Middle East,

with the support of the super-Powers, the Israeli Zionists had repeatedly laUL~ched

aggressive wars, thus displacing many Palestinian and .~rab women wld subjecting

them to pe~secution. In southern Africa, under racist oppression, the broad masses

of women were even deprived of fundamental human rights and freedoms. Moreover,

in order to contend for world hegemony, the two super-Powers wer'2 stepping up

their armaments race and engaging in all kinds of destructive activities which

posed a serious threat to the peace and security of the peoples and women of various

countries. Tc;> win their rights and emancipation, it was imperative for the women of

various countries to fight against imperialism, colonialism and hegemonism.
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The struggles of women and peoples of different countries aJ.ways supported

each other. The Chinese women resolutely supported women and peoples of various

countries in their struggles against imperiaJ.ism and super-Power hegemonism and for

national independence, democracy and peace. They resolutely supported the women

of various countries in their struggles ~o oppose discrimination against women and

to win equal rights between men and women in the political~ economic~ cultural and

social fields~ as well as in the family. Her delegation firmly believed that the

desire for independence and liberation was an irresistible historical trend and

that the just cause of the peoples of the world was bound to triumph. Women of all

countries would continuously advance the cause of women's emancipation.

In conclusion~ she wished to express the hope that the twenty-fifth session

of the Commission on the Status of Women would reflect adequately the ardent desire

of women of various countries, especially those of the third world~ to conduct an

exchange of views on important questions concerning women, so as to learn from

each other and to contribute to the promotion of the cause of women's emancipation

throughout the world.

The meeting rose at 6.10 ~.m.
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Tuesday~15 January 1974,
at 10.55 a.I1'1.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR (agenda item 3) (E!CN.6!576)

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Directo'r, Centre for Soci.al Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) informed the Commission that following the previous session

in 1972, when the Economic and Social Council had considered the Commission's

report, some members of the Council had criticized the large number of resolutions

approved by the Commission and had felt that some of those resolutions could have

been combined. As a result of the review and appraisal of the Council's work,

certain recommendations had been made which should be taken into account. In the

first place, all resolutions of the functional commissions and the subsidiary

organs should be drafted for approval by the Council. Secondly, in recent years

the United Nations had adopted a new system of programme budgeting which it was

difficult to understand and to prepare. v1hen the dOCument on the programme of

work (E!CN.6!588) was submitted to the Commission, it would be very different from

previous ones since it would be based on the ne'VT system of budgeting. Members of

the Commission should study it very carefully and ask for any clari.fication they

felt necessary.

On the recommendation of the Commission, the General Assembly, in resolution

3010 (XXVII) of 18 December 1972, had proclaimed 1975 International Women's Year

and requested the Secretary-General to prepare, in consultation with Member States,

specialized agencies and interested non-governmental organizations within the

limits of existing resources, a draft programme for the Year, to be submitted to

the Commission at its twenty-fifth session in 1974. The Secretariat had prepared

prelimin~ry suggestions which had been sent to Member States and the report was

based on the replies received from them. At the time the report had be0n issued,

only 20 States, 5 spe~ialized agencies and 23 non-governmental organizations had

replied. Since the report h~d been issued replies had been received from other

countries, including the Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, the Netherlands,

Cyprus and Pakistan. The International Council of Women and the World

Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching Profession had also sent their

comments. The document did not include information on specific programmes which

were being prepared, but she would provide any relevant details which were

requested.
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International Women's Year wa3 to be devoted to intensified action to promote

equality between men and women, to ensure the full integration of women in the total

development effort, and to recognize the importance of women's increasing

contribution to the development of friendly relations and co-operation among States

and to the strengthening of world peace.

As stated in paragraph 3, the Year was a time to review and evaluate progress

. made in those three areas .and a time to stimulate new initiatives and develop or

set in motion national, regional and international action programmes. As indicated

in paragraph 4, publicity and promotional efforts would be needed in specific areas

so that both men and women would be involved equally in those areas. In paragraph 7,
more specific objectives were set out and in section III suggestions were made

regarding activities at the national level, in respect of which differences between

countries should be borne in mind. Section IV contained suggestions regarding

activities at the regional and interregional levels, parallel to those suggested at

the national level. In section III mention was made of the possibility of

establishing national commissions, in connexion with which it was hoped to organize

seminars for the exchange of experience between countries in which such commissions

already existed and countries which wished to establish them.

With regard to regional meetings on the integration of women in development with

special reference to demographic factors, mentioned by Mrs. Sipila at a previous

meeting, she said that the first such meeting would be organized in ECAFE in May' 1974

and the second in Africa the same year, and that others would follow in 1975.

All those activities would be carried out within the limits of existing

resources. The Commission's share under the progrrur~e of ad~isory services in the

field of human rights would enable one or two seminars a year to be held~ a.lthough

if two were held the budget would be exhausted.. The~e was .also the possibility of

obtaining fellowships, a question which the Conmissionowould deal with later. The

resources available to the Commission were limited unless more were obtained.

Members of the Commission might make suggestions as to how that might be done.

Personnel resources were also limited. It was proposed to ~se the staff of

the Ce.ntre for Social Development and. H1.U!lunitarian Affairs, although the Centre

also had its own tasks to carry out.
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International \-Tomen's Year should be a memorable and significant event, both

for women and for society as a 'vhole, since the new trends did not only benefit

women. It was important to strengthen the programme and to try to obtain the

resources necessary for its implementation.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) said she thought that document E/CN.6/576 contained

important suggestions and recommendations, although it needed further elaboration.

Accordingly, she recalled the proposal made at the previous meeting by l~s. Bruce

that an informal working group be established to prepare a more comprehensive

and detailed draft report.

Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) said that she was prepared to support the

suggestion made by Greece regarding the establishment of a working group, although

it would be advisable first to consider the document in general and then go into

the question of the formation of the group, in which her delegation would like to

participate.

:r.1iss TYABJI (India) said that the fact that India had not taleen part in

recent years in the Commission on the Status of Homen did not mean that it had been

indifferent to problems which concerned 'vomen. 1''1any distinguished Indian women had

played an active part in the Indian independence movement and the All India Women's

Conference, the largest women's organization and a watchdog against discrimination

against women, had been founded in 1931. Since then, the Government had

. commissioned a series of reports on various problems facing women, culminating in

the report of India's own Commission on the Status of Women.

Equal rights and opportunities for men and women were embo~ied in India's

Constitution and the fact that ,\-wmen held high public positions showed that that

was not empty promise. However, it was one thing to provide equal opportunities

for a fe,v women and quite another to deal with the masses. The rights which wer~

recognized to women on papel' were of no avail unless 'wmen themselves enjoyed

economic independence and had the self-confidence to be able to exercise those

rights.
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Her delegation wished to make two main suggestiops. In addition to trying to

achieve universal literacy and to encourage girls to go to school, it was important

to start a large-scale programme of training girls who had completed their schooling

to run day-care centres and kindergartens. Not only would the p;irls themselves

benefit from such a measure, by finding immediate employment, ~ut, by relieving many

mothers from the chores of constantly looking after their children, they would

enable them to seek their own emancipation. The second sugr,estion was even more

important, not only for India but for all developing countries. Those countries

were suffering acutely from unemployment and it was therefore essential to give

special help to women in findin~ jobs. Efforts should therefore be made to create

non-profit-making decentralized industries which would provide employment for

women. Such industries could manufacture handicrafts and ready··made garments, as

well as food-stuffs. Various large voluntary organizations in the West had already

realized the importance of the assistance they could give to the developing

countries by helping them to export such articles. If the United Nations, with its

resources and experience, could get the. co-operation of the various women's

oI'ganizations throughout the world to· establish such industries ~ it would rea.lly be

doing something memor, Jle for International Women's Year.

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) felt that the report in document E/CN.6/576 had

been very well prepared and mentioned a number of activities to commemorate

International Women's Year~ In her opinion, the idea of involving men in order to

avoid discrimination was an excellent one. Emphasis should be placed on programmes

which created i~ women an awareness of the fact that sex was no obstacle to haiting

equal opportunities with men. Similarly, it was :t.l1'portant to destroy the large

number of absurd myths regarding women which persisted. even in the middle of thf

twentieth century and which made women in fact act as if they were int\:lr:Lox' to men.

For that reason, women in the twentieth century were }:c~sponsible for the dependent

status they were given. Many women still thought that their mission in life was to

look after the home and to bring children into the world. The concept of women

had admittedly changed in recent years, but there was still much to be ·done if

women were to avail themselves of the free time and technology which were now at

their di.sposal. It was to be hoped tha:t the nwnber of thinking and well-educated

women would constantly increase because the family, society and the world would

gain thereby.

/ ...
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Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium)· agreed with the Deputy Director of the

Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs that there was no reason to

be discouraged by the lack of resources for activities concerning the improvement of

the status of women. The current period was one of austerity and all policy-

making bodies had been asked to bear that fact in mind when considering the

financial implications of their proposals. That concern was highlighted in

document E/5329 concerning the work programme and budget for 1974-1975 and the

medimn-term plan for 1974-1977 relating to economic, social and human rights

activities. Nevertheless, she was surprised at the huge difference between the

funds allocated for the elaboration and implementation of the programme for

International Women's Year in 1975 (E/5329, p. 45), for which there was not even

any provision for extrabudgetary funds,.and the allocation for population

activities, particularly the 1974 World Population Conference and the World

Population Year (pages 51 and 52). The ,latter allo~ati0n would be 80 times larger

than the allocation for International Womerr's Year. The difference was so enormous

that, in her view, some explanation should be given •.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) announced that her Government would submit its

observations on the item under consideration at a later date. Internatio~al

Women's Year would provide an opportunity for promoting in practice respect for

huma.n rights and fundamental freedoms. The theme - equality, development and

peace - eloquently described its objectives; Tl~ time had come for immediate and

effective action to eliminate discrimination against women. In the context of thn

Second Development Decade, attention should be focused on the obstacles still

preventing the full integration of one half of the world's total population in the

development effort, and the changes in attitude which were-required in all sectors

should be encouraged. In that connexion, it was important to study the effect of

tradition and customs on the role of men and women in society. Despite the

commendable work done by the Commission on the Status of Women over the past

27 years, there was 'still no universal recognition of the principle of the

de jure and de facto equality of men and women. The celebration of International

Women's Year would provid~ an opportunity for Governments, the United Nations

system and. intergovernmental and non-governmental organ~zations to make.an appraisal'

of their laws, programmes and activities relating to the advancement of· women.
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The series of suggestions made in the draft programme for the celebration of

the Year adequately covered the three principal 'objectives sought. In a world of

increasing awareness of the vital' role which women pl~ed in deyelopment,

concerted efforts by th~ international community wouldbere'luired in order to

achieve the objectives of International Women's Year and thereby maximize the role

. of' women in modern society.

Mrs. STABILE' (Argentina)wa~mlY supported the proclamation of 1975 as

International Women's'Year and endorsed the objectiv~s stated in General Assembly

resolution 3010 (XXVII): to promote equality between men a.nd women, to ensure the

integration of women in the development effort and, to recognize women's

contribution to the development of peaceful rela:tions among peoples. The Year would
•

provide an opportunity to e~aluate the progress lnade in those three areas. The

evaluation should be based o~' actual conditions :',n the various countries and would

involve a real mobilization of all the sectors ir. each community with the aim of

studying the economic, politi.cal, social and cultiural issues affecting women. The

second stage should be an evaluation relating to geo-political regions, which

would strengthen ties and promote an awareness of the reasons preventing women's
, , .

participation, particularly in countries undergoing far-reaching transformations.

The third stage should. be a world-wide exchange of data at an inter~ational meeting.

In Argentina, there was no de facto or~~ discrimination; her country

had ratified all the conventions elaborated by the Commission and other specialized

bodies. Argentina wa"s engaged in removing the barriers of any possible

discrimination. The country had a woman Vice-President and women were encol1raged

to occupy posts of the highest level and importance. Inconnexion with

International \{omen' s Year, Argentina planned to organize a regional seminar,

which it would in principle host at Buenos Aires. Lastly, she thank~d the Belgian

representative for her remarks on the dwindling resources available to the

Commission for its activities.

Mrs.NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics) said she was. glad

that the initi~tive of proclaiming International Women's Year had come 1'rom the

Commission. In the reply Which it had sent to the Secreta~--General, the USSR

. / ...
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had stated that the Year should be an' important milestone on the road to

el~minating the discrimination'against women which still existed 'in many parts of
"

the world. It was urgent to elimina~e illiteracy and unemployment, to improve

working conditions, to introduce equa.l remuneration for equal work and, in

particular, to' improve. the situation of working mothers.

The programme for the celebration of. International Women's Year should place

emphasis on freedoms and rights of a social and economic nature and encourage the

adoption of specific measures to 'promote' the equality of men and women and

particularly equality' before the law, since in many cases the laws on the status of

women were retrograde and antiquated. It was also important to encourage the

participation of all women in social development and, in a broader context, in

the struggle for international detente and t1?-e liberation and independence of the
'.

oppressed peoples.

A noteworthy example, demonstrating the importance o.f the contribution of

women, was the World Congress of Peace For~es held in Moscow in O.ctober 197~, at·

which 97 women's organizations from 31 count ries and nine international women's

organizations had been represen+.ed. The discussions ·had covered many problems of

considerable interest to internation~women t s move~ents and, undoubtedly, to

women all over the world. One of the most importan~ activities of 'th.e world forces

, for peace was the struggle for equal rights for women, the necessity and importanc~

of which had been reaffirmed in the appeal issued by the Congress. The W0men t s

organizations represented at the Congress had also expressedtheir'views on

important problems of international concern, inclUding the struggle against
" ,

apartheid and the subject of international security. On that occasion" the

r~presentatives of the women's organizations had held a special meeting to discuss

ways of ~mplementing the recommendations of the Congress and preparing for the

celebration of' International Women t s Year in 1975.

Lastly, referring to conditions in her own country, she said that ,'Women ..

played an active part in all aspects of national life and made a significant

contribution to the development of the Soviet economy. In the years to come, an

attempt wo~d be made to concentrate. on t~e creation of even better opportunities

and even better working conditions for women.

/ ...
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Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) fUlly endorsed the draft programme for International.
Women's Year~ whose significance was eloquently ex~ressed in its central theme of

equality, development and peace. The Year ,would provide an opportunity to prove

that women were asking for their rights in order'to contribute to the development

of society and not in order to take revenge for past injustices, since it was clear

that certain ills of society stemmed from practices and measures discriminating

against women. In that respect', she very much favoured the .involvement of both

men and women in the celebration of tl:e Year. There wou~d a;lso be an opportunity

to review the progress made in the three areas mentioned in the period since the

basic goals of the Charter had been formulated in 1945.

The draft progrfu~e contained excellent suggestions concerning both specific
, ' ,

objectives and activities at the national, regional and international levels. The

suggested topics for study and research were' relevant to the issues facin~ women

all over the world. They undoubtedly provided excellent guidelines for any country,

regardless ,of its stage of development. They would certainly be of great

assistance to women everywhere in their efforts to give a scientific basis to

their activities for the advancement of wom~n and for their equality and

participatio~ in develop~ent.

It was important to differentiate between the publicity and promotional

activities likely to focus attention on the central theme of the Year and those

activities designed to have a profound impact in the years to come, in the field

of education for example. She welcomed in particular the suggestion that colleges

and universities should be encouraged to establish departments or programmes for

teaching and research in questions related to the promotion of equality of men and

women.

Due account had been taken in the draft programme of the role' non-governmental"

organizations could play. The guidelines laid down could also be useful for

countries' national commissions and even in cases where su'ch commissions' did not

yet exist or had not been properly organized. Programmes for the exchange of

information were a particularly suitable means of fostering understanding and

co-operation. Referring specifically to the situation in her coUntry, she

expressed the hopl: that International Women i 5 Year would provide Egypt's

non-governmental organizations with the opportunity to organize and reactivate

I . ..
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their campaign to improve the status of women and, in particular, amend family law.

At the regional level, there was already an Arab Homen' s Commission, which would'

welcome an opportunity to co-operate in organizing a conference in which

non-governmental organizations could participate. ,

One of the objectives for International Women's Year should be co-ordination

with activities for the Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination.

Apart from the fact that women could not remain aloof from the struggle against

racism, paragraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 3057 (XXVIII) invited United

'Nations organs to participate in the observance of the Decade, and the Programme for

the Decade referred specifically to the participation of women. Referring to the
." .

Belgian representative's significant comment comparing the budget figures for

International Women.' s Year with those for other activities, she said that women

should be integrated in all development activities. Through participation in the

Family Planning Association, women's collaboration and participation i~ that

important subject which was of direct concern to them could be increased.

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian 'Affairs) agreed with the representative of Egypt that women should

participate in other 'activities, and cited as an example the important part which

the representative of Greece to the current sessi0n of the Commission ,on the

Status of Women had played in the General Assembly· in the .debate on resolution

3010 (XXVII). As to the inclusion in International Women' sYear of matters

relating to action' to combat racial discrimination, she pointed out that it had been

a woman who had inserted the phrases on the participation of women in General
, "

Assembly resolution 3057 (XXVIII). She echoed the Egyptian representative's

statement that 'World Population Year provided an opportunity to create awareness of

women's role in all sectors.

Hrs. KOLSTAD (No~ay) said that it was regrettable that, perhaps for

lack of time, so few countries had replied to the Secretary-General 'squestionn:a.irEf~

In Norway, projects and plans were being prepared, but slowly. Referring to

document E/CN .6/576, she said that she attached particular importance to

paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 on page 6. International Women's Year would provide the

opportunity to give widespread pUblicity to efforts to 'improve the status· of. :women,

/ .. ,.
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and it was important to emphasize the joint parti~ipation of men and women in such

efforts. She entertained some doubt about the last sentence (.I'f paragraph 6, which

she interpreted as meaning that' preparations for and activities during. International

Women's Year ,"ould provide women with the opportunity to part.icipate in them;

possibly, 'however" the intention had not been that women should develop such

activities on their own, using their own means, but that they should press t·he

autporities and the politicians to produce the necessary funds. The establishment +

ofa working group would be a good way of furthering the work of the Commission;

the group could take the ideas advanced during the meetings, combine them with other

ideas and lay a good basis for t~e Commission's work.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that the, meaning of paragraph 6 was precisely that

International \ITomen 's Year should provide an opportUnity for women to become 8,Wf',.te

in some cases of the role they could play in activities fOr the Year. It was not

the intention that women should develop and finance such activities on their own.

They must have'the support of Governments and men.

Miss CHATON (France) said that her Government had not yet replied to the

Secretary-General.'s questionnair~ but, it attached great importance to International

Women's Year. Various governmental departments had been asked to examine the

Secretary-General's programme and the first meeting had been held on' 8 January '1974.

The next meeting would take place on 15 March and at it an official International

Women's Year committee would be set up. Activities for the Year should be planned'

in good'time on the basis ~f budgetary appropriations for 1975. France's

non-governmental organizations had met in order to urge all women, particularly

members of trade unions, to participate •. The last meeting had been held in

October 1973 and a general programme of activities had been adopted. Referring to

a UNITAR publication on the participation of women in the United Nations, she said

that the ,work should be extended to 'other fields in order to q.raw attention to

obstacles in. the way of women's advancemen~.

Mrs. SIPlLA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social .Development and

H~anitarian Affairs) s.aid that the representative of France had raised· a very

important point. There was no time to lose in bringing the financial implications

of activities for International Women's Year to the attention of Governments and

organizations, which must already be starting to prepare their bUdgets for 1975.
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As to the French representative' s r~ference to the role of women in the United

Nations, her own presence in the Comndssiqn as an Assistant Secretary-General was

largely attributable to the Commission's work. The UNI TAR publication dealt wi.t.h

the role of women in the United Nations and the specialized agencies; the previous

year, another document supplementing it had been submitted to the General Asselp.bly

and the Secretary-General had again examined the status of women in the United

'Nations and the ,specialized agencies. Unfortunately, women hel.d only 2 per cent

,of the posts at the level of Director (two D-2 and some 6 D-l); ·even at the P-l

to P-5 level, the 'number of 'tfomen tapered off in the higher posts. To a large

extent the situation reflected what happened in the Governments of I'-1emper States.

Very few GovernIJ.lents had replied to the relevant question in th~ questionnaire.

The 'Unite,d Nations could not improve the status of women if Governments did ::lot

do so. It was"easier for a woman to work .in her own countrY than in the United

Nation~, for in the latter case a post ~ad to be available, the woman had to mov:e

,to another countI-y, be 'prepared to worl~ in another language and move her family

with her.

" Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) presented her Government's apologies for not having

sent the suggestions requested. Its: failure to do so was attributable to the fact

that Indonesia's National Cominission on the Status of Women, which was responsible,
for preparing reports and suggestions for the Commission, had been bu~y with a

special meeting at which programmes for International Women's Year had been

examined. The National Commission had also been busy examining a marriage law which

had eventuallY,been approved in December 1973 and was very important for the,

status of women in Indonesia.

As to International Women's Year, her delegation suggested that men 'and

women should participate jointly and equally in seminars and other similar. '

activities ,. For example, each Government could send a man and a woman as its

representatives • Governments should also invite non-governmental o:rgani zations

to participate in· .all programmes for the Year. Further, the programmes should be

• so planned as to reach the mass of women, not merely a 'select minority. Her

,delegation further recommended that UNDP resident representatives should work

more closely with the community; that was important in developing countries, where

non-governmental organizations played 'a significant role. UNDP resident
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representativ~s should communicate directly with such organizations. Lastly,

to enact new laws such as the marriage law was not sUfficient; it was also

necessary to educate women in the application of such laivs·.

The problem of the budget was certainly an important one. Governments should

be requested -to establish a special budget for the programmes to be carried out

in observance of International 't~omen IS Year.

Finally, she requested ~~s. Sipila to' explain what were actually her functions

as Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs

and how she could assist women throughout the world.

Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that she was not in a. position at that time to give a

full reply; but, since she had been asked the same question the previous year

in the Commission for Social Development, she had prepared an expl&iatory d9cument

and would have .it distributed to the members of the Commission.

~"ith reference to the suggestion concerning the UNDP resident representatives,

she communicated with them whenever possible in .order to ascertain the situation

of women in the various countries and to find out what could be done about it. The

UNDP resident representatives constituted a link between the United Nations and

Governments, and had demonstrated their readiness to work with non-governmental

organizations. Nevertheless, it was for Governments to include the suggestions,

recommendations and programmes of' those org~izations in ·their national plans.

Much could be accomplished if wqmen in the developing countries worked for.

the adoption of measures to improve the status of women and for the allocation

of sufficient funds for that purpo;:;e.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines), after expressing hel' satis faction at the

election of a representative of her country as Chairman of the Commission,

commended the draft 'programme prepared by the working group for the celebration

of ~nternatiOnal Women's' Year (E/CN.6/576). The suggestions relating to activities

at the national level (pages 7 et seq.) were especially useful. President Marcos

of the Philippines was in favour of the participation of women in all aspects of

national li'fe and promoted such participation in practice, as was' shown by his

recent appointment of a woman to the Suprem~ Court.

/ ...
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She would be grateful if the working group could suggest practi~al ways in

which the proposed programme could be implemented. '.The Philippines had opted for

a multisectoral approach in the implementation of the various progrannnes·~ and

there would undoubtedly be many opportunities for the participation of WOmen.

Finally, she proposed the promotiori of exchanges of information on the experience

acquired by the various countries in the implementation of their respective

programmes, which would certainly be to the advantage of all concerned, and would

give added significance to the observance of In:t;ernational '-Toments Year.

The CHAIRMAN said that, in accordance with rule 76 of the rules of

procedure, three non-governmental organizations, namely, the Homen ts International

Democratic Federation, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions and

the International Federation of Business and Professional Women" had requested

permission to participate in the Commission~s debate.

If she heard no objections, those representat.ives would be allowed to address

the Commission.

It "ras so decided.

Miss von HOEMER (International Confederation of Free T:··'.>ii.e. Unions),

referring to the preparations undertaken by her organization for .the observance

of International Women's Year, said that in November 1972 the Executive Board of

the International Confederation of. Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) had approved a

proposal to organize in 1975 a world conference on equal rights and the integration.

of women in the economic ~ social and trade union fields. The conference would

deal with questions such as the humanization of the working environment and the

employment of women and the effects of education and training on the integration

of' womell in 'economic and social life. A revision of the ICFTU Charter of the

Rights of '.Jorking Women wo~d a,lso be undertaken.

In addition~ the Executive Board had adopted a programme of concerted action

on equal pay, and had appealed to all affiliated organizations to strive to attain._.., .. ·

concrete results in 1975 in their efforts to combat discriminatior: against.women.

As part of that programme, trade unions would endeavour to include in all col.lective

agreements provisions on the method of implementing the equal pa;y priricipl~, as

well as the procedures to be followed should difficulties arise. Studies would
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also be carried out on the 'criteria on which the concepts of light and heavy work

were based. Efforts would be continued at an inte,rn,ational, level to achieve equal

pay in the industrial or professi~nal sectors., with partieular attention to

multinational companies. The Confederation and its affiliated organizations would

continue their action for the r~tification and implementation of'ILO Convention

No. 100 and for the employment of women by the United Nations and its specialized

agencies ~ and it would co-ordinate and support all measures aimed at achieving

equal' pay for equal ·work.

It should be pointed out also that the Governing Body of the International

Labour Office had recently approved, at the proposal of ICFTU , the inclusion in

the agenda of the 1975 International Labour Conference of the question of equal

treatment for women workers.

Finally, she welcomed the objectives outlined in paragraph. 8 of document

E/CN.6/576, and in particular th~ fact that they included .the promotion of equality

of rights .and r~sponsibilities in the family, since ICFTU was firmly convinced

that the sharing of responsibilities by men and women in the' home' and in the

famity was an essential prerequisite for the achievement of equality in the labour

market.

Mrs'. BROHN (vTomen's International Democratic Federation) said that the

~vomen 's International Democratic· Federation and its 110 affiliated national

organizat.ions welcomed ~he proclamation qf ,1975 as International Women v~ Year by

the United Nations General Assembly ~ She hoped that the preparations for the Year

would help to intep.sify action to promote equality and advance the participation

of women in all fields under the theme of :iequality, dev.elopment and peace il
•

That was the only condition under which the programme could be implemented. The

theme of the programme should also cover questions ;relating to children'il a subject

which the working group might consider incorporating as one of the essential

elements. With reference to document E/CN.6/576, she expressed appreciation at

the fact that it included many of the suggestions of the vTomen's International

Democratic Federation. The United Nations proposal for the establishment of

national preparato!"Y'.committees for .International \l1omen' s Year required ~rgent

consideration. The Federation had rec~dved reports from its national organizations,
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including that of her oWn country, Australia, to the effect that committees had

been established in which'women 's and other interested organizations, such as

trade unions and other social organizations ~ncluding men among their members,

were participating. The Federation had fo.rwarded to Mrs. Bruce and to UNESCO

documents qontaining,its .proposals. It had drawn up its~programme for 1975, .
, ,

which included plans for seminars, leadership courses, international meeti'ngs,

'and practical training schemes for child care. The Federation was c~nsidering

the possibility of initiating consultations with other 'tvomen 's Qrganizat~.·....ns and
, '

with United Nations specialized agencies with a view to holding a world 'co~gress

of women. The Federation had given wide publicity to the declarations, conventions

and resolutions of the United Nations so as to make women aware of them., Document

ElCN •6/576 contained many val.uable pr~posals ~ but it should perhaps giye greater

attention to the nee~s of working mothers. It was incumbent upon society t~
~ '.

understand the special' needs of· the working mother ~ since she made· a double

contribution to the economic and social. life of her, country. 'That was of special

concern eto ':(omen, but it was also of importance to the whole family and to society.

The working group might consider giving that questi<;)ll more attention.

The meeting rose at 1 p.rn.
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Tuesday. 15 January 1974,

at 3.25 P.El.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

-INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S YEAR (agenda item 3) (continued) (E/CN.6/576)

~tts. OBA (Japan) said that, without due recognition. of the importance of

the role of women in achieving world peace, the int~gration of women in national

development and equality of men and women at the national level could not always

improve the' status of women and their welfare. As ~ong as there was any country in

the world where exploitation of and discrimination against women persisted, the

peace of the world would be menaced and the dignity of women w~uld be debased. Her

delegation hoped that the International Women's Year ,would inaugurate the first

world-wide campaign for recognition of the meaning of women's rights and

responsibilities in achieving world peace, through national and international

co-operatio~ between men and women. '

Her Government was preparing a number of projects to commemorate International

Women's Year. In 1975, the women of Japan would celebrate the 'thirtieth anniversary

of the achievement of women's SUffrage. Budgetary appropria~ions had already been

allocated by the Government for a joint project with the International Labour

Organisation for the benefit of women workers. The project would strengthen policy

measures affecting women workers and improve administrative arrangements within the

Ministries of Labour of Asian countries for dealing with the problems of women

workers.

In 1964, the International Labour Conference had -adopted a resolution concer'ning

women workers in a chl:!onging wo~ld, which had requested all member States to consider

the establishment of a central unit for co-ordinating research, planning, programming

and action on women worker's opportunities, needs and problems. With that end in

view, a project for international co-operation had been developed, out of the seminars

for women leaders held regularly by the Japanese Government since 1969. Since th.e

project was to be a permanent one, her Government hoped to welcome women leaders

from Asian and African countries to future seminars.

Moreover, budgetary appropriations would be earmarked for a study of national

and regional machinery designed to ensure equality in employment opportunities and

wages between men and women. Although equality had been, guaranteed by la~ since

1955, it had not always been achieved. The study would present the results of a
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national survey on the status of women carried out by the Government with the

co-operation of experts in various non-governmental organizations, labour and

employer organizations, and other professional persons.

In conclusion, her delegation hoped to learn about other projects from other. ,

countries at the current session and looked forward t~ welcoming participants and

observers from,Asian, African and other countries to the ILO seminar in Tokyo.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) recalled that the Preamble to the Charter of the United

Nations reaffirmed faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of

the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and

s~all. That fundamental concept had already been adopted ina number of countries

and endorsed by the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and more specifically

by the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. However,

the gap between princip~e and practice remained. enormous. For example, the

Commission had been told that~ despite a provision in the United Nations Charter

to'the effect that no restric~ions sh6u~d be placed on the eligibility of men and

women to partici:rate in any capacity and under conditions of equality in the

principal and SUbsidiary organs of the United Nati~ns, in practice there was

considerable discrimination. The 1958 Treaty of Rome had provided that each member

State of the European Economic Community should apply the 'principle of equal

remuneration for equal work as between men and women workers, but in 1971 the

European Parliament had concluded that the principle remained largely unimplemented.

There were thousands of other examples of discriminatory treatment meted out to

women.

Much work remained to be done to eliminate discrimination in countries in

which it still existed and to overcome major obstacles, such as customs and

traditions, religious doctrines or other social and economic considerations. Her

delegation sup'ported the proclamation of 1975 as International vJomen's Year, and

felt that efforts must be made to ensure that women were ready and determined'to

make an increasing contribution in the confrontation and solution of the important

problems of a changing society in the modern world. Those problems included the

consolidation of world' peace, the elimination of racial discrimination and

apartheid', the development of friendly relations among States in accordance with
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the Charter of the United Nations, the elimination of pov1arty. and illiteracy, and

economic, social, cultural and po?-itical development •.

The main objectives of Interpational Wo~en's Year, as proclaimed i.n General

Assembly resolution 3010 (XXVII), were equality~ development and peace. Thevital

principle of equality included the concept of equal rights and equal obligati~ns.

The objective of development was the full integration· of women in. the. total

developm~nt 'effort in accordance with Economic '~nd Social Council resolution
. .

1684 (LII), which recommended that the objectives and ta.rgets set forth in the. .
annex to General Assembly resolution 2716 (XXV) should be realized in such a way as

. to benefit women at all leve.ls of devel~pment. In planning and implementing their

programmes, Governments shoUld promote the advanf~ement of women, taking into account

their different needs, with a view to enabling them to achieve their maximmn

potential not only as wives and mothers, but also as full participants in the

devel.Q1>..ttlen:t E!'.:t~eir countries. Dur~ng International ~"romen's Year, it was i.mportant
~ '''.

for women to form a'clear idea. of their rights and obligations as citizens and of

the heavy resP9nsibilities they must assume in order to play an important role in

their communities and countries.

The report in document E/CN.6/576 constituted Em excellent w6rkin~ paper t.)!'.

use by the working group which would prepare a more complete programme. The ne'w

draft programme' should have a better structure; for example, the suggested a0tivities

at the 'national, regional, international and United Nations levels should·be

separated. The objectives should be expanded to include the adoption of new

national legislation and the ratification of exist.ing international inst·ruments,

and so on. Furthermore, the annex which contained the topics suggested for research,

study, seminars and similar types of .~r~C}7,ings should be supplemented to. contain

comparative studies on fam~ly law, ini,('rnationalpriv,·.te law and the like.. She W'as

confident that the Commission would be able to produc~ a more comprehensive draft

prog!'e.mme to ensure the success of International ~.yomen~s Year.

Mrs. MARINKEVICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) said tha.t. her

delegation's posit.:Lon had .been stated in the reply '1.;0 the Secretary~General's

questionnaire. Her country, whici.l. had secured fu.ll equa.li1;y· for men and women .in

all walks of life, agreed that 'ooth should participate in activities connected with
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International Women's Year, which would then be celebrated in a spirit of defence of

. fundamental human rights and would be an additiona.l stimulus'to improve the J,iving

conditions of all members of society. '

Her delegation could support the main lines of approach, set out in the draft

programme and welcomed the reference to the need to publicize international

instruments relating to human rights. There were a number of points' that should be

added to the drai't. The attention of the inte.rnational comm\mity should be drawn

once more to the fact that in many countries women were still discriminated against,

despite the provisions of many international instruments. The draft programme should

include at least some general measures to be taken at the nationel level to eliminate

female unemployment and discrimination against women in vocational and technical

training, employment; and pay levels. The drttft should also. include separate. '
recommendations on ways to improve the working conditions and daily li~~ of working

women, particularly mothers.

There were a number of· specific measures h~r delegation wished to suggest for

action at the internationa;I. level: the prej?aration and adoption.of e. convention

on the elimination of discrimination against women; the adoption of a declaration

011 the protection qf women and childre~ in emergency or in time of war or of

struggle for peace, national liber.ation and independence; the inclusion in the

agenda of the thirtieth session of the General Assembly of an item concerning the

status of women in the ~odern world; the strengthening of the links between the

United Nations and its specialized agencies and more active efforts by the latter on

questions .relating to the status of women and. children; the establishment of closer
. .: .

links. and contacts between the appropriate United Nations' bodies and non-governmental. .
organizQtions, which should work together on. preparing the programme for

Intern~tional Women's Year and on carrying'it through successfully•.
Mrs. HUTAR (United States of America) said that her delegation strongly., ...- .

. and enthusiastically supported the principles embodiedin·the observance of

Internatio~al Women's Year. It also considered that document E/CN.6/576 was most

impressive. Her Government had already begun to implement a num'ber of national
~

plans for the Year, :Illcluding the establishment of a special interdepart~ental

committee to assist with the preparations for the observance of the Year. It had
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also open~d a c,entre for International Women's Year; its Director was a member of

her country's delegation to th~ Commission, who looked forward to discussing the

Year with other representativ~s. Consideration was being given to the idea of a

Presidental proclamation and an Executive Order for the observance of International

Women's Year and to the appointment of' an adviso;ry body and task forces to s'Gudy

areas of concern to women. International Homen's Year offered the Commission an

opportunity of focusing attention on ":-ro~en all around the world, on improving

conditions 'of life and the freedoms of choice for women and for future generations.

The Year should not be seen as a goal in ~tself to end in December 1975, but as a

staging area for new advances, particularly during the Second Development Decade.

Women all ove~ the world were looking to the Commission for leadership. In order

to foster that: leadership, her delegattlon had 'che honour of ,introducing the draft'

resolution in document E/CN.6/L.658, requesting the Secretary-General to organize

an international conference during the Year to examine progress made by the tJnited

Nations system in implementing the recommendations of the Commission, during its

existence, for the elimination of discrimination against women and to consider

further programmes to encourage the full integration of women in the total

development effort.

Mrs. ANDREI (Romania) said that, as the members of the Commission .....'ere

aware, her country' attached great importance to the advancement of W0men. Recently

the plenum of the Central Committee of the Romanian COIDlllunist Party ha~ analysed

the implementation of resolutions relating to the role of the ~tiomaI1 in the po1itieal,

economic and social life of the country and had praised the contribution made by

millions of women to the progress and prosperity of socialist Romania and the

training of a sound youth, imbued with noble ideas of socialism. Nev m~~13SUrE:S had

been elaborated for increasing the involvement of WOffit.:'l in the social and political

life of the country 'and for improving their working l:ml living conditions. A

resolution had been issued on the measures to be adopted in order to ensure

appropriate conditions for the increased involvement of i-iOmen in development

programmes.

In a rec~nt statement on the role of the woman in pol,itical, economic and

social life, the President of her country had pointed out 'that inSUfficient
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attention had been given to the advancement of women in different sectors of

activity and that such a situation needed to be rectified. He had stressed that

women should participate to a greater extent in the life of society.. ,

Accordingly, her delegation was able to support the draft programme for

International Women's Year and in particular supported the view expressed in

paragraph 5 that. the Year should demonstrate the value of a unified approach to

issues of llUman rights, development and peace. It was not enough merely to inform

women of their rights. Public opinion needed to be influenced, and her delegation

wished to stress the need for education for young people of both sexes. It would

be useful to establish a working gro~p to formulate a draft document and.consider

any new proposals. :3he agreed with previous speakers that the results of

International Women's Year should be followed up after the conclusion of the Year

itself.

In conclusion, her delegation wished to draw attention to the close links

between International Women's Year and World Population Year. The Secretary-General

should be requested to recommend to the World Population Conferenceto'be held in

Bucharest in August 1974 that the agenda should make adequate provision for the

discussion of problems of concern to women. The Secretary-General might also be

requested to urge Governments to ensure a representative attendance of women at

the Conference.

~.."SAARINEN(Finland) said that as early as 1972 her delegation had

stressed the need for International Women's Year to be based on the concept of

equality between men and women and had welcomed the adoption of equality as one of

the central themes of the Year. Although it was true that the choice of measures

by different countries was influenced by such factors as the degree of development,

and historical, cultural and religious traditions, the achievement of equality of

men and women implied a reconsideration of their traditional roles. Indeed, it

was impossible to improve the status of women in any society without changing ..the.

status and role of men and without changes within the family. Consequently, the

specific objective~ set out in the draft programme should be viewed within the

framework of an ,over-all strategy promoting equality between men andwo~en.
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In view of the wide gap between women's living conditio~s in industrialized

and developing countries,- it was difficult, if not impossible, to work out a

~eaningful unified programme for the Year for all countries. The main p\U'pose of

the programme should be to prepa~e a useful list of ideas on which people and

Governments could draw according to circumstances.

The questions of the status of ivomen and population were interrelated in so

many ways that the only sensible approach was to deal with them together. How, for

example, could a woman be expected to limit tne number of her children if, as was

still the case in many countries, the only foundation of her status was that she ,

was a mother? The level of consumption was another important factor influencing

the rate of utilization of natural resources. The crucial question was how many

people could be maintained at a decent standard of living within the limits of the

earth's natural resources.

Women were often politically and socially passive in both the developed and

the developing countries. Their contribution to the work for equality and peace

was therefore weak. Efficient education and public information were needed to

'improve that situation and to change attitudes to ,the roles of men and women in

general. Information and education should be an important part of the programme

for the Year in all countries. National action groups for the promotion of the

status of women tended to concentrate exclusively on the national aspect of the

matter. Particularly in the developed countries, therefore, the Year should

emphasize the international aspects of the issue. Special emphasis should be laid

on informing women in the developed countries of the living conditions and problems

of their sisters in the developing .countries. In that way, women in the rich

countries would become involved in the work for accelerated development in the

less deYeloped parts of the world.

Equality and peace were interrelated; neither could be aChieved easily or

quickly. International Women's Year vIas a unique opportunity to set new goals and

to examine achievements. Nevertheless, consistent long-term work must be
, ,

continued vigorously. Improvements in the status of women and equality'between

individuals and nations would accompany harmonious development in all sectors of

society. Such development vIas an essential condition for a just and lasting peace.
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Mrs. CADIEUX (Canada) said that the fact that Canada had not submitted

comments on the draft programme iri document E/CN.6/576 did not mean that it was

not interested in International Women's Year. On the contrary, Canada had long,
been making plans for the celebration of the Year. Several voluntary organizations

had informed the Government of tht:ir wish to develop special programmes or intensify

existing programmes to promote the equality of men and women. She wished to assure ,

the Commission of her Government's support for the objectives of the Year as

proposed in the Secretary-General's report and as expressed in the central theme,

namely, equality, development and peace.

Her Government wished to pay special attention to the promotion of equality

between men and women in all aspects of life and to inform and educate the general

pUblic about the new roles played by women in society. Its programme of activities

included the following points: a statement by the Prime Minister early in 1975

supporting the international community in recognizing 1975 as International Women's

-Year and reaffirming the principle of the equality of men and women in Canada; a

series of regional and national conferences for the general pUblic; a national

programme of-education and information to influence society's attitude to women;

increased financial assistance to voluntary bodies to enable them to implement

their own projects for the Year; the deletion from federal legislation of clauses

discriminating against women; the implementation by government ministries and

agencies of special programmes for 1975 aimed at promoting equal opportunities for

women in their public programmes and in programmes for their women staff members;

hosting of an international seminar in 1974 on the status of women; review of

international instruments on wom~n's rights with a view to ratifying them or

suggesting revisions where necessary; an increase in the number of women

representing Canada at international conferences ,on all subjects.

Canada had made progress in promoting. 'equality of the sexes, but had not yet

fully achieved that goal. It hoped, therefore, that 1975 would provide an

opportunity for an evaluation of what had been done.

Mrs.LI Su-wen (China) said that her delegation hoped t~at the demands of

women throughout the world would be fully reflected in activities to be under~aken

during International Women's Year and that the Year would result in an ,improvement
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in the status of women and their liberation. In its deliber~tions, the Commission

should consj.der the actual situation facing women. Women made up one half of the

world population and ,were an important part of the social force. They lived in a

specific society, not in a vacuum'. Currently, imperialism, coloniali,sm and

neo-colonialism still existed. In the Middle East, Europe and the Indian Ocean, the

two super-Powers were practising hegemonism and power politics. They were

contending for spheres of influence, threatening the peace ,of the world, impinging

on the sovereignty of States, undermining the ,rights of peoples'. and infringin~ the

rights of women. Women should be mobilized to stand together with all peoples

struggling against the evils of imperialism, colonialism and hegemonism. Women in

territories under colonial domination were already participating in the struggle tO~l

win their independence, safeguara their natural res~urces and develop their national

economies. They were thus opposing policies of war and imperialism. If women

worked in isolation from or opposition to the revolutionary movements of their

countri~s, they would merely weaken the common struggle 'and lead their movements in

the wrong direction. During International Women's Year, emphasis should be placed

on bringing women together to oppose imperialism, colonialism and hegemonism and to

safeguard national independence and women's rights. Millions of women throughout

the world were fighting for the cause of women's liberation. Provided that they

mobilized the masses in their countries, they would achieve their liberation.

During International Women's Year, therefore, efforts should be made to ensure that

as many women as possible co-operated in movements for 'tvomen' s liberation. Since

the situation of women differed from country to country, plans for the celebration

of the Year should not be rigid and countries should be allowed to celebrate the

Year in accordance with their own practices.

It was suggested in the draft programme that the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, the International Covenant on Hunian Rights, the Declaration on the

Elimination of Discrimination against Women, the Declaration on Social Progress and

Development and the programme of concerted international action for the advancement

of women could serve as a .basis for the formulation of goals to be pursued during

International Women's Year. It should be noted that all those instruments had been
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adopted at the time when China had been deprived of its legitimate rights in the

United Nations. Her delegation wished to reiterate, therefore, that ratification of

or accession to those instruments by the Chiang Kai-shek clique was invalid. The

contents of the instruments were still being studied by the competent departments

in her. country.

Mrs. ~iARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) said that her delegation was

very satisfied with the draft programme submitted by the Secretariat, which

attempted to deal with 'toTomen's activities throughout the 'toTorld. The extent to which

countries could rely on assistance from the Un~ted Nations and specialized agencies

in implementing the progr~e was, however, a source of concern. Even if very rich

in content, ~nternational programmes and seminars would not be fruitful if they did

not resu~t in an increase in the participation of women in development at the

national level. It was essential, therefore, that the United Nations and the

specialized agencies should give more assistance to women's groups in all countries.

The question of training for women was another source of concern to her

delegation. Discrimination against women would continue until women attained the

highest level of education.

It was important to help countries to mobilize women at the national level.

Her country was arranging two meetings for 1975, one for urban women and one for .

rural women. Committees and meetings would achieve nothing if the rural masses were

not integrated in development and education programmes. ~ny working group

established to prepare specific measures to be adopted during the Year should bear

in mind the need to promote the cause of women at th(~ national level and in rural

areas.

Mrs. JOHNSTONE (International Labour Organisation) said she wished to

stress' that International Women's Year would benefit from co-ordination of the plans

and activities of the specialized agencies. For ILO, the target population was

working women; its aim was to focus the attention of Governments and employers on

female labour issues, with a view to raising the status of women in economic life

and ensuring equal opportunity and treatment, having full regard to women's social

function of maternity.
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The agency's main contribution to International Women's Year depended upon a

decision to be taken by the GoverninB Body in the very near .future about the agenda

of the 1975 session of the International Labour Conference. A proposal that the

agenda of the 1975 Conference should include the question of equality of opportunity

and treatment for women workers had been submitted to the Governing Body. The

item had been selected by all three groups in ILO. Although the effects of the"

general discussion of the item would probably be mainly promotional, there were

certain practical aspects. Part of ILO's work might be devoted to improving the

·status of women; if so, the 1975 Conference might contribute to an. international

conference on the status of women.

A world-wide survey of the appiication of the Equal Remuneration Convention

was being made and would touch on such other matters as equality of opportunity a.nd

treatment. Revised recommendations on professional guidance and training had also

been approved. They spelt out the principle of non-discrimination against women and

details of how that was to be ensured. It was hoped that a meeting ''1ith

non-governmental organizations would reveal the ways in which they" and ILO cQuld

co-operate on issues' relating to working women and their families. .A "s"pecia~ issue:"

of the International Labour Review would be devoted to women and the main themes

of International Women's Year.

She had been surprised to learn at the previous meeting that women had to rely

largely on NGO publications to find out what United Nations docunients existed that

affected their interests. She hoped that a greater effort woUld be made in 1975 to

pUblicize the aims and purposes of the United Nations and its specialized agencies.

ILO would do whatever it could to assist in that effort.

Although educational programmes were mainly the responsibility of the trade

unions, ILO hoped to have the opportunity in 1975 to co-operate with the. unions in

organizing leadership training courses for women and in discussing the issue of

equality between men and women. It vTould provide technical material and expertise.

The agency hoped to co-operate more actively with the regional economic

commissions in the future; it .hopeC' that they would be renamed "regional economic

and social develQpJl:-,rnt." commissions ll
'. 'ltTork at the international level would remain
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general unless it was backed up by activities at the regional level. ILO was also

considering,putting International ~~omen's Year on the agenda of the regional

conferences~ advisory committees and industrial committees.

~~s. ZAHRAN (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Org~ization),announcedUNESCO's appointment of a woman co-ordinator for human

rights and for International ~'!omen's Year. She was very happy to see many of

UNESCO's 'suggestions in the draft programme.
, ,

A task force had been set up to formulate UNESCO's role in International

~~omen's Year. The force wou1d'consider the possibility of a programme of social,. ,

psychological and political research which might help to redefi~e the role of women

i~ the family and society for the purposes of economic development and the

strengthening of vlOr1d peace. UNESCO's Division of Equal Access to Educatio~ had

designed all its programmes for'1975 and 1976 to fit the three themes of

International Homen' s Year. That aspect of the work had been approved by the

Director-General.

During International Women's Year, ther~ would be a follow-up of the joint

UNESCO/ILO investigation of the re1ationship'between the education, training and

employment opportunities open to women. Reports from five countries would be

stUdied and it was planned to follow them up by assisting the .countries to apply

the recommendations made in the reports.

A second project was a study of the working mother and her role in early

childhood education. The purpose of the study was to help member States to help•
working mothers bring up children of pre-schoo1 age. The programme would eventually

be included in school ~urricu1a. .

UNESCO's third and most ambitious programme was connected with women's efforts
. , . I. •

for peace. There were three stages in the programme: meetJ.ngs would be held J.n

selected member countries to work out appropriate procedures. UNESCO would then

sign contracts with seven representative countries which would list their~..,-..

achievements, new developments' and innovations. Fourteen eminent women would then

be given grants to visit the seven countries and learn from their experience. The

purpose of the programme was to strengthen world peace through the efforts of

women. A pamphlet on the three projects would be issued during International

l~omen's Year.
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In many .areas of the world, women we~~ denied equality in, primary education.

UNESCO was running a pilot project in one ~ountry where such inequality existed

with a view to pinpointing the obstacles involved and finding ways to help girls

overcome those obstacles and go to school. UNESCO would also be holding a limited

meeting with ILO on educational and vocational guidance, which was very important

to girls. It was hoped that the reSUlts of the meeting 't-Tould 'help member States

to devise suitable strategies. Co-operation with non-governmental organizations

would contill'lle in 1975. UNESCO's programme would have been largely the same

without International Women's Year, because the aims of the Year were largely the

s~e as those of UNESCO itself. In principle, all UNESCO projects were for both

men and women.

UNESCO hoped to hold a meeting in"1974 to which the task force would invite

social science experts. Efforts would also be made to mobilize intellectuals

throughout the world during the Year. UNESCO's information section would publicize

International Women's Year.

Miss SNYDER (Economic Commission for Africa.) , said t,ha~ the 'Ec.onomic'

Commission for Africa (ECA) was the only regional 'economic'commissiorito have'

developed a programme for the integration of vlomenin development ~ The "Tomen' s

Programme of the Human Resources Development Division of ECAwas implementing

three projects which had a particular bearing on International Women's Year and

which fell within the Division's five-year programme for the participation of women

in development • The five-year programme had been drawn up on the basis of

recommendations formulated at conferences of African women themselves.

The three projects related to national commissions on women and development

and women's bureaux, the African Women's Development Task Force and the

Pan-African Women's Centre. In so far as the first was concerned, in 1974 a team

of three or four women would visit interested countries to explain the nature,

structure and functions of commissions and bureaux. A brochure on the SUbject

had been prepared by ECA. As a follow-up to the team's visits, consultants would

be made available to countries requesting them. Furthermore, in 1975 there would

be a regional workshop in which special emphasis would be placed on the development

of national machinery for the integration of women in development. Both women and
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men would participate in the workshop. ECA would bear in mind the experience gained

by the Arab countries in promoting the integration of women in development.

The African Women's Development Task Force would be a volunteer corps composed

mainly of African women who would serve either in less developed areas of their

own countries or in other African countries. It would be organized by ECA, which

would also prepare guidelines for countries wishing to establish national task

forces. The Force would provide training and advice in such subjects as nutrition,

child spacing and care, labour-saving technology and the establishment of ilational

commissions and bureaux on women in development.

The project on the Pan-African Women's Centre was the result of recommendations

made at meetings held at Addis Ababa in 1969 and at TIabat in 1971. Participants

in those meetings had urged that a regional training institute for handicrafts be

established. Furthermore, officers of the All Africa Uomen's Conference had often

spoken of,a regional training centre, at which emphasis would be placed on training

of liberation movement women. It was envisaged that the centre vlould provide

in-service ~raining in such matters as foods and nutrition, handicrafts and small

scale industries, family resource management, family size and famil~r rela.tions,

and cormnunications and organization skills; conduct applied resea. ~'. on national.. . '

policies related to women's socio-economic roles, women's tasks and responsibilities,. .
'relationships between population and women's work and so on; train yourg university

women in analytic and action skills for rural development and the integration of

women in development; and offer apprenticeships for young graduates in the

administration of organizations and programmes.

Dr. MALAFATOPOULOS (l-Jorld Health Organization) said that "mo would be

. represented by a senior official at the United Nations ;International Forum on

the Role .of Women in Population and Development. It was considering the possibility

of preparing a background paper on health and nutrition in relation to the

integration of women in various development sectors, including the rural sector.

It would also examine the merit of certain other actions, such as a special issue

. of the magazine vlorld Health devoted to the theme of International 'Homen' s Year,

a P?otographic reportage of the female health worker in the field, the analysis
'.

of the current situation of women as health workers in all categories in different
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parts of the world, and a paper on the role of women in local community involvement

and their contribution to the improvement of health and social well-being. In

those ways, WHO hoped to make a positive contribution to the success of

International Women's Year.

Mr. CHARN01'! (United J:ITations Children's Fund) said that UNICEF was paying

increasing attention to the training and education of women and girls, including

the elimination of illiteracy. That development 'tY'as attributable not only to

UNICEF's recognition of the right to individual development and work opportunities

but also to its recognition of the special relationship between mother and child

and the fact that the enlightenment and emancipation of women redounded to the

advantag~ of children. From the point of view of UNICEF's ma,ndate, there was no

question that the integration of women in development efforts and the preparation

of girls to play their part in development would improve the quality of life for

children. Thus, UNICEF believed that it had an important stake in the success

of International ~vomen'~ Year. A number of the. obj.ect ives of the Year, as set

forth in the report of the Secretary-General (E/CN.6/576) were very much in line

with UNICEF's ongoing concerns, as were the suggestions concerning activities

to be carried out at the national, regional and international level. Officials

in UNICEF would be glad to work with the Assistant Secretary-General for Social

Development and Humanitarian Affairs and the Deputy Director-in-Charge of the

Promotion of Equality of Men and Women Branch in determining to what extent efforts

coula'be intensified and a new impetus given to action aimed at attainment of

their common goals.

~~s. JURADO (Food and Agriculture Organization. of the United Nations)

said that FAO had noted with pleasure that most of its suggestions and

. recommendations concerning the programme for International Women's Year had been

incorporated in the draft programme currently before the Commission. In observance

of the Year, FAO intended to promote special agricultural and rural development

activities through its headquarters, its regional offices and its country field

programmes. It was FAO's opinion that equality of men and women was not only a

goal in itself but also a means for achieving economic end social development.
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It must be acknowledged th~t it would be very difficult for women to secure their

equality with men. FAO still encountered negative attitudes with respect to the

inclusion of programmes for women in development plans and in many' instances the

degree of priority ~llocated to programmes for women was very low. To counteract

that tendency, FAO had established interdisciplinary task forces in which women

participated and throug,h "('1hich they uere able to try to ensure that their needs

'tfere taken into account. Furthermore, under some field programmes, country

planners with the specific task of promoting the full integration of wo~en in

development had been appointed. FAO was also working with ECA and the El,1ropean

Working Party on Home Economics to promote women's role in development.

FAO's plans for commemoration of International 1rlomen' s Year included the

establishment of an ad hoc interdisciplinary working group to make systematic .

plans for FAO's involvement in the programme for the Year and the issue of Ceres

medals depicting distinguished women. An item on International lJomen' s Year

would be included in the agenda for FAO's regional conferences.
~

FAO would also play its part in'activi~ies to be 'carried out in Uorld

PopUlation Year and would concentrate on population education programmes. The

role of women in development, a main feature of FAO's programme ol. work, had been

i~cluded in its educational programmes. Most of FAO's tr~ining progranrraes were

development-oriented.

The CHAI~~J suggested that, in accordance with the procedure agreed

upon at the previous ~eeting, she should invite the representative of the

International Federation of Business and Professional Women to address the

Commission.

It was so agreed.

Mrs. HYMER (International Federation of Business and Professional Women)

said that she was speaking as the Chairman of the Committee on International

Women's Year of the Conference of International Non-Governmental )rganizations ;~_

Consultative status with the Economic and Social Council. Member ,:) of those

organizations were to be found in every co~ntry and they could spur national anC!.

international efforts to promote the integration of women in development. Documents
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. E/CN~6/NGO/248, 249 and 250 had been drafted by the Committee'on International

"7omen'sYear, vThich was made up of representatives of ·31 international organizations

representing a ~ide range of interests. The following should be added to the

14 organizations listed in the documents to which she had referred: Associated

Country Women of the l'Torld, International Federation of University vTomen and Zonta

International.'

.The organizations had responded most enthusiastically to the proclamation of

1975 a:s International Women's Year. They had carefully examined the excellent plan

for the Year in document E/CN.6/576 and had made many suggestions for· dealing with

particuiar groups and specific problems. In that way they had indicated that they

were willing to take advantage of the opportunity af.forded to create a new awareness

among their members of the needs of women throughout the world and the urgent need

for immediate action.

The statements in documents E/CN.6/NGO/248, 249 and 250 were joint statements

by the organ~zations listed. They offered a pattern to be followed internationally,

regio:na11.y., .' hationa11y ano. locally in furthering the aims of International 1~Tomen's

Year. There ha~ 'been a strong feeling that there must be widely based groups in
I • •

order to .ml;l.lte.:t~e, greatest impact.

As would be seen from document E/CN.6/NGO/248, her Committee had felt that a

paragraph should be added to part I of the draft programme in document E/CN.6/576

pointing out that the Year would be a time not only to evaluate progress and start

new programmes. but also to document the contributions which women had made and were

making to improve the quality of life where they lived and enhance the economic

worth of their countries. That was a task which non-governmental organi~ations were

particular~y fitted to perform, because they were in a good position to appreciate

the value of the work being done: by women.

Referring to paragraph 26 of the draft programme. in document E/CN.6/576, she

said that the organizations on whose behalf she was speaking had been of the opinion

that an international conference should be held. They had also expressed particular

interest in participating in efforts to achieve the third goal to be pursu~d during

the Year, namely, peace.
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The paper on obstacles to the attainment of equality of men and women

(E/CN.6/NGO/249) was merely a research study of what participants in United Nations

seminars had stated to be obstacles to the advancement of women. In submitting it,

the organizations had not intended to advocate any particular point of v,ie't'T or

programme. They had felt, however, that the paper might prove useful in discussions

on long-range progralllIlles for the integration of women in development.

In conclusion, she hoped that the final plan for the Year would indicate

measures that could be taken by ndn-governmenta1 organizations. Possibly, an

additional section on the contribution of non-governmental organizations could be

added to the plan.

The CHAIRMAN said that those members of the Commission who wished to form

part of the working group which, it appeared, the Commission 'toTished to set up on

agenda item 3, should communicate their names to her at the end of the meeting. In

forming the group, attention would have to be paid to the principle of equitable

geographical distribution. She suggested that representatives of the specialized

agencies would be able to make a significant c0ntribution to the work of the group.

She suggested further that members of non-governmental organizations should be

allowed to participate in the work of the group in the same manner as they

participated in the proceedings of the Commission itself.

It was so agreed.

The meeting rose at B.55 p.m.
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Thursday, 17 January 1974,
at 3.40 p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

STUDY ON THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE STATUS OF HOHEN AND FM1ILY PLANNING (agenda
item 6) (E/CN.6/575 and Add.l and 3~ E/CN.6/NGO/250)

~1rs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

'Humanitarian Affairs) said that the Egyptian representative, who was also attending'

the current session, had raised the question of family planning for the first time

about 11 years previously, when no one had ever heard of the subject. The Egyptian

representative had also played a part in initiating the study which the Commission

had before it, in 1965 in Teheran, together with Austria, Finland and the United

States. At that time, it ha.d been believed that data would be available at

Headquarters which could be used for the study, but in 1968, when the first interim

report had been submitted, it had been recognized that no relevant information had

been available at Headquarters. After considering the interim report, the

Commission had recommended the appointment of a Special Rappor~eur entrusted with

the further study of the question, which was to be based on the findings of national

survey~ or case studies undertaken by interested Governments; and on information

furnished by specialized agencies and non-governmental organizations in consultative

status. When the first progress' report had been submitted in 1970, only four States

had replied to the Secretary-General, but some 35 had indicated interest in the

subject if they could be given time and guidance. The Commission had requested the
•

Special Rapporteur to prepare guidelines which would assist Gover~ents in

undertaking national surveys and which would aid United Nations bodies and

non-governmental organizations in further work on the subject, and had invited her

to consider the holding of 'consultations at the regional and national level with

appropriate national and international officials, experts .and women leaders. Si'e

had prepared and circulated the guidelines to Governments, specialised ugencies and

non-governmental organizations; she had held consult".,tions in 1971 and 1972 with

national and international officials, experts and women leaders in various countries

in Asia, the ~iddle East, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, and also with the

United Nations regional ,economic commissions in the regions concerned. In 1972 and

1973 regional seminars had been held on the subject of the status of women and

family planning in Istanbul, Turkey, in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, and in

Jogjakarta, Indonesia, the latter two seminar.s being carried out with funds made

available by the United Nations Fund for PopUlation Activities. In her
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consultations with national officials, she had learnt that~ while all were aware of

the meaning of family planning, its relationship with the status of ~vomen was not

understood. She had been at pains to clarify the issue for the officials with whom

consultations had been held,. The main problem had been that, since the subject was

a multidisciplinary one, many ministries and offices had had to be consulted, and

even Minis:tries of Foreign Affairs had found it difficult to assemble the

information. The relevant statistics were incomplete, even in the most developed

countries. At its twenty-fourth session, held in 1972, the Commission had taken

note of the progress of work and had indicated its desire for the report on the

subject to be submitted to it at the twenty-fifth session. She had been appointed

Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs on

1 September 1972, and had been obliged to relinquish her duties as Special

Rapporteur but, since the Commission had not been scheduled to me~t, she had

continued in that capacity until the current session. The report gave almost all

the information relevant to the subject, and formed a very comprehensive summary.

The intrinsic importance of the report was all the greater in view of its

timeliness, since it was being submitted precisely at the beginning of 1Jorld

Population Year, because various conferences and seminars would be held in 1974,
and in view of the imp~rtance of the study for the review and appraisal of the

Second Development Decade.

The report began by analysing the meaning of the term "status of women".

"Status" was defined as the position a person held in the structure of a society, in

its educational institution, its political system, in the family, and so on. To

those various positions were ascribed varying degrees of power, privilege ,and

prestige. ThUS, the "status of women" was the conjunction' of positions a woman

occupied at any one point in time, as a worker, student, wife, mother, 'church member,

political worker, or whatever, and of the rights and duties she was expected to

exercise in her active role as occupant of those positions. The report examined the

concept of 'family planning, especiall~r in relation to human rights. The concept"" ,

varied widely and some referred to it as applying to very specific methods of birth

control, while others included broad social, economic and/or medical assistance

programmes under its rubric. The report interpreted family planning as'- the right of
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all persons to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their

children and the right to adequate education, information and services in that

respect. Three main aspects could be distinguished: the extent to which family

planning determined the status of women, the status of women as a factor influencing

family size and the birth rate, and the implications for women of current population

trends.

There should be universal awareness of the relationship between demographic

growth, development and opportunities for. women to participate in the social and

economic development of their respective societies. Peoples and Governments must do

everything in their pOvler to ensure that women were able to decide freely and

responsibly on the size o£ their families.

The conclusions and recommendations of the report indicated that, although much

remained to be done, encouraging progress had been made in many of the important

fields in which the Commission had been active since its inception. It was to be

hoped that it would continue its fruitful work.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States o:f .America) pointed out that, long before the

United Nations had proclaimed 1914 as World Population Year, and 1975 as

International 1~!oments Year~ the Commission had already begun its study 011 the

interrelationship of the status of women and family planning. The Commission had~

in fact, requested the study at a time when the subject had still been a delicate

and controversial one.

In the United States, it was believed that the interrelationship of the status

of women and family planning was extremely important, and there was no doubt that

greater accessibility of means and knowledge of family planning had contributed to

the health and survival of mothers and children and enabled girls to have the same

educational opportunities as boys, as a result of wh:.~h the number of professional

and university women had increased considerably. Their ability to exercise their

right to determine freely and responsibly the number and spacing of their children

allowed women to take up employment outside the home and. to devote more time to

national politics, which was beneficial not only for them but also for society.

Her country supported the Teheran Declaration and the Declaration on Social

Progress and Development (General Assembly resolution 2542 (XXIV» which affirmed the
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need for the provision to families of. the knowledge and means necessary to enable

them to exercise their right to determine freely and responsibly the number and

spacing of ·their children. Two Presidents of the United States had stated that it

was national policy that no woman should be deprived of that kind of knowledge and

means through lack of information or resources. For almost three years, national

leGislation and programmes had guaranteed access to family planning services for all

women in the United States.

The report in document E/CN.6/515 was an excellent one; thought would have to

be'given to the possibility of circulating it widely as a public document as part

of the observance of World Population Year and International Women's Year. Perhaps

the United Nations Fund for Population Activities, one of whose responsibilities

was to disseminate information on World Population Year, might assist in that

undertaking.

In conclusion, she announced. that President Nixon had just signed an executive

order establishing a commission to supervise the celebration of World Population

Year in the United States.

Mrs. COCKROFT (United Kingdom) noted that the experience reflected in

various reports and seminars on family planning indicated that the conditions, needs

and difficulties of different countries varied and, accordingly, the: contraceptives

used and services provided should vary in each country. It was therefore essential

to carry out surveys in order to draw up effective programmes.

Since 1941 she had been practising as a doctor in the family planning programme

in the United Kingdom, and .wished to stress that family planning was a branch. of

medicine that should form part of the study plans and programmes of all medical

personnel, which was not the case in all countries at the present tim.e.

In the United Kingdom, the work of the volunteers of the Family Planning

Association, which had encountel'ed some hostility at the 'outset, had borne fruit in

1961 with the adoption of a national law on family planning under which medical

advice and contraceptives were distributed free of charge to those who needed them.

The process would culminate in April 1914, when the fam~ly planning service would. ,

become an integral part of.the United Kingdom National Health Service.
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Family planning played a primordial role. improving the status of women in

society. Couples should have the number of children that they wished and. could

afford, and the mother's health should be the basic consideration in reaching a

decision. Every child should be wanted and loved, and that principle F:loS one of

the basic human rights for bath children as well as parents.

Ideally, each couple should jointly take decisions concerning family plann~ng;

however, in practice, the responsibility tended to fall on the woman alone.

Accordingly, all women, whatever their social class or level of education, should

heve easy access to family planning servic~s and methods. It was also very

important to provide young people with education in family planning, since abysmal

ignorance of the matter still persisted. It was also indispensable to provide

free medical advice on contraception to those who needed it, not only in clinics,

but also in mobile units which could reach women in rural areas. It should be

remembered that modern methods of oral contraception required constant medical

supervision and that, if ,vomen could not rely on an effective and reliable

contraceptive, they might resort to illegal abortions with all the physical and

psychological problems which that entailed. If a woman had no control over her

fertility, she would have even less control over her status in life and her role in

society. It 'VIas true that some women freely decided not to work outside the home,

and were very happy with the life they had chosen; but the old concept that the

principal function of a woman was to bring children into the world was gradually

disappearing, and was being replaced by a whole range of new concepts and attitudes

which enabled women to develop and enrich their lives. At the same time, if a

woman could not rely on efficient contraceptive services and methods, her life and

career could be wrecked by unplanned and unwanted pregnancies.

She urged members of the Commission to do all within their power to ensure

thc~ their own countries gave the highest priority to family planning programmes

within their social and health programmes.

l~s. LI Su-wen (China) said that her Government favoured family planning

because it helped to protect wom~n's health and freed them from the burden imposed

by too many children born in quick succession, so that they might have more time and

energy for study and work and play a fuller role in all spheres of life. Her
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Government's policy was to develop the national economy in a planned manner,

including the policy of planned population increases. To that end, it actively

promoted production with the aim of raising the living standard of the people,

developing medical and health services throughout rural and urban areas and

improving health services for women and children. While lowering the mortality rate

of the population, it encouraged family planning in order to regulate the birth

rate. F'ar China, family planning was not restricted to birth control, but also

covered the adoption of various measures in the light of differing circUDlstances.

In densely populated areas with high birth rates, late marriage and birth control

were encouraged. In sparsely populated national minority areas, the Government

adopted appropriate measures to increase the population and promote production.

Guidance and help were given to those who desired to practise birth control. Family

planning activities in China were carried out according to the principle of•
combining voluntary choice by the masses with State guidance. The State provided

contraceptives and related medical services free of charge.

In general, Chinese women welcomed the idea of family planning and actively

co-operated with medical departments which sought to limit the number of births and

space them out more reasonably. The Chinese Government had made great efforts in

that field, especially in recent years, carrying out extensive .publicity and

educational work. Con~equently, family planning activities had produced relatively

good results. Chinese women had become 8.1,rare of the advantages of planned

parenthood. The State devoted particular attention to the problems of women and to

the protection of women and children. For example, women workers were entitled to

maternity leave with pay; women were transferred to light work during pfegnancy; and

maternity and child care services ha~ been set up. Notwithstanding all those

advantages, Chinese women felt that late marriage and smaller families were truly

beneficial to their health, and enabled them to work, study and take part in other

activities in order to make a greater contribution to socialist construction. Hith

fewer children, the burden of household drudgery was alleviated and, more

importantly, the health and education of the younger,generation ~o~d be improved.

At present. family planning was more successful in urban China than in rural

areas, where the birth rate was comparatively high, as some people were" still
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influenced by old ideas, such as "more children, greater happineE1s", and were not

content with families containing only daughters. Accordingly, 'pUblicity and

persuasion work was still necessary in rural areas, so as to help peasant women

carry out family planning more successfully.

Since conditions varied from country to country, policies and measures in the

field of family planning should be drafted in accordance with the specific conditions

obtaining in each country and the wishes of·' women themselves. No uniform rules

should be imposed.

Ina word, family planning helped to create favourable conditions for the

improvement of women's status. Of course, a radical change in the status of women

hinged not only on family planning, but also on whether or not the hundreds of

millions of women were actively mobilized to fight together with men for the

complete victory of the cause of national and social liberation.,
Mrs. ALf)AY (Philippines) said that her country gave high priority to

family planning programmes. A decree had recently been issued establishing a

population commission, which was entrusted with the task of carrying out a

programme in the field of family planning and co-ordinating the activities of the

various bodies concerned.

Various government departments in the Philippines had programmes relating to

family planning. The Ministry of Education had included family planning

information programmes in curricula for children from the first grade through to

university level. The programmes also covered the provision of information on the

matter to drop-outs. The Ministry of Social Welfare had also established a

special progr.amme on the subject aimed at youth. The Ministry of Public Health

had worked actively on the matter, both in the countryside and in the cities,

through health and child care centres. The Ministry of Public Information

co-operated in such work, and a department within the Ministry of Labour dealt

with family planning programmes for female workers. In.addition, a tripartite

committee had been set up in the Ministry of Labour to assist workers and evaluate

the effectiveness of the programme.

Turning to the activities of non-governmental organizations, she said that

various women's organizations had worked actively in the field of family planning.
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Thus, the National League of Child Care Centres was helping to establish such

centres i~ rural areas, and the National Federation of "Yomen' s Clubs and the Young

Women's Christian Association were sponsoring family planning programmes. Various

youth organizations also took part in such activities. There was full awareness

in the Philippines of the importance of family planning for the country's'

development and, consequently, programmes in that field were given high priority.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt), noting that Egypt had co-operated in the preparation

of the report submitted by Mrs. Sipi1a, said that the report had provided important

.data and guidelines for va.rious Governments. The conceptual approach to the problem

was of particular value. For example, the definitions of "status of women" and

"family planning" were extremely useful. Her delegation supported the proposal that

the report should be widely distributed, especially at the World Population

Conference.

The Istanbul seminar on the status of women and family planning had provided an
•opportunity to introduce new topics to the, participants, who had learned much from

the seminar. In Egypt, family planning programmes had been introduced: however,

since such programmes constituted a new idea~ few were prepared to recognize their

value. The Family Plann~ng Associatlcm had been encouraged to contiinue its work,

especially in mobilizing public opinion. It had then been realized that family

planning and the population problem were closely linked with socio-economic

development. Te~ years later, the Government had incorporated into its population

plans programmes orientated towards women, community development, and so on.
o.

Those programmes had been criticized for not attach~ng due importance to clinics.

However, clinics were no m.ore than a prerequisite: the people could be expected to

exercise their rights only if they were provided with advit>e.

Egypt was pleased to be able to co-operate with the Commission in giving more

thorough consideration to the item before it. Egypt's ideas and activities in that

area derived from the questionnaire which it had previously. been sent by the

Commission.

!i!s. l~OOR (Indonesia)· said that she had attended two seminars, one

regional and one interregiona1, dealing with the relationship between th~ status of

women and family planning, a matter which she had been studying for 11 years. Over

that period important changes had occurred in the way the problem was approached.
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In Indonesia, the success of development was a matter "of life and death.

Consequently, the problem of the status Ofl-TOmen had to be examined as it related

to development. It was necessary to draw up a positive strategy for education in

family planning, so t;hat women could understand what their rights were.

Nevertheless, it was essential to look beyond the question of family planning and

to integrate it within the framework of over-all development.
{~

If the Special Rapporteur was to continue her studies on the matter, those

studies should be broader, so that they brought out the relationship between family

planning and development, and the importance of particl.pation by women in the

development process.

~~s. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) expressed her agreement with what had been stated by the

representative of Indonesia and pointed out that, in, assuming the post of Assi~!:a"Clt

Secretary-General, she had relinquished the duties of Special Rapporteur.

Admittedly, the problem of family planning came within the wider framework .of

development. The question of population policies and planning uas not only

connected with the problem of human reproduction, but also ha~ other aspects

related to general development. At the c'JI'rent stage, the most important thing lY'as

for women to participate diligently in all the activities of World Population Year.

Hrs. OB~ (Japan) apologized on behalf of her Government for having failed

to respond to the Commission's "invitation. Japan had been considered an example of

the successful application of population policies. However, repeating what had

been reported during the previous session, she pointed out that family planning in

Japan had begun in the midst of war and poverty. It had been initiated not by the

Government, but by the people and the women of Japan, who had suffered the

consequences of large families and deprivation.

Japan was currently engaged in revising its population programmes and policies.

In carrying out the revision some were in favour of prohibiting abortion, which was

currently allowed for economic and health reasons. The women were opposed to such

a prohibition. It was necessary to launch publicity. and educational campaigns

before revising the population policies. As the Special Rapporteur pointed out in

her report, the fundamental objectives of such policies should be the enhancement of

human rights and the welfare of the individual.
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Miss TYABJI (India) said that India was, together with. Japan, one Of the

first countries to pursue a family planning 'policy, although it had not been as

successful as Japan in that respect. India's dilemma lay in the fact that, unless

living levels were raised, it would not be possible to convey the message of family

planning to the people. For that reason, the Indian Government laid emphasis on

development and employment opportunities.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) said that the fiemographic situation in

Belgium had reached a stage where the aging of tpe population was a very marked

phenomenon. The number of families with one or two children had for some years

been increasing, whereas those with three children had been decreasing since 1964,. .
while the number of families with more. than three children continued to decline.

The Belgian Government was currently concerned about family planning policy not so

much because of demographic trends as out of consid~ration for the quality of life.

From that point of view, specialists had been instructed to prepare an information

campaign intended for the majority of the population, involving the participation of

doctors, ancillary medical personnel, and public and private educ~tional bodies,

including women's organizations. The aim was to promote sex education among young.... '.
people and adults, so as to help married couples to live in harmony, to encourage

conscious and responsible parenthood and the spacing of births, and to combat

sterility.

In July 1973 Parliament adopted an Act abrogating certain articles of the

penal code which prohibited publicity and information concerning contraceptive

methods, and the sale and advertising of some contraceptive products were made

sUbject to regUlations designed to safeguard pUblic health.

Mrs. GOMEZ (International Planned Parenthood Federation), speaking at

the Chairman's invitation, said that the International Planned Parenthood

Federati~n (IPPF) was a private organization which believed that knowledge of

planned parenthood or family planning constituted a fundamental human right, and

that a balance between the world's population and its natural resources and

productivity was a necessary condition for the happiness, prosperity and peace of

mankind. IPPF encouraged both the establishment of national associations, to

pioneer family planning services throughout the world, and the mobillzing of public

opinion to persuade Governments to accept responsibility for them. Since it was
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founded in 1952 the membership of the Federation had increas~d from 8 to 84. IPPF

had always considered that the development of its activities formed an integral

part of the progress of women in the process of social change and economic

development. It clearly recognized the need for accelerated economic and social

development and, in particular, for an improvement in the social status of women

as a prerequisite for the control by men and women of their own fertility.

She said that document E/CN.6/575 clearly confirmed the existence of a

relationship between the social status of women and family planning, despite the

difficuJ.ties involved in evaluating that relationship. The study pointed out some

major complex problems requiring urgent, careful and continuing analysis by IPPF

in line with its programmes and human and financial resources. IPPF focused its

attention on some aspects of those problems, such as education, activities aimed

at the elimination of legal restrictions affecting the social status of women anfr

access to birth control methods, the contribution of family planning and the spacing

of births to mental health and general family well-being. In developing its

activities and in national labour programmes the Federation would lay special

emphasis on the integration of family planning with other social development

programmes and on the promotion of opportunities tor the progress of women through

productive employment and greater participation in the life of the community. The

Federation did not regard the employment of women as the only alternative to raising

children, but as a concomitant which could provide women with a certain economic

and social independence and an outlook on life itself, which was not limited solely

to the home and motherhood. She shared the views expressed by various delegations

concerning the need to establish child care facilities. The Federation welcomed the

exchange of ideas with other non-government~l organizations, and in the near future

Youl,d undertake to organize a seminar for that purpose. It hoped that the study

wou1d help to establish a link between World Population Year and International

Women's Year, and approved of the spirit and the aims of the study.

l1rs. LIPKOWSKI (International Alliance of Women), speaking at the

Cha,irman's invitation, pointed out that her organization had held regional seminars

on the relationship between family planning and the status of women, and had found
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that in various regions of the world the population problem was not a problem which

could be solved by laws or prohibitions or promotional campaigns. Family planning

was a human problem in which ethnic, religious, social and personal factors were

involved.

In 1970 the Congress of the International Planned Parenthood Federation had

reached the conclusion that the birth control policies of the developing countries

had ·failed despite the encouragement of their respective Governments. The

effectiveness of contraceptive methods depended on the economic, cultural and social

situation of the women concerned. So long as women were denied political, social

and economic responsibilities they could not reconcile the num~er of their children

with national and international interests.

The problem was an international one and should be recognized as such.

Statistics showed that factors such as age at the time of marriage, the level of

culture, the area in which people lived, the social and economic milieu and the t~e

of employment influenced the n~~ber of births per family. In .the developing

countries the prevailing attitude favoured large families, which enjoyed greater.

prestige. In the developed countries family planning was directly related to the

social and economic status of the family. Thus, the less educatt..: ct. woman waSj, the

larger the number of unwanted children she would have, and to the extent that she

had a career outside the home, the smaller the number of her children would be. For

example, in France the fertility of only 32 per cent of working women was higher than

the average, while the figure rose to 57 per cent in the case of women who did not

work.

States had a duty to carry out campaigns of education, information and

demystification (concerning the role of women in the home), in order to give women

the opportunity to choose freely and with dignity, in agreement, and on an equal

footing, with their husbands, the number of children they would have.

In 1974, l.Jorld Population Year, the International Alliance of vTomen would carry

out an intensive campaign in the 42 countries in which it operated, with a view to

promoting, as appropriate, the dissemination of the study of the relationship

between the status of women and family planning.

The meeting rose at 5.30 p.m.
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18 January 1974,

at 10.45 ~!.!!l'

STUDY ON THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE STATUS OF WOMEN 'AND FAMILY PLANNING
.~a~enda·~t~m 6) (~ontinu~) (E/cN.6/575 ~nd Add.l and 3, E/CN.6/NGO/250)

"~~~ ~EVENSON (Liberia) said that her delegation had noted with

appre~.iation the valuable information in the excellent study on the

interr~lationShipof the status of women and family planning (E/cN.6/575 and Add.l

an(l3):.on the interregional and. regional seminars held in Istanbul, Santo Domingo
. ,."

and'JC?gjakarta.
, .
Although it was far from over-populated, Liberia recognized family planning

as an essential factor in its economic and social development. It had been one of

the first countries in West Africa to establish a family planning centre, wpich

provided educational material and family planning services to men and women. The

centre's success was evidenced by the 'significant reduction in infant and maternal

mortality rates and the increase in the number of girls. and women joining the

~labour force and enrolling in schools. In addition, health services, housing and

nutrition had improved in both urban and rural areas.

The def.inition of the term "family plan.ning" given in the study would help to

remove doubts and misunderstandings concerning the aim of family planning. Family

planning ·afforded parents the choice of deciding freely and. responsibly on the

number and spacing of their children and the right to adequate information, advice

and services. Its objective was to ensure the exercise of individual choice in

reproductive behaviour. Family planning was less a matter of providing the pill

01" other means of contraception than of mobilizing people through education and

employment and providing a minimum social·infrastructure and social security. If

basic human needs were to be satisfied, people must be free to decide on the number

of children they could afford rather than having an unlimited number of children

who would grow up facing an uncertain future. The aim of family planning was

therefore to improve the quality of life and to free the individual to reach his or

her full potential.

Studies had sho1iTn that there was a definite interrelationship between family

'Planning and the status of women. Family planning could be a positive force

enabling women to exer.cise their rights in many areas, particularly in the family

and in society. Lack of access to education, inform''l-::ion and family planning
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services had, in ~Any instances, caused women to resort to crude and

sometimes fatal means of ending unwanted pregnancies. Family planning not only

ensured the equality of man and wife during marriage and at its dissolution bllt

enabled the won:an to have more time for rest and leisure and to broaden the scope

of her activities. The benefits of family planning were aptly summarized in

paragraph 32 of the study (E/CN.6/575).

When economic development was outdistanced by a rapid increase in the

population, Governments with limited resources had difficulty in provid:L,~; t1.dequate

housing, health services, nutrition and education for the population. In sut:n·

situations, conditions affecting the status of women could not be considered in

isolation; they must be considered as part of the problem affecting the entire

population. family planning was, therefore, indispe.nsable for e:conomic aud social·

progress. While Governments must plan according to their individual needs, the

conquest of ignorance, poverty and disease depended to a great extent on the

acceptance of family planning as a basic human right.

The stud:\T before the Commission would be extremely useful to the World

Population Conference. Its summary, recommendations and conclusions were of

interest to men as well as women, and they could serve as usefu: :!,~l:i cJelines in

identifying obstacles to the full integration of women in the total development

effort.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the most

successful of the international meetings on family planning matters held during

the previous two or three years were the seminars in Turkey and Indonesia. They

had revealed a growing awareness that the birth rate was closely linked with the

level of economic development, health, the distribution of the national income,

the l~vel of female education and the degree o:f fe!"'l:.e employment. It

depended on the cultural standards of the population and on the equality

of lTomen in the family. It was becoming increo.si.ngly clear that artifici.al

methods of bi~th control would not produce the desired results

Despite differences of opinion, a number of general conclu;..},,"lLd had been

reached at .the Istanbul seminar. There seemed to be very little ccnt,r:~di~tion,

for example, between th,e idea that. family planning involved the right to have
I

children at one's own discretion and the right of a child to be.wanted, and the

idea that family planning was a set of. social economic, legal, Ill0d.ical and

educa"b:ioDal, measures to provide women with the most favourable opportuni'ties to
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exercise their rights as mothers, working women and citizens in their own

in~erests ~nd in the interests of their families and the whole society. It had also

been agreed at the Istanbul seminar that family planning could not solve the

problem of hunger and poverty and that States had a sovereign right to pursue

independent demographic policies. The report of the Indonesian seminar contained

some interesting conclusions. According to the report, if a woman had an occupation

of her own and spent part of the day away from home, and if she had to divide. her

time between socially useful work and her family, she would be unlikely to.have many

children. Nevertheless, she would feel happier because her participation and the

knowledge that she was useful to society would make her life more worth while and

attractive. The report of the London .seminar stated that fami;:Ly planning should be

considered in terms of social development and not· as a matter of birth control. It

was clear trom the seminars that demographic processes could not have a decisive

influence on socio-economic progress, since only far-reaching socio-economic and

cultural transformations within the countries themselves could boost the economy in

general and overcome.backwardness.

The Soviet Un~on had never introduced special measures to reduce the birth

rate. The terms. "family planning" and "birth control" were not used. The Soviet

State had not interfered in the right of families to decide for themselves how many

children they wanted, but was more concerned with improving people's standard of

living. Nevertheless, Soviet society was not indifferent to the number of children

per family and the State was creating conditions that would encourage a rise in the

birth rate. With the help received from the State, women were able to combine their

professional activities and family obligations. The general picture in the Soviet

Union was one of a fairly low birth rate and of a very low child mortality rate.

The aim of demographic policy should be limited to producing an optimum rate of

population replacement by systematic action to stimulate or limit the birth rate

depending on the conditions in a given country. It was hardly right, therefore, for

the United Nations to make recommendations in such matters. General recommendations

could not be acceptable to all countries; each country had the right to pursue its

own demographic policy with due regard for humanitarian principles and human dignity.

A national demographic policy could not be imposed from outside. It was a part of

a State's social policy and could be successful o~'~· if it reflected the general

trend of development within a society.
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Her delegation viewed with understanding the sovereign decisions of countries

to rp-duce their birth rates but considered that such measures would not produce

the results expected without profound social and economic changes. Birth control

was but a supplementary means of overcoming social, economic and cultural

backwardness.

Miss PIETALA (Finland) said that the study under consideration was .the,
first aut~oritative document to place woman's right to decide on a very important

aspect of her life, namely, childbirth, in its proper perspective. Full use of the

right would make a woman master of her own life. The Special Rapporteur had also

done pioneering work in defining such important concepts as "status of women" and

"family planning". It was true that a woman's status depended on the extent to

which she had control over her own life. In practice, that meant the extent to

which she had access to knowledge, economic resources and political power. The

status of a society could be assessed according to the choices it afforded its

citizens in the areas of education, employment, political life and family life.

Clearly, the status of the citizen in any society was linked to the status and

quality of the society itself.

The definition of the concept of "family planning" given in the study was

important. Hitherto, family planning had· too often been taken' to mean only birth

control.' The negative reaction to it on the part of many developing countries and

religious societies was therefore not surprising. The study made it clear, however,

that family planning was the rigbt of all persons to decide freely and responsibly

on the number and spacing of their children, taking into account the right of every

child to be wanted, lO'\Ted and cared for. The right to practise family planning
-'

facilitated the exercise of other rights, such as the right to health, to educt:Ltion,

to equal pay for equal work, to active pa~,'ticipation in public life and to equality

within the family. In the ability to exercise those rights, women had been and

still were underprivileged in comparison with men. The report made it clear that

family planning was not just a trick whereby the rich countries tried to restrict

the populations of the less privileged countries. On the contrary, it was a means

of making life more meaningful for those who had previously had little say in the

unfolding Of their destiny. The more developed a society, the greater the

importance of the ability to practise family planning.
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Another fact brought out in the study was that the problem of improving the

status of women affected all sectors of society. The study was also valuable as a

clear statement of the principles which should guide those working to'improve the

status of women. Her delegation endorsed the United States representative's

suggestion that the study should be given as wide a distribution as possible. It

would be useful if the Office of Public Information were to produce a more popular,

less technical version in which some of the points made in the addenda ~'1ere

illustrated by pictures. The information contained in the study would also prove

most useful in the information and education activities to be carried out during

lITorld Population Yea.r and International Women's Year. Indeed, her delegation wished

to propose formally that the Commission should recommend that the study be one of

the basic documents f(.,r the World Population Conference. That would be one means of'

ensuring that women '.s views were taken into account in the discussions at the

Conference. It might also lead Governments to include women in their delegations to

the Conference.

Miss CHATON (France) said that she had participated ill the progress made,

and difficulties encountered~ by the Assistant Secretary•.General for Social

Development and Humanitarian Affairs in the research work she had undertaken for

her study on the interrelationship of the status of women and family planning. The

subject of family planning and its effect on the status of women was now regarded

as extremely important. She had participated in the drafting of the Declaration on

the Elimination of Discrimination against Women and wished to recall the terms used

to introduce the notion of access to educational :i n ':·.....rllll:1t.i.on to help in ensuring t.he

health and "reIl-being of families into the article on the right t<.') educrrti.on.

Gradual acceptance of that principle by populations i-rith different JyJ i I~;ic";p, and

moral outlooks had made progress possible, and it waf4 'hrough women that such

acceptance was strengthened.

Family planning was a IOIl.g-tE"rm undertaking which "equired the participation

of both partners of the couple. It supposed sex education in the family and at
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all leve.t.s of education, including higher and adult education. The constant

collaboration of family, school and social groups was necessary, as were unambiguous

attitudes on the part of the family and teachers at all levels.

The notion that family planning was a right and a duty of responsible parents

was gaining ground and leading, even in countries following a policy of demographic

growth, to the notion of the qUalitative improvement of the population.

In France, an Act of 1961 had made family planning possible-, but family

planning facilities had been introduced only very slOWly. In January 1914, sex

education had been made compulsory in secondary schools and a council composed of

doctors, educators, members of women's trade unions set up to propose necessary

developments. The delay in the introdqction of family planning measures had been.

responsible for a shift of emphasis to the question of liberalized abortion, which

was the .subject of a bill to come before Parliament at its next session. The notion

of the ilwanted" child was one which shou1.d predominate in the female popUlation.

In order that family planning might develop normally, much research work on

appropriate techniques and on the development of appropriate information must be

undertaken. Her delegation hoped that the representative of ,mo would indicate the

most suitable. means of providing couples with the best contraceptive information and

evaluate the results of certain contraceptive policies.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that on the whole Norwedians did not use the

words "family pla,!lning" but the more direct word llcontraceptionll
, by which th~y

meant the right of all persons to decide freely and responsibly on the number and

spacing of their children, in the interests of the health and welfare of the

population.

It was commonly accepted in Norway that sex education and contraceptive

information were of the utmost importance in precluding unwanted pregnancies and that

such information should be. given to young people as early as possible. AccordingIy,

since 1972 courses in sex education had been compulsory in elementary schools, which

were attended by children between 7 and 16 years of age. In high schools, the

courses were broadened to includ.e information a:bout abortion, contracepti?n and·

sterilization. Instruction in the use of contraceptives could be given with the

parents' consent.It was the duty of the school to provide such information to
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all pupils and to try to correct any erroneous ideas they might have. It was of

the utmost importance that teachers should be well-informed and adopt a sensible

attitude to the difficult and often delicate subject of contraception. The

availability of good teachers must be a crucial point in all Member ~tates.

Possibilities for direct contraceptive instruction for adults had been

increasiug in recent years in Norway but were still far from adequate. Doctors,

pUblic health nurses and midwives were supposed to take part in the programme.

Medical students were now being instructed in family planning and older doctors and

midwives could attend refresher courses on the subject. Nevertheless, there were

~ottle-necks in local districts, where it was necessary to resort to the mass media

to provide information.

In Norway, family planning was regarded first and foremost as a health matter

although economic aspects were involved as well. Recently it had come to be

discussed in connexion with the status of women, and an increasing number of young

people considered that even Norway's low birth rate was too high. At the current

growth rate of 0.8 per cent, the country's population would have doubled within

80 years. Abortion under certain circumstances had been legalized in Norway in 1960.

A revision of the law was currently being prepared and the right of a woman to free

abortion at her own decision was under constant discussion. It was impossible to say

whether political agreement would be reached on that point. There was, however,

.agreement that all women should be able to exercise their rights in the matter and

to appeal if their rights were denied.

Norwegians believed that family planning influenced the status of women and

that the status of women had a bearing on fertility. Higher social status meant more

family planning and family planning gave a better status. In Norway, families weJ.'e

small. In the last 40 years, the size of the average family had declined from

5 to 2.1 children. Nevertheless, there was a growing tendency for the first child in

a family to be unplanned. The tendency also revealed social discrepancies in the

population, for many more early marriages were contracted between your;:!, persons with

very little education and a rather low social status. Ninety per' cent of teenage

girls were pregnant when they married. It followed that the divorce rate was rising.

In 1970, 25 per cent of divorced women had been below 25 years of age. It would be

seen, therefore, that the problems of early sexual experience, unplanned pregnancies
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and weakly b~sed marriages' called for speci~ attention. In Norway, early marriages,

which ~er~ often the source of much unhappiness, were attributed to lack of sex

education.
,
Mrs. MARTE<le BARRIOS (Dominican ,Republic)" felt that document ElcN .6/575

sho~d be given the widest possible distribution, and should also be studied at the

International Forum on the Role of lrlomen in Population and Development, t'o be held

in February 1974. The report should be an Official document of the World Population

Conference, since the Conference documentation addressed. itself to very few matters. . .
of concern to women. Her delegation would like the Conference's agenda item 4,
which dealt with the family, expanded to include questions of interest to ·women.

Her delegation wished to thank, on behalf of her Government, the Assistant

Secretary-General and the'D~puty Director of the Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs for their collaboration in organizing in the Dominican RepUblic

the regional seminar on the. status of women and family planning. The seminar had

provided an opportunity ot .reviel07ing national planning policies with a view to

ensuring the participation of women in those tasks ana her delegation wished to draw

the at~ention of Governments, specialized agencies and non-governmental organizations

to the recommendations ilssued at· the conclusion of the seminar.'

The concept of family planning was more than the mere prevention of'pregnancy;

it also meant the exercise of respon~ible parenthood. Some people feared that a

reduction. in the population growth rate might become an obstacle to social p~ogress.

However, her delegation considered that it would be difficult for family planning

to become an instrument of opposition to social change. Moreover, it believed that

societies' had to evolve and that nothing could turn them awa;y from the path of
!

progress. There was no reason why any country should reject the right to formulate
I,

its own population policy. Each country had its own special characteristics and its

demographic policy should reflect those spec:tal characteristics and its national

interests.
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A few r..atin American countries, including the Dominican· Republic, had extended

thei~ family planning programmes to rural areas. Contraception was still a luxury

for women in rural areas and family planning programmes were needed for those areas

in other Latin American countries.

Family planning was not incompatible with the right of procreation, and her

delegation defended the right of a woman to have children in accordance with her

own wishes as warmly as it defended the right of a couple to have as many children

as it wished. There was nothing wrong about explaining the consequences of .

unlimited procreation, and it was the duty of doctors, sociologists, demographers

and teachers to give the couple sufficient information to enable it to make a wise

choice with regard to the size of its family. The woman had the final word and

that final word should be respected.

In concluaion, an increasing number of· countries, including her own, was

sponsoring official family planning programmes, and it could be said that family

planning had become one of the most important means of advancement for the women

~f Latin America.

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) said that family planning improved the status

and health of women and that each country should work out its own demographic

policy. Costa Rica, which had formerly had one of the highest population growth

rates in the world, had given priority to the question of family planning, and a

decline in the birth rate had begun in 1960. Contraceptive pills had been

introduced in that ye~ and in 1951 the Ministry of Public 'Health had launched a

family planning programme. Machismo, frequently adduced as one of the most

significant factors in the high population growth rate in Latin America, appeared

to be something of a sociological myth in Costa Rica in view of the

800 vasectomies performed in one hospital in San Jose. An effective programme of

education and information seemed to have been one of the main factors in changing

the attitude of the population with regard to the size of the family. In 1910, the

population of Costa Rica had been estimated at between 1.8 and 2 million, with

an annual growth rate of 2.6 per cent. In Costa Rica, women generally married

before the age of 23 or 24, and almost one fifth of the female population remained
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unmarried. For the country as a whole, there were few consensual unions and,

although the illegitimacy rate was 25 per cent, ,it was low compared with other

Latin American countries. Contraceptives were used extensively in urban and
t

semi,:"urban areas, independently of such factors as income and education, but in

. rural areas they were used infrequently. Rural and urban low-income groups ,for

the'most part, took advantage of the services offered by the national family

planning programmes, but middle-income and upper-income groups did not. In Costa

Rica, separation occurred much more often than divorce, for various social, legal

and religious reasons.

It seemed reasonable to assume that, as a consequence of family planning, the

family would undergo important changes. Its role as the reprod1:1ctive unit of

society would decline and its role'as a source of companionship and emotional

support for the individual would be enlarged.

Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand) said that her Government had recognized that

the demographic explosion in Thailand was a serious problem and had decided to

integrate population pOlicies into national development pOlicies. However, in

accordance with its tradition of respect for human rights and freedom of decision,

it had affirmed that couples should be allowed to take advantage of family planning

services, if they so wished.

The Ministry of Public Health planned to provide a family planning service

suited to the requirements of all levels of the Thai population. However, family

planning involved not only method$ of contraception but also the planning of family

life from the economic, social, educational and hygiene standpoints, and such an

extensive programme wo'4d require co-operation from other sectors. At present,

the Ministry of Public Health was responsible for the family planning programme,

which aimed at drastically decreasing the birth rate in five years' time to relieve

some of the strains and scarcities in the sectors of nutrition, housing,

eJllployment and. education. However, educational organizations would also have to

become involved in the effort to educate both young people and adults to enable

them to understand and participate in population planning programmes.
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In conclusion ~ her delegation noted that many countries had begun to realize

that more attention should be paid to population education ~ which seemed to offer

the best hope of solving national population problems.

Mrs~.~ (Guinea) said that her delegation agreed with section C of

document E/eN .6/575 and~ in particular, paragraphs 22 and 23. It also generally

approved of the recommendations in section E and more specifically in

paragraphs 27 to 34.

Her country ~ 96 per cent .01' whose people "were of the Moslem faith ~ was

underpopulated and her Government had therefore not given priority to the question

of family planning. In Africa ~ a child was a precious gift, and a childless woman

was conscious of her handicap~ which often served as an excuse for her husband to

have recourse to polygamy. Her Government was therefore not concerned to limit
I

birt)1 but to protect the health of .the mother and child. Abortions were unlaw:f'ul
/

and' any doctor or midwife who performed abortions was liable to punishment. An

extensive campaign of sex education for young women had been undertaken in schools

and the youth organization. The Government had promulgated legislation and

established social institutions providing free facilities and services in maternity

clinics and health centres and a national social security scheme which disbursed

various allowances and benefits before and after confinement.

~~s. STJ\BILE (Argentina) said that her delegation was not in agreement

with the philosophy reflected. in document E/eN .6/575. It considered that family

planning was closely related to development and was, in practice, dependent on the

wishes and requirements of each individual country. Consequently~ it could not

agree with paragraph 3l~ Which stated that the right to decide freely and

responsibly on the number and spacing of children was a fundamental human right to

be guaranteed to all persons~ regardless of particular national or international

demographic .conditions or goals. Human rights, and their exercise and preservation,

could not be guaranteed regardless of particular national or international

demographic conditions or goals. Human rights were not abstractions but realities

related to the cultural pattern of each nation and, indeed~ of the countries
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situated in each geo-politicalzone. Thus, paragraph 32 recognized the difficulty

of isolating the effect of family planning on the exercise of women's rights from

the effect of other social, economic, political and cultural factors, and

paragraph 33 noted that it was essential to keep in mind that family planning was

only one among a number of factors facilitating or constraining the expansion of

women's roles. Under adequate socia.l and economic conditions, women could more

easily exercise their rights. Paragraph 34 stated that family planning must

therefore be viewed as' part of a larger effort aimed at improving maternal and

child nutrition and the distribution of general health and medical services.

Her country's policy objectives were very clear: they aimed at the creation
"

of greater wealth so that more services could be provided. There was no question of

limiting the present or future number of recipients in order that wealth,

irrespective of its amount, could be distributed more equitably. The main objective

was to develop wealth and exploit natural resources in order to place them at the

service of the community. Therefore, her country's legislation was designed to

give maximum protection to the family unit. Since October 1973, two fundamental

laws to provide increased protection for the mother and child had been adopted, one

of them establishing the National Institute of District Kindergartens and the other

providing for. a prenatal allowance of an amount equivalent to that received by the

mother and children throughout the period of pregnancy. Moreover, a National

Secretariat for Minors and the Family had been set up within the Ministry of Social

Welfare. At the same time, the Vice-President was elaborating, with the assistanee

of a group of technicians, various draft laws designed to involve women actively in

the development process. Argentina had a long tradition of legislation in that

field, including a law which prevented an employer from dismissing an employee

because of marriage. Allowances for marriage, maternity and education were paid to

persons employed in trade, industry, rural occupations and State enterprises.

In conclusion, her country did not accept birth control or family planning as.

a means of improving the de facto and de ,iure situation of married or unmarried

women. Neither did it see them as part of its development programmes.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) endorsed the idea that there was a significant link

between the status of women and family planning. While she agreed in general with

the definition of family planning given in paragraph 28 of .the report (E/CN.6/575),

the part played by the State in educating people to enjoy their rights should not
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be limited to methods .of birth control. Family planning also implied the right of

individuals to have children in suitable conditions when they so wished. If it was

accepted that family planning was a dual concept, it was clear that Governments would

have to undertake substantial social, economic, political and educational programmes.

Her own Government had promulgated a decision on the rights conferred under its

population policy. According to that decision, the population must be educated in

mc)dern birth control methods, while measures were introduced to help families wanting

children. Young people would be required to certify that they had received

instruction in methods of contraception before the marriage ceremony could take

place; schools would provide education in sexual ma.tters, family planning and family

affairs. Steps were being taken to ensure that pharmacies had. ample supplies of both

contraceptives and preparations to overcome infertility. Because it had been found

that repeated abortions had led to sterility and a high incidence of premature birth,

abortion had been limited. It had been felt tha.t ways should be found to avoid

resorting to abortion as the principal form of birth control.

Detailed provisions had been made to help women who wished to have children.

Family and maternlty allowances had been increasad,.employers were bound to

re-employ women after confinement, considerable time off with pay was allowed to care

for sick children, and families with children w~re entitled to additional holidays.

The over-all purpose of the measures was to improve the demographic situation,

incr~ase aid to families, provide greater protection for mothers and children and

improve knowledge of contraception methods. Her Government was fully aware that

family planning helped to contribute to the well-being of individuals and society.

It welcomed the fact that United Nations bodies' were discussing the issue. She

hoped that the discussions would produce a definition of family planning that would

go well beyond the concept of birth control and that Governments would gradually

introduce large-scale programmes to solve population problems.

Nrs. ANDREI (Romania) said she was glad to see that paragraph 1 of the

report (E/CN.6/575) stressed a number of important interrelationships.

For obvious reasons the report had started out as a study of the relationship

between the status of women and family ~lanning in over-populated countries. The

concept had SUbsequently been developed, however, to cover the situation in other

countries. Family planning was not merely a matter of limiting the number of births.
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Her delegation therefore could not accept the statements in paragraph 31 of the

report.

Every state had a sovereign right to formulate its own demographic policy for

the well-being of the nation. The status of women must be seen in a demographic and

human rights perspective that depended on historical, economic and political factors.

The concept of family planning would probably.be clarified further at the Horld

Population Conference in Bucharest. She agreed with the Finnish representative that

Governments should increase the number of women ,in their delegations and that specific

provision should be made for the discussion of population questions with a particular

bearing on the life of women. Her Government was already arranging a vast programme

of meetings within the country; the National Council of l-lomen would be represented

in all phases of the Conference.

The purpose of family planning should be to enrich human life, not to restrict

it. Her country was particularly concerned with improving the nation's health. It

was doing everything possible to help the family, mothers and children. State

assistance to the family was continuous and effective. Romania's rapid economic

development was raising the standard of living of the people and would ensure that

future generations had a happy life. Family allowances accounted for a large part of

State expenditure on the welfare of mothers and children. Substantial maternity

benefits were paid for each child after the first three, regardless of income.

Extensive medical assistance ~iaS available to women before and after confinement.

Steady economic and social development would make life increasingly agreeable for

women.

Mrs. ROMO ROMAN (Chile) said that her country recognized the importance of

family planning programmes for the development of the country. Recent 'studies had

shown once more the need to introduce a clear concept of responsible parenthood,

based on respect for the dignity of the.human person and freedom to choose how many.

children one wanted. The Government had set up a special office to co-ordinate not

only family planning, but also plans to ensure that children would receive

sufficient food. Milk would be provided for children up to the age of two and would. .
be supplemented later with other low-cost high-protein foods. It was hoped that the,

combination of family planning and nutrition planning would be a substantial step

towards ensuring the well-being and development of the whole people. Chile's
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ability to introduce the concept of responsible parenthood and ,to provJ\de food to

the underprivileged was the key to raising the standard of living of the whole

population. The women of Chile had undertaken to strive to achieve those goals.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director t Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said t in reply to the proposal made by Finland t that the..
report of the Special Rapporteur would ~e issued in a more popular format using

funds from the United Nations Fund for Population Activities.

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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STUDY ON THE INTERBELATIONSHIP OF THE STATUS OF l-lOMEN AND FAMILY PLANNING
(agend·a item 6) (conclud~q) (E/CN.6/575 and Add.l and ;, E/CN.6/NGO/250)

~rs. l'10HAMMED (Nigeria») Rapporteur, referring to the comment by the

representative of Finland that the developing countries had a negative attitude to

family planning, -sai~ that ~t must be understoodth~t in countries where w~men

often had '.no acc'ess to even the most. elementary medic,al care during pregrianc'y or

after confin~ment, the first thing to be done was to teach them to look after
'. " . I,.. ',. .

themselves 'and their children. ,Only when that· had been done, preferably bymedical
, \ . , "

teams, ,could they be given information about ~ays of spacing births. Medical
, ,

information'played a vital role and th~·idea'of' family planning could only be

accepted if it was properly understood.

Mrs. CADIEtllC, (Canada), noting the, de~elopment of attitudes ,to the .

principle of family planning, said that the' study on the interrelationship of the
, .

status of women and' family planning (E/CW ,:6/575) ~hich, had been introduced at the

606th.meeting should help to produce'further changes.in,that field provided that,
. . .

it was widely publicized.' The' definition of family planning given in the report

should be adopted universally because it· was based ,on the idea of the right of the

individual and not on demographic or other' considerations. Canada was carrying

'OUlt a family planning programme o~ that basis. Although the birth rate had fallen

in all parts, of Canada since the 1950s, Canadians in all walks of life still needed

information -about means that allowed them to decide the size of their families.. '.. . .

An amendment to ,the Penal Code, promUlgated in 1969, 'had made it legal to

disseminate in~ormationon birth control and to sell contraceptives. In 1970, the

Canadian Government had set up a fede~al'programme of information, 'training and

research in the field of family planning following the recommendations of the
'. ,

Roya,l Commi~~ion of Inquiry on the status of 'Women in Canada. In 1972, a family

planning division had been set up in the Ministry o~ National Health and 1':elfare

to carry out the federal programme. The aim of the programme was to co-operate

with the Provincial Governments, municipal authorities and private organizations,

in disseminating information on family planning methods to allow Canadians to

adju~t their fertil~ty and thus to improve their physical, mental, soci~l and

economi~ well-being.
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Her delegation hoped that during World Populat~on Year' as many wome'1 as

possible would take part in activities and in international meetings devoted to
'the issue.

Mrs. DAES (Greece) congratulated the Special Ra.pporteur on her excellent

study on the interrelationship of the status of women and family planning.

Her delegation, which had listened with great interest to the remarks and

proposals made by India, Indonesia, Egypt, Nigeria and other developing countries,

supported unreservedly the moral, technical and financial assistance that the

relevant United Nations bodies and specialized agencies could give developing

countries in that field. She subscribed to the definition of family planning given

in paragraph 28 of document E/CN.6/575.

Nevertheless, as the representatives ,of .Arg,entina and Romania had pointed out,

every country applied a demogr.aphic policy tht\t matched its needs. Greece, for

example, which was underpopulated, had taken epecial steps to help families, such.
as the granting of family allowances starting with the third child and assistance

to working mothers with more than three children and to mothers in rural areas.

Her delegation hoped that the Special. Rapporteur would state her views on the part

that could be pl~ed by the Commission in improving,the status of women in

underpopulated countries.

She also wished to know what contributi6n the Centre for Social. Development

. and Humanitarian. Affairs intended to make, in c\,')nnej.,ion with family planning, to

the work of the World Population Conference to be held at Bucharest.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) said that in Colombia the rate of

population growth was much higher than the rate of economic development,. Despite

their scope, ~eaching programmes did not adequately fulfil the needs of people in

rural areas and of marginal groups.

In Colombia, there was an institute which promoted, among other "lihings,

responsible parenthood. It was hoped that the promotion of responsible parenthood

would lead to true family planning based on the dignity and liberty of the

individual, with positive consequences for the future.

Private organizations in Colombia had also set up family planning programmes, .

and some private schools. had started to give courses :;'n sex education. II.. its
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development studies, the ~ational Department of Planning referred to the need to

adopt a demographic policy. Planninr. in that field was' particularly in~ortant

because the population of Colombia included a hi~hpercentar.e of young people 'rho

needed to have access to education, to enjoy various social services (health,

accommodation, etc.) and to find work. Colombia had already made a great effor1;

towards development, which was reflected in positive results that it' intended to

follow up, particularly in the fields of health and education, so that the
, \

population would become fully aware of,its responsibilities, including those

relating to family planning.

Mrs. AWAY (Philippines) said she wished to' give some additional details ' ,

regarding family planning in' her country.

Apart'from the private organizations mentioned,in her statemen:t at the

606th meeting, the national organization \for family planning and responsible ,

parenthood had set up .a family planning programme in collaboration with a number

of other organizations some 10 years prev'iously• Moreover , the Ministry of

Labour had organized two seminars pn'the question jointly with the ILO and IDlDP,:

one at the national and the other at the regional level. The seminars had been

attended by representatives of the trade unions, of working women and 01' employers

in Asian countries. One of the obstacles to family planning was the position of

the Catholi,c Church, which approved only of the rhythm 'method. Since most of

the population of the Philippines was Catholic, ~he application of family pl~ning

programmes had been fairly limited, despite the enthusiastic participation of many

interested organizatio~s.

Mrs'. NOOR (Indoneslia) congratulated the Special Rapporteur on the

excellent work she had done. She stressed that 'the seminars held in Istanbul
I , '. w

(Turkey), SantoDomingo ,(Dominican Republic) and Jogjakarta (Indonesia) and

various studies made at the request of the Special Rapporteur had shown that

the status of wo~en was very closely linked to economic and social development,

particularly where famil~· plannin8~ was concerned.
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She then gave a very' detailed account of the background of the i~sue in

Indonesia. Two thirds of the population was concentrated in the three islands in

the centre of the Indonesian archipelago: Java, Madura and Bali. The outer isles,

which accounted for 93 per cent of the area of Indonesia, were sparsely populated.

partly because after the colonial era it had been virtually impossible to obtain an

education and find work except in Java, particularly in the towns, and partly

because cultural barriers (taboos,traditions and so forth) drove young people to

leave rural areas for the towns. That was the case, for example, in the western

part of Sumatra, where, because of migration, the population had been "stable ll

for 20 years.

The growth of the towns and internal migration were causing an acute shortage

of housing and schools, growing unemployment and ecological problems in the towns,

while there was an a.cute shortage of skilled and unskilled labour in the deserted

islands which, however, offered a basis for prosperity.

The n~ber of women of childbearing age (15 to 44 years) had already reached

26.5 million in 1971; the rate of population growth for the whole archipelago was

21 per cent. If the population continued to grow at '.' la.t rate, Indonesia would

have 175 million inhabitants in 1981, of whom 45 per cent would be less than

15 years old. Such an increase would have many repercussions in the economic,

social, political and ed:ucational fields, and the illiteracy rate, particula::ly

among the female section of the population,. would be very high.

In 1957, aware of the size of the problem, the.Indonesians had set up a group

which was to become the Indonesian Planned Parenthood Association. The group had

been unable to pperate fully until after 1966 when President Suharto had come to

power. President Suharto had given a prominent role to family planning both under

the-first five-year plan (1969) and through the National Family Planning Board

(1970) which had been given the job of co-ordinating all activities in that field.

Currently, efforts, were being focused on Java, Madura and Bali, which were the

most populated and where people had the lowest per capita income.
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In general, the aim was to improve the. health of the mother and child so as

to reduce the infant mortality rate and thus the need to "produce" a large number

of children in order to ensure the survival of at least a few.

Unfortunately, it was still too early to assess the success achieved in

family planning, for it was only since 1967, when President Suharto had signed the

Declaration on Population, that the authorities had been offi.clally concerned

with popUlation problems. However, while it was still too soon to draw conclusions

as to the effe~ts of the population policy on per capit::..~ income, primary education,

housing, employment, etc., it was already clear that account had to be taken of

various factors arising from popular attitudes: traditionally, the presence of

children was considered as enhancing the position of the wife in the enlarged

family; the child was regarded as a "gift of GOd", a sign of prosperity, "each child

bringing its share of good fortune"; it was a form of old age insurance for its

parents and represented cheap labour.

Studies in urban and industrialized zones had shown that there was at present

no clear link between the employment of women and the fact that they were of child

bearing age. However, gi:ven the high rate of unemployment, employers hesitated to

recruit married women since they would have to provide them with the legally

established benefL,13 in the event of pregnancy, including maternity leave on full

pay for six weeks prior to, and six weeks following, confinement. In 1973, in order

to discourage births, the Government had passed a .law under Which civil servants.
would no longer leceive the benefits provided for children after the third child.

Although the ~ndonesian Constitution recognized the equality of men and women,

much remained to be done in the area of marriage, where there was not full equality,

since a Moslem husba~d could obtain a divorce simply by repUdiating his wife (talak).

Polygamy, which was infrequent in Indonesia, made only a very small contribution to'

increasing the birth rate.

The extended family, which still existed in certain regions, coulQ. influence the

decision of a couple. concerning the number of their children. Further, in areas

where male children received larger shares in an inheritance, that inequality could

stim~late the birth rate. Fertility and family planning studies carried out in Java
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had shown that the level of ~~ments education had an ~ppreciable influence on the

fertility rate: education, unlike traditiQn~l customs and beliefs, instilled a

positive attitude towards family planning and, by'enabling,women to find employment,

delayed the age at which they married and began to bear children.

Abortion,' even for medical reasons, was prohibited in Indonesia.

The Government was currently trying, as part of the first five-year, plan, to

promote rural and agricultural development in order to ensure more balanced

distribution of the population. In the s~cond five-year plan, it intended to devote

more attention to demographic policy withi~ the over-all development programme, and

to attempt to overcome the obstacles encountered in that field: insufficient funds,

lack of co-ordination, inefficient management and administration, over-attachment

to traditions and beliefs,' serious problems of infrastructure resulting from the

geography of the archipelago and, finally, the lack of skille?- labour.

In view of the seriousness of population problems, it would be necessary to

adopt a positive stra.tegy in place of the pr~sent "passive" policy, to base national

demographic policy'on an integrated and interdisciplinary approach, and to amend. the

laws governing marriage, succession, abortion, etc. In the, social field, it would

be necessary to increase pensions, to limit but not abolish maternit;r allowances, to

promote education and the participatioil'of young people in family life, to develop

community behavioural research centres and to ensure that women played a greater

part in decision-making.

In conclusion,' she supported the suggestion that the re,port entitled "Study on

'the interrelationship of the s:tatus of women and family planning" (E/CN.6/575)
I

should be circulated as widely as possible and stressed the importance of continuing

to make simiia:r studies, for example on the influence of taboos, traditions and. . . . .
ancestral values on the status of women in particular and on their attitude towards

family planning and population growth in general.

The United Nations specialized agencies should co-operate with both governmental

and non-governmental organizations de81ing with such matters, at both the

international and the national l~vel.
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Mrs. SIPILA (Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) thanked all those who had helped her to gather the data

necessary for the preparation of the report entitled "Study on the

interrelationship of the status of women and family planning" (E/CN.6/575),

particularly the resident representatives of UNDP, who had made her contacts with

the vari01J.s Governments much easier.

The report was based on two principles which had been adopted by the General .

Assembly but ,mich might sometimes seem contradictory, namely, the right of all

persons and of all couples to decide freely and responsibly on the number and

spacing of 'their children, and the sovereign right of every State to formulate

its own population policy. In fact, those two principles were not necessarily

contradictory, for the right of all persons to decide freely and responsibly on

the number and spacing of. their children could coincide with the national policy

of the Government.

She had tried above all to show in the report to what extent women had so

far been able to exercise that right; to what extent a woman's decision as an
, ,

individual could affect her rights in other fields such as those of education,
, .

employment, and family and community life, and to what extent current demographic

changes affected-the rights of women in all fields.

. No attempt had bee~ made in the report to in~erfere in any country's _

demographic policy; the aim had been,to study the ,rights and aspirations of the

individual and their repercussions o~ demographic policies, since the success of

such policies depended to a large extent on the attitude and support of

individuals, which was not the case in other fields, such as that of the

environment, where Governments had f~ greater freedom of action.

Replying 'to the question raised by the,representat~ve of Greece concerning .
,\ .

the role played by the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Aff~irs .in

World Population Year, she pointed out that the Centre was partic~arly concerne4.,."_.,

with the questionot equality from the point of view of human rights, development,

and the in~egration of women in society and in that connexion it was called upon

to participate in World Population Year. On the other hand, it did not deal
. .

with population matters proper, which were the direct responsibility ot the

Population Division and the Population Commission, even though it was in constant
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contact with them both. If the members of the Commission on the status of Women.., . .
wanted the Centre for Social Development andHuma~itarian Affairs to play a

greater role in that field, they would have to extend its mandate.'
, .,

As for the participation-of women ~n the World Population Conference, it
- . -

would not be ~nough for them ,to take part in the Conference in greater.. numbers. ' ,
. ....

. I'tt was equally, if not more, important for them to ,take part in the regi-onal ,

conferences which would study ~he draft ~lan of action for the World populatl'on
.. '. ... ..... . . .

Conference. . '
, ~

I~conclusioh, she sa~d that women s~o~ld be more strongly represented in

governmental delegations to meetings of al~ .,kinds.

~~s. JURADO (Food and Agriculture Or~aniz~t~on of the U~ited Nations)

welcomed the report of the ~pecial'R~pporteuron'the interrelationship 'of th~ status
- .

of women and family planning. As part of its mandate, FA'O was called' upon to
, .

implement poli~ies and programmes designed,to improve the'well-being of the

family and to promote national development. Many States members of FAO did not'. ..... .
accept the notion of "family planning", but did .agree that FAO' s programmes

should be directed mainly towards those heavily populated c~untries'where the. ".,

food supply l~gged behind population srowth.
- .

FAO had noted that' When the-fruits of'economic development had been widely
" -

distributed within a community, the size of families had tended to decline.

Moreover, it had realized that an appropriate "population strategy~ associated

with the-adolltion of social m~asures, could in the long run accelerate the rate

of economic development., FAO had made a special effort to help populations

which lived according to traditional' living patterns to link t~e notion of ,
~ ... -.

'family size to already accepted concepts of developinent 'and higher living,

standards.

Exten,sion progr~es and programmes for women and young people had proved

to be exceJ.lent means of reaching families and enhancing the status of women.
, ,

Some existing' programmes, ins'titutions and agricul~ural services provic1ed

excellent means of communication with agricultural workers and their familie~

and wOmen were now being offered an opportunity 1;0 participate to a greater

extent in such projects as those relating to extension servi~es, land reform and
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co-operatives. Those various measures had a favourable influence on the life of

the agricultural worker and his family and made it easier for him to take

decisions regarding the size of his family.

,The Planning for Better Family. Living programme was designed to reach

. famili~s in ~~al ~eas through food '~d ~~icul~ural programmes including

research activities concerning,' in particular, the lin~s between 'family ,size and
. . . '.. .. ..'
standard of living and the,rel~tionship between the evolution of agriculture

and population dyn~ics. Regional me~tings had been held ,in the Middle East
. . .. " ' ..

with a view to studying the as'sistance ,which FAO could give to countries in

connexion with the population growth rate. FAO was currently developing. its

"Planning for Better Family Living" programme, by linking it to maternity

programmes being ex~cuted by WHO and other agencies.

!lore. JOHNSToNE (International Labour Organisation) said that the'ILO

was deeply interested in the questions under, consideration and that she had

taken note of the comments made by members of the Commission.

She ,supported the observations and conclusions in paragraphs 42 and 43 of

document E/CN.6/575 and pointed out that the ILO was equally interested in the

questions of the.relationships between family size and standard of living,

between participation in the labour force and fertility, and between the type

of occupation and fertility, raised in document E/CN.6/577.

The participation of women in the labour force should not be regarded as a

means of reducing. the size of the family, and family planning should not be

aimed solely at t.he poorest strata of the popUlation, since it was of concern

to th~ whole of society. Lastly, she observed that the ILO was concerned with

the social infrastructure and services to assist working parents.

Mrs. ASIYO (Kenya) associated herse:lf with other delegations which had

offered their congl~atulations to the Special Rapporteur and said she hoped that"

the study on the interrelationship of the status of women and,family planning

would receive wide circulation. Family planning was an integral part of the

national programme. Kenya had worked out a strategy for parent educa'tiion which

was designed to reach the greatest possible number of people. l-10men' s
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organizations, religious groups and non-governmental organizations, among others,

w~re participating in family planning programmes and thus helping to enhance .

the status of women.

Health services were to a large extent free in Kenya, and as a result the

population could be offered free contraceptives. However, Kenya lacked the

necessary trained personnel, particularly in clinics and schools in rural ,areas,

to carry out a programme of sex education ~hich was included in the curricula
,

of schools which had competent teaching staff. Social welfare workers and

ext~nsion workers had various teaching tools, but there was still a long way to

go to reach all Kenyan women, particularly in illiterate rural areas where

families still had too many children.

Mrs. SEKELA KAITIHDA (Zaire) cor!l!!leno.ed the Special Rapporteur ancl. her team

on their excellent report. The fact that,. various definitions had been given of

the concept of "status of women" attested to the complexity of the question

before the Commission. Her delegation thought that the concept was dependent

on the social a."ld economic structures of each natinn. In that connexion, she

pointed out that Zaire, which had an area of 2,345,000 km2, could accommodate

a population ten times higher than its current popul~tion, namely 22 million

inhabitants. Nevertheless, the problem of the status of ioTOlllen arose in terms of

educ~tion and training, if Zairian women were to participate actively in economic

and social development. Those responsible were en~eavouring, in particUlar, to

combat the illiteracy which prevailed, particularly among women, and to that

end were organizing courses for adults. Moreover, radio and television played

an'important role and the emphasis had been placed particularly on health

education. Health education centres had been established throughout the country

and absolute priority 'm~S given to the granting of fellowships for medical

studies.

In the matter of family planning, Zaire was el}clea.vo~ing to prepare families

to have children when they wanted them and was taking economic and social

measures to that end.

Miss von ROEMER (International Confederation of Free Trade Unions)

welcomed the very interesting report which had been prepared by the Assistant

Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs.
I •••
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In 1968, the third Conference on the Problems of' Working Women .had adopted

a resolution relating to social and family policy in which it had expressed

itself in favour of the establishment of a large number of family planning centres,

scientific research into contraception and the rejection of all legislation

which might limit or impede the access of the population to information relating

to contraceptives and their use. Since then, ICFTU had organized a number of

'meetings on the, quastion $lld at Aurangabad, in India, had set up a particularly

intereating project to help poor people in rural areas. With the help of the

ILO,and the United Nations Fund for Population Activities, ICFTU and its two

Indian branches had organized a course on the well-being of the family for the

benefit of rural workers. Instruction had been given in family plEm...ning

techniques as part of an over-all programme designed to raise the level of living

of a number of families. The participants had been young couples trom several

villages. Of different 'religions and different castes, they had all belonged

to the very underprivileged rural sections of the population, which generally

had very little contact with social development workers. During the programme,

the women had been placed on a footing of equality with their husbands, who had

been encouraged to ,participate in the housework and to consult their wives on

decisions relating to their daily lives. It was, in fact, essential ,to the

success of any family. planning programme for a man to recognize that his wife

was his equal in life. For the first, time, couples had been able to experience

independence and live with people belonging to other castes in the same village,

take their meals together and work together. Their attitudes had thereby been

changed and they had been able to accept the idea of family, planning more easily.

The programme in question had had family planning as its central theme and all

other SUbjects dealt with had been directly or indirectly related to it. Courses

,", on child care, trade unions, hygiene, home econ~mics, the construction of small

rural housing, poultry-farming and gardening had been organized and had. made-it-..

possible to set up various self-help projects in the villages of origin of the

participants, whose attention had been drawn whenever possible to the link which

existed between family size and standard of living.
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In commenting on the proj ect, Mr. Gunnar Myrdal had noted that the spectacular

success of the experiments should lead to their continuation on a wider scale

in India and in other developing countries which faced the same problems of mass

poverty .and stagnation in the rural areas. A further experiment of the same

type had since been organized at Poona. .

. In conclusion, she said that the success of family planning programmes

depended to a certain extent on the adoption of social se~urity measures

guaranteeing a pension, however, small, to old people. In many parts of the

world, children were still regarded as an insurance against sickness and old

age, as indicated in paragraph 162 of the report in document E/CN.6/575/Add.l•.~
The CHAIRMAN said that the Commission had concluded its consideration

of agenda item 6.

The meeting rose at 4.50 p.m.
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Monday. 21 January 1974,
at 11 a.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SIUU[ANI (Philippines)

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF \lrOMEN AND
THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 7):

(a) IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION (E/C.9/NGO/l,
E/CN.5/48l, EicN.6/577) .

(b) STATUS OF RURAL "rOMEN, ESPECIALLY AGRICULTURAL WORKERS (E/CN.6/5133 and Add.l
and 2, E/CN.6/NGO/253 and 256)

Miss KING (Promotion of Equality of Men and Homen Branch) introduced

document E/CN.6/577 relating to agenda item 7 (a). The document drew to the

attention of the Commission the need to integrate its own goals, stated in General

Assembly resolution 2716 (XXV), with the wider goals of the Second United Nations

Development Decade, which appeared in General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV). It was

particularly timely to do so at the current session, since it immediately preceded

1975, which was International Women's Year and which also coincided with the mid-term

review and appraisal of progress made during the Second Development Decade.

There was a growing awareness that development was a'mult'idimensional process,

which meant that the integration of women in development would depend on progress

made in other sectors such as education, health, employment, etc., and vice versa.

The aim should therefore be balanced dev~lopment in which economic, social,

cultural and political factors all took their ~ightful place.

Document E/CN.6/577 was divided into two parts. Part one examined the

objectives and targets of the Decade, with special reference to those relating to

the integration of women in development. It also described the methodology being

used by the United Nations to measure and appraise progress made in the sphere of

development. The appendix to annex I contained a check-list summarizing the

various policy objectives and targets in General Assembly resolution 2716 (XXV) for

use in over-all appraisals at the national, regtonal or international level.

The attention of the Commission was drawn particularly to paragraphs 26 to 36,

which contained suggestions for its role in implementing the Development Strategy.--

Part one of the report also stressed the need for more information and

statistical data, especially concerning women's economic and social st~tus. Of

particular importance was the need for social or development indicators, which could

also be used to help to devise strategies to accelerate the process of integration

in development.
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Pari. two of the report contained a brief survey of the most important

activities of various United Nations organs relp.ting to the integration of women,

as well as of new activities relating to the implementation of the long-term

prograume.

She also drew the Commission's attention to documents ST/SOA/120,

E.72.IV.8 and E/C.9/NGO/1.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that document E/CN.6/577 referred specifically to

General Assembly resolution 2716 (XXV), which had ·ori.ginated in the Commission

on the status of Women and had been a.dopted at the same session as General Assembly

resolution' 2626 (~) on the International Dev'elopment strategy for the Second

United Nations Development Decade. The report in that document was the fit'st

attempt to relate the two resolutions.

Document E/CN.5/481 gave a summary of recommendations with special

. reference to rural women and to the urgency of giving greater attent1ion to women's

needs in development planning.

Paragraphs 21 to 28 of the SUJllDlal'Y' contained ideas t$ken from the
• t

recommendatiol1s for the programme of concerted ~nternational action. She explained

that ,the report on the participation of women in national development had been

started in 1965, had not been finalized until 1969 and had been issued in 1971.

Consequently, all the references to China in that document should be understood in

the light of aeneral Assembly resolution 2758 (XXVI).

At its preceding session, the Commission had adopted resolution 14 (XXIV), in

which it had decided to include an item on the status of women in rural areas,

particularly agricultural workers, .i"'~ :its programme of work, with a view to

stUdying the ways and, means by which women in rural areas could be helped to

achieve their maximum potential. As a basis for that study, the CODD'I1ission' had

~equested the Secretary-General, Governments and the specialized agencies to

furnish it with available information.

Consultations had not yet been held with Member States, and doctment

E/CN.6/583,.containedthe background study prepare:d by the Secretariat. There were

two addenda to the report: a report by ILO and a report by ,AO.

I ...
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Miss TYABJI (India) said that, even before its independence in 1947,

India had had a mixed econoJItY, trying to combine the benefits of B. planned econoIl\Y'

with those of free enterprise. There was often a tenrlency to forget the great

progress made by India in the mat:ter of infrastructure, heavy industry, education

and heal'lib, since that progress had been virtually offset by the population growth

r~te. In addition,the strong trade union movement in India .had rendered all the

more difficult the task of that country, which was firmly committed to democracy.

India was predominantly an agricultural country: 82 per cent of the

economicall;;'. active l'10men '""ere engaged in agricultural occupations. About half of

those women worked wi~hout ~·rages, so that wanen 'ytere the first to suffer from the

shortages in all spheres. They were. kept out of school to hl;;;lp with agricultural

work, for example, and in the event of a food'shortage more food had to be given

to their brothers.

T'ue Government had been making efforts, particularly in the sphere of

education, but it was an impossible task to try to educate all the population

bmediately. Only 41 per cent of the inhabitants were' literate and women accounted

for only 13.2 per cent of that percentaee. '-Tomen also accounted for the majority

of the unskilled population. Against that background, it was pointless to consider

long-term education plans, and the best solution was to provide on-the-job, training.

She described some programmes being carried out with considerable success in her

countr;,l1'.

III conclusion, she expressed the hope that the draft resolution lorhi.-::h her

delegation planned to submit YTould help to improve the status of women all over

the world.

Mrs. ZAHlWl (United Nations Et;ucational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization) said that the report in document E!CN.6/566/Rev.l had been prepared

for 1972 and had not been submitted at that time, which had made it possible for

UNESCO to revise the document and add 22 replies from member States which had been.

received in the mean time. A series of difficulties had been encountered in the

preparation of' the report. Firstly, the study of the problems of 'education in the

context of rural development was relatively recent. The report was basE':d on the

replies of member Sta,tes and United Nations documentation on the SUbject. Secondly,

it was difficult to define the concept of a rural area, since the definition
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differed from country to country. Thirdl:r , it waS also difficult to obtain

statistical data on the subject. Fourthly, the report did not dwell on·certain

important changes that should be introduced in agricultural education in order to

achieve integrated rural development, although it did stress the importance of such

education.
I

The ditterences b·et~en urban and rural areas were important, especially' in

so tar as education was concerned. Women's traditional role was ditterent in rural

areas and in cities•.Rural women were at a disadvantage in comparison with men

and with urban wanen with ~egard to access to education and the protessions. Rural

development was vitally' important, becaus~ it would help to close t~e gap existing ..

between the developing countries and the industrialized countries, :l.'ld the report

showed that education was a necessary condition tor rural development. Economic

growth was a basic element tor development , but it should be accompariiel\ by the

transtormation 01' economic and social structures. In other words, the inequality,

01' opportunity in education must not be increased in the process 01' rural

development. On the other hand, the report ..:stressed the need to give education a

specitic orientation, with the aim 01' transtorming it and adapting it to the rural

environment and its problems.

The basic problems dealt with ,in the report were the detinition 01' rural

zones, the exodus 01' the rural population, the access 01' women to ditterent types

01' education, female illiteracy in rural areas, school drop-outs, the tactors

necessary tor rural development, and the integration (Jt women in the process of

rural development.

The report contirmed the ditterences between urban and rural zones, and

showed that the latter lacked adequate schools, school equipment and transport,

and adequately trained teachers. The exodus 01' the rural population increased

'\ those inequalities. The report also showed the importance 01' participation by

women in the economic development 01' the community and their contribution to rural

development. Despite their determining role in rural development, women t-Tere

disadvantaged in terms 01' access to education.

UNESCO hoped that the report would help member States to study the problem

01' the educati.on 01' women in 'the context 01' rural development, that being one of

the priority areas in the programme to Itchieve equal access to e~ucation f'?r gir.is

and women.
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Mrs. JOHNSTONE (International Labour Organisatio~) said, introducing the

ILO report on the status of rural women (E/CN.6/583/Add.l) " that ILO was fully
. I •

conscious of the importance of the question and believed that it could be .

a~proached only in the' framework of integrated rural d~:velopment, covering both

m~n 8nd~ women. The essential task 'at both the nationa1 and international levels

was to mI:rove the status of.all rural 'f07orkers.

TWo primary considerations stemmed from the data in the report concerning
, ' .

women's participation in agriculture and in·rural economic life. 'The first·

related to the fact that, while women did the bulk of agricultural work in most
, .. \

developing'c~,mtries, they. were rarely' 'included'in trai~ing courses preparing' , ..

people .for work, cultivation and leadership' i~ agricultural production' and

modernization. The second consideration related to the' fact that women's

contribution to rural development had been severely limited by the mistaken belief
,'... .

that rural women were' primarily cOD:cerned.with domestic tasks in the·narrow
, .

tradition8J. sense: the care of children and the nutrition of the family, and hQJlie

management. Howeve~~, home econcmics, While' .esse'htia.l:, were not enough. Rural

women must 'be given. oPP9rtunities to .learn and earn, .no~ only because many,su~h

women supported a family, but also because .their contribution to rural development

was essential; accordingly, they must be trained in rural·handicratts end for

small industries and repair and maintenance and sim~lar activities, and be provided

with the necessary technical support.

It was on the basis of those two considerations that programmes could be

instituted to improve the, status ~f ~omen in the rural community and to raise the

living standard. of agricultural workers- whether men, women or children.

The ILO paper on the status of rural women suggested those considerations and

conclusions, and she hoped it would be a' useful complement to the FAO ~aper. It

was only a preliminary working pE'oper, as the United Nations Secretariat had

requested, and ILO was ready to complete it in the way considered most appropriate

in the light of the Commission's discussions'and decisions•.

The tentative conclusions of the report were, firstly, that there was an

immense discrepancy between rural development needs and the status and integration

of women in such development, and the action taken 'or envisaged to meet those

needs. Secondly, while there was .a need for .1 oint improvement of the status of

rural men and women, special efforts were required to involve women more .directly

in programmes of integrated rural development. Thirdly, the United Nations system
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should give greater impetus to the 'promotion of rural wome~ within the tramework

of action in favour of all rural workers, since without such action ~al progress

would be impeded or remain an illusion.

She asked the Commission to attempt to define as clearly as possibly the

contributions it sought trom the specialized agencies concerned with the status of

women in rural areas, especially agricultural workers. ' The lLO/FAO/UNESCO Working

Group might be able to give more. substance to the conclusion of the 1910 World. ,

Conference on Agricultural Education and Training to the effect that a feature of

the Second Development Decade must be toopen·the opportunities of techni~al and

vOcational education and training, as well as emplC?YJDentin .rural work and

services, to the girls and women of the countryside in order to enable them to

make their full contribution to rural development.
I

Mrs.JURADO (United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization) observed

that the FAO report on the status of rural women, especially agricultural workers

(E/CN.6/583/Add.2) showed a clear concern with improving the living standards of,

rural women and integrating them in the life of the community. The authors had

attempted to present an analytical investigation of the scope of women's

r.:E.rticipation in rural- development and to identify the constraints on such.

participation. Two reference points had been chosen - intra-family and

extra-family life. The interaction between them had provided the Organization

with an understanding of' four different profiles of women's social visibility,

which varied greatly from one rural area to another and from one country to another.

The study developed a theoretical framework which remained to be tested as part of

the over-all development context and in line with the existing situation with

regard to the quantitative. and qualitative aspects of the activities of rural

women. Thus the study had served as an example of a scientific approach towat'ds

deter.mining women's place in society and the extent of their participation in

rural development programmes.

The stUdy identified and examined the main obstacles to women's participation

in rural development. One such obstacle was the limited educational opportunities

for rural women; There was a need for a systematic study of'all such constraints •

. For its part, FAO had undertaken a study of family life in rural areas and was
- .

preparing relevant policy measures for submission·to its 1915 Conference.
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Dr. MALAFATOPOULOS (World Health Organization) said that WHO had always

regarded the family as the basic unit of approach to commlinity health problems but

had, ~f course, given special attention to the wlnerable group in the fami~,
, ' .

particularly mothers and children. The need for special programmes for such

~erable, groups was clear. WHO was prepared to consider together with the United

Nations any proposals for 30int work to increase the effectiveness of ,health

activities in relation to other efforts undertaken to enhance the status of women

in' all communities, and particularly in. rural communities.,
, ,

, '

So far as the status of rural women was concerned, WHO had been working i~

close co-operation with FAO on health education." WHO was a ~ember, with ILO, FAO

and UNICEF of a 30int group which dealt with nutrition education and devoted

attention to the situation i~ rural areas. WHO had also prepared a special

programme paper on health education for consideration at its fifty~third ,session
. ." '. . . .

currently being held in Geneva. The paper reflected the extent to which WHO was

concerned about the health, development and role of women.

With regard to the activities of the specialized agencies in promoting the

advancement of women, WHO had not prepared a'special report but would be

considering the question during the current year in the context of preparations

for International Women's Year. WHO was giving increasing attention to ~he role

of professional birth attendants and to the other potential functions which women

at the local, level could fulfil to supplement health servic,es and their own role

as women. The Organization had provided a ma30r background paper' for the

Consultation on the Role of the Traditional Birth Attendant in Maternal and Child

Health and Family Planning, held in Geneva in March 1973. Earlier, it had

contributed '8. paper on women and national health to the Regional Me'eting on the

Role of Women in National Development held in 1969 at the headquarters of the

Economic Commission for,Africa.
"

WHO would continue to co-operate with the Centre for Social'Development and
"

Humanitarian Affairs, and especially witli the Pl'omotion of Equality of Men and

Women Branch, as it intended to co-operate with all organizations, in the United

Nations system, in ensuring that the health aspects of the status of women

received the attention they deserved.
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Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand) said that in 1972 she had been' elected

President of the National Council of Women of Thailand, which worked jointly with

the Govermnent and non-govermnental organizations for the advancement of WOmen in

general. In Thailand, 7Q per cent of the population lived in rur&1 areas, where

women worked with men in conditions of equality. The National Council of Women had

been providing assistance to women in rural areas for over eight years, and had

established a women's volunteer corps and a programme for training women leaders for

rural community development. The objectives of the programme were: to inform the

population on the meaning of community development; to help create among the

. villagers the ability to participate in the .various development programmes at the

grass-roots l~vel; and to take part, through field work, in village development

projects using all possible means and resources. The project had been prepared in

consultation with the representatives of the govermnent departments concerned,

adopted as a pilot project .of the National Council of Women, and had been receiving

budget allocations since 1965. The National Council of Women appointed from

7 to 11 members of the project committee for a two-year term which was subject to

extension. Members of the project committee were persons trained in a particular

field, such as medicine, community organization, nursing, home economics,

com.unications, education and recreation. Their work was voluntary. Field staff

were recruited, but the rate of turn-over was high. Requests were made for the

help and participation of members of the local women's associations affiliated to

the National Council of Women and the technical assistance of govermnent departments.

The National Council of Women operated two multipurpose centres designed to provide

accommodation for field workers and supervisors, and to serve as a community. club

for villagers, a handicraft workroom, a model kitchen 'and a village library with

books and reading material for adults and children. The problems of villagers in

the various areas in which such centres were found were similar, and the fortitude

of the villagers in the face of adversity and their willingness to better their

conditions when they had the opportunity to do sO,were admirable. Some preparatory

work in connexion with the community development project of the Ministry of the

Interior had already been done, and the staff assigned to that project co-operated

with the staff of the Council responsible for field activities. The action thus

far undertaken included the provision of information on better nutrition, training

and demonstrations in he8~th education, encouragement of the use of library

facilities, demonstrations by recreation leaders, arrangements for village girls to,
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travel to a special training course in kindergarten work and for 12 village girls

and boys to attend a summer course on agriculture, study trips to enable young

villagers to visit a rice-hulling plant, steps to enable a village girl to acquire

special training in more advanced first-aid care, and the organization of six-week

training courses in carpentry and wood-working for village men and of handicraft

groups among village girls and housewives.

Mrs. SNYDER (Economic Commission for Africa) said that reference was made

in document E/CN.6/577 to the five-year programme of the Economic Commission for

Africa (ECA) and that 30 country studies on vocational and technical training

opportunities for girls and women had already been completed. Those studies covered

many of the items mentioned in the Secretary-General' s report; information on

population, migration, literacy rates, vocational and technical training policies

and the role of women in rural e.nd urban areas; opportunities for formal and mass

education in agriculture, community development and small-scale industries;

information on formal education at all levels, assessment' of drop-out rates;

information on the wage-earning labour force and participation of women in that

group. The country studies were on a continuing basis, and would b,e brought up to

date for the ,regional meeting on the integration of women in development, with

special reference to population, to be held in 1974, at ECA headquarters'. ECA

considered it necessary to supplement current national data with a revision of the

assessment of women's participation in the active labour force, in order to

determine the 'economic acti,tities of women, and with information on the division of

the rural labour force by sex and on both de jure and de facto heads of households.

In general, all statistics should be broken down to show participation according

to sex.

Commenting on the status of women in rural areas, she said that women were

currently holding up the pace of rural development. Although they had major

responsibilities in farm work and in'the home, they were denied access to knowledge

and the means to better themselves, which they were frequently prevented from doing

by sheer. physical exhaustion. The life of rural women had always been difficult,

and was often cruel. That was why ECA and FAO had undertaken an itinerant training

pr.ogramme for home economists and family-oriented workers in rural areas. That
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programme had. been carried out in five countries in 1913, and there were plans to

extend it to all countries in the coming years. Representatives of various. "

.ministries ,and voluntary agencies' wCl"king- in rural areas had participated in it.
, . \

'The prograJ!mle inclUded nutrition and home economics, but also stressed the
, , "" . '

importance of' labour-saving ~echnologies for the farm and tlie hcme~and of income-

generating activities fOl' women. In the report of the international trainers,

special emphasis had been placed on intensifying effor:t;s to promote labour-saving

technology and income-produ~ing activities.

Mrs. ALDAY (Phi~ippines) said that :both private and governmentSJ. bodies
, "

were tuJ:ly aware of the need to give due conside~ation to wom~n in their rural and

agricultural, development plans. Variou.s governmental departments sPonsored projects

aimed at improving' the status of" women in rural areas: the Department· of Agrarian

Reform, the Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources, the Department of

Health, the Department of Social Welfare, the Department of Education and the

J;>epartment of Labour. The Department last mentioned had. endeavoured to resolve the

probl~ms arising from ,the exploitation ot: women's labour, ~d ~ad established more

than 60 employment offices throughout the country. Moreover, in 1913 it had

collaborated in the ,promulgation of a presidential decree increasing the wages of

,housemaids. It was also concerned with the provision of free training for girls,

to mB.:ke it easier for them to find subsequent employment. Rural women made up

34.5 per cent of the total number of women in the labour force. The total number

of rural working women was 1,314,000, of whom 64.2 per cent were unpaid family

workers. Of the total of 210,000 unemployed women, 53 per cent or 144,000 lived in

rural areas. She agreed with the representative of the Economic Commission for

Africa on the need for a studY of the productivity 'of rural women. The main

non-governmental organization working in that field was the Young Women's Christian

Assaciation,the President of which had been elected Chairman of the current session

of the Commission. The League of Puericulture Centres and the Natioflal Federation

of Women's Clubs were also taking part. Despite the activities of the Government

and the organizations mentioned, much remained to be done. She drew the

Commission's attention to the nee~ for intensified action aimed at raising the level

of education ot l'~_.J.'ial women, without which they easily became the victims of
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eXploitation. She announced that she would submit a draft resolution on the subject

of supplementary .education through television, radio and the communications media

in general.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) said that her country attached

special ,importance to all questions relating to t~e improvement of the status of

rural women, and' commended the representatives of the lLO, UNESCO, WHO and ECA for

the interesting documents sUbmitted, which demonstrated the urgent need for the

United Nations specialized agencies to continue the search for' solutions to the

problems of rural women. Political and economi'c planning should alwqs include the

solution of rural problems as part of general development programmes.

With reference to the report on women agricultural workers, she emphasized the'

need to, promote small rural industries. It was also of fundamental importance to
'.' ..'

give women an ince11tive to work in such areas. Little or nothing was being done to
. '

encourage rural wom~n to remain in their area instead of migrating to the cities to

confront all the evils of contempo~ary urban society.

Moreover, when men migrated to the cities, the women and children often. /

remained in the country, and it was necessary to provide them with ,better health'

services,and education. In that connexion, it should be'stressed that, while the

tea.ching of manual skills was important , more sophisticated programmes were also

required, involving the. establishment of small rur~ industries and the provision

of strong incentives for greater participation of women in such industries.

In conclusion, she eXpressed th~ hope that UNESCO would undertake further

stUdies in that field.

The meetins rose at 12.55 p.m.
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at 3.15 p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI, (~hilippines)

PROGRAJ.1ME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL J,.:-.l;'ION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN AND
THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 1) (continued): . - .

(a)· IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAMME" OF CONCERTED iNTE~~ATIONAL ACT'ION (continued)
(E/C.9/wi9/l,E/CN.5/48l, E/CN.6/577) , . .

(b) STATUS OF. RURAL ~I}'OMEN." ESPECIALLY 'AGRICULTUR,At WORKERS (continued)
(E/CN.61,566/l1ev.l, ~/dN.6/5l33 and Add.l ~d ~. E/CN.• 6/NGO/253 ~nd 256)

, .
Mrs•.HUSSEIN '(~gypt) 'said that ..in ,his report. tE/CN.6/577) the' S~cretary

General had clari~ied the role of the Commission on the Status of ~T~men ;n the .
" .

International Development ~trategy. The c,oncept of development had been broadened
, . . .

to include qualitative humanitarian 'and social processes and to mean growth plus

change. Thus, the work being done by the Commission could be integrated into the. .
work being done by other United Nations bodies.within the framework of the

International Development Strategy. Her delegation was grateful to the Secretary

Genel:'al for having drawn attention to the manner in which the targets of the

Str~tegy ,'Tere linked with the targets for human and social development which were of

special interest to the Commission. It was no coincidence that the International

Development Strategy and resolution 2716 (XXV) containing the Programme of co~certed

international action for the advancement of ~omen had been adopted by the General

Assembly in the same year.
, .

The Commission should act upon the suggestion in the report concerning the

need to develop a s~t of social indicators measuring 'the progress of women end their

integration in development.

Her delegation also welcomed the Secretary-General's suggestion that the

Commission should, particularly for the 1975 mid-term review and appraisal of the

bo~ls ana targets of the International Development Strategy~ e~amine ove~-all

procedures for review and appraisal and consider how it wished to review,progress

m~.de both in its own programme and internationally to integrate women in

development and promote equality of men and women. The check-list summarizing the

various policy objectives and targets for use in 'over-all appraisais at the

national, regional or international level was most useful. It might be useful if

the Commission were to adopt a resolution emphasizing the need for it to co-ordinate

its review and appraisal work with the work being done by the chief bodies involved

in .the mid-term review, namely, the Committee for Development Planning and the

Committee on Review and Appraisal. The information given in the report concerning

I I
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the manner in which Governments had been assisted in evaluating policies and

progress was most interesting and would prove useful to the Commission in its

appraisal of progress made in. integrating women in the development process.

Mrs. NIKOLAEVA (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) noted that Economic

'and Social Council resolution 1684 (tII) and General Assembly resolution 2716 (XXV),

both adopted on the initiative of the Commission, would promote the integration of

women in social development, a process made necessary by the level of modern social

development and the needs of society. The item under consideration should remain

on the Commission's agenda, because it was in the field of concerted international

action that the Commission had met with the greatest succe'ss.

The report of the Secretary-General on the Interregional Meeting of Experts

held in June 1972 - the only document which her delegation had received in good

time - could serve as a basis for discussion of the item. Unfortunately, the report

did not always take into account differences in levels of development, and did not

reflect participation by women in society, especiall;y- in economic and social

development, in the USSR. Her, country's experience could be of interest to others.

Nevertheless, many of the conclusions in the report were correct and deserved

support.

The group of experts had stressed that the participation of women should be

considered within the framework of the over-all development process: the

involvement of women in development was a sine gua non of progress for women and

1!or the development of the country concerned. The group of experts had called for

the elimination of obstacles to the integration of women in the fields of literacy,

training, access to scientific and technical institutions, equal pay, child care

and so on. According to the report, obsolete views were a major obstacle to the •

training of women. That was true to some extent, but the principal. obstacle to the

integration of women in development was the criterion of'maximum profit. Her

delegation supported the main conclusion of the report cal.ling for governmental.

measures to guarantee employment, to women, ensure equal pay for equal. work,

establish a network of State-run child care centres and improve social and

community services. It also agreed that more attention should be given to the

participation of women in such international programmes as UNDP, which ~ml.ild help

to make those programmes more effective.
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In the Soviet Union, the State had adopted measures to ensure that women

received equal pay. In the national econom;y as a whole, women constituted

51 per cent of a.ll workers, with considerably higher percentages in such sectors as

communications, trade, teaching!) health and social se~urity. The State provided

child care centres at concessionary rates, housing equipped with all modern

facilities and other social measures Which lightened women's burdens.

In many countries, women assumed the greater part of the work in the vitally

important agricultural sector, yet were often regarded as no more than assistants.

Consequently, the group of experts had been correct in urging member States to

provide social services for women, educate them in modern agricultural methods,

integrate rural women in political life and provide the necessary conditions so that

married women couid reconcile their duties as wives and mothers with their

participation in social development.

Another important task was to prevent the exodus of manpower from rural areas.

Her country had experienced that phenomenon after the Second World War, due to war

damage, heavy work, low pay and an absence of social security and cultural

amenities. As a result, the State" had had to adopt extraordinary measures to raise

agricultural production, increase investment in agriculture and improve living

conditions. Following increases in food prices, collective and State farms had been

able to introduce cash wages and raise agricultural incomes. In addition,

agricultural workers now received social security benefits equivalent to those

enjoyed by urban workers, in accordance with the general policy of bringing

conditions in the agricultural sector into line with those of urban workers. The

State had recently adopted measures ~o ensure that all rural inhabitants had easy

access to education. Furthermore, women occupied responsible posts in collective

abd State farms.

The establishment of conditions in rural areas Which ~uld promote the

integration of women in development could raise their sodal status, and develop

their talents, cultural level and education. Decisive action on the part of the

State was essential if such conditions were to be established. The Commission should

be more persistent in raising such matters with States where discrimination

continued, and ensure true equality in all areas. Her delegation attached great

. importance to the draft Convention now under consideration, which should help to

ensure that women occupied their rightful place in society.
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Mrs. OBA (Japan) welcomed the suggestions made in document E/CN.6/577

concerning the role to be played by the Commission in ensuring that the goals and

C?bjectives of the International Development Strategy and the Programme of concerted

international action for the advance;ment of women were achieved. As was pointed

out in paragraph 36 IJf the document, the International Development Strategy made no

detailed reference to the ir!tegration of women .in development, and neither the

Committee for Development Planning nor the Committee on Review and Appraisal had

given any spt-cial attention to the subject of women in their reviews to date. In

tha.t connexion, it would be interesting to know whether Member States referred

specifically in their national development plans to the integration of women in

development and whether Governments consulted non-governmental organizations when

preparing their development plans. The Commission should try to ensure that women

were invited to participate in the preparation of their country's national plans.

Her delegation was interested in the Secretary-General's suggestion concerning

the development of a set of indicators relating to women. The check-list in the

appendix to annex I would facilitate the Commission's work. Her delegation wished

to propose, however, that a technical study group should be set up to review the

check-list and ensure that it could be used efficiently by all Member States,

developed and developing alike. In Japan, the Government, in co-operation with _

experts from non-governmental organizations and labour and employers' organizations,

.had recently conducted a survey on the status of women, but had run into some

difficulty in detel~ining the most suitable matters to be eX8rrlined under the survey.

The Japanese Government would be interested in comparing the results of its survey

with those obtained by other countries. Studies on the status of women should be

practical, so that· developing as well as developed countries couldcon.tribute to

them and make use of them. Technical co-operation to improve st~tistics on the

situation of rural women in developing countries was necessary. It was to be hoped

that t~e representatives of developing countries would comment on that point. It

was to .be hoped, too, tha.t the Commission would continue to stUdy ways and· means of'

improving the status of rural vTomen. and ensuring that they were afforded the same

opportunities for advancement as women in urban areas.
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Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) stressed that the integration of women in

development was linked with national objectives and that' it was difficult to work

out a definition of development applicable to all countries.

A development policy supposed an increase in employment which, in turn,
implied the provision of greater opportunities to women. There was no ~reater.
impediment to the integration of women in development than a1declining labour

market. On the other hand, it was not possible, in any concept of development,

to ignore human resources. Accordingly, priority must be given to the training

of such resources. In Argentina, development implied industrialization not only in

urban areas but also in rural areas where factories were being built. The

integration of rural areas in the process of expansion was regarded as the only

way of stemming the exodus of men and young people from the countryside. Steps

were being taken to improve schools, increase the literacy rate, reduce the number

Of school drop-outs, promote basic technical education for men and women, improve

wages and provide better social services. However, difficulties attributable to

the country's farming systems were encountered. Women played a varied role in

farming activities. Various State bodies, such as the National Institute of

Agricultural Technology, helped women to market their farm produce or to set up

co-operatives through which they were able to sell their handicratts.

Non-governmental organizations were also participating in that work. Child-care

centres were being developed to provide mothers with instruction in such subjects

as nutrition.

Mrs. COCKCROFT (United Kingdom) said that the Commission's meetings

provided its members with an opportunity to improve their knOWledge of the problems

facing developing countries. The statements by the representatives of India and

Thailand had been particularly stimulating.

In the United Kingdom, there was considerable interest in the question of

women in development both within the Government and within women's voluntary

organizations. On behalf of her Government, she wished to state that the divi~ion

,in the Aid f-finistry responsible for the role of women in development "ras ready to

consider any requests from developing countries for assistance in, say, the

development ef research or other pro,1ects relatinp; to the better integration of

women in development.
/ ...
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In 'reading the report of the Secretary-General on the integration of women in

development (E/CN.5/48l) she had been struck by the extent to which the problems

of women in development ~ particularly those of rural women 5 were common to all

women living in isolated communities. The challenge was to provide them with

access to education and employment and to introduce them to the concept of change

which could help to improve their lot. Largely as a result of the work of the

United Nations, much more information on those problems was now available. Her

delegation welcomed the revised version of UNESCO's study on the equality of

access of girls and women to education in the context of rural development

(E/CN.6/566/R~v.l); care was required to ensure equality of access to appropriate

education for both men and women.

Mrs. SAARINEN (Finland) said that in Nordic countries women enjoyed

equal status with men in many respects, but were not fully integrated in

development. They received the same schooling as boys, but their position in the

labour market was not equal. Women in Finland tended to choose, or were guided

into, traditional female occupations. When they did work in the male-dominated

industries, they usually performed unskilled routine tasks. There were, of

course, several women in managerial positions in various sectors - in Finland,

5 per cent of women occupied such positions - but it would not be possible to say

that women were equal until the vast mass of them had been really integrated in

the labour market in every area and at every level~ Education was needed with a

view to changing the attitudes of both men and women. Women must also make use of

the opportunities available to them. They must become active members of' trade

unions and poli:tical parties. They must be made to realize the importance of

becoming a stable and qualified group in the labour market. They should take their

part in the planning of schools, day care centres and similar facilities. They

should also play their part in the planning of road networks and the location of

industries, for those were matters which affected their own possibilities of

finding employment. Perhaps the Commission should propose that, until such time

as women were fully integrated in development, there should be special

government units or officials to defend women's interests. A similar type of

official was perhaps needed in bodies responsible for development aid in donor and
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recipient countries. Perhaps~ too~ there was a need for national equality

commissions to study ~ report and make proposals on the status of men and women

and progress towards equality between them.

The full integration of women in the total development effort was one of the

goals of the Second Development Decade. It would not be achieved unless women's

status was improved in every sector of society. It would not be until women had

a better status in their own countries that delegations to the United Nations

would be composed of as many women as men and that women would occupy high posts

in the Secretariat. There were very few women at the decision-making level in

the United Nations system.

The fact that the objectives of the Second Development Decade greatly

affected the status of women had not been taken into account in the review and

appraisal of the objectives of the D';:cade. In order to m~e the review and

appraisal mOJ::'e meaningful, the suggestions made by the Secretary-General in his

report (E/CN.6/577) should be acted upon as soon as possible.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that theSecretary-General's report was an attempt to

bring the Commission into the picture with respect to the procedure for the review

and appraisal of the International Development Strategy. It was important to

renember teat the current session was the Commission's last chance before the

mid-term review and appraisal in 1975 to recommend revisions in the Strategy to

the Committee for Development Planning and the Committee on Review and Appraisal.

Any recommendations would ~ of course ~ have to be made through the Economic and

Social Council.

Miss CHATON (France) said that she would confine her comments to the

question of the status of rural women~ especially agricultural workers. She

congratulated UNESCO on its excellent study on the equality. o.f access of girls

and women to education in the context of rural development (E/CN.6/566/Rev.l).

In many count~ies~ rural activities were still an essential feature of life,

but in others they were declining. France ,. for instance ~ had become highly.....
urbanized. Rural activities were still pursued, but they were undergoing change.

A significant feature of that change was the decline in the number of women farmers;
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there vrere nOvT only 16,000 of them in the country. There had also been a steep

decline in the number of salaried rural workers, for they were lured to the towns by

the higher wages. Nevertheless, the Government was trying to preserve rural areas

and to stem the exodus from the countryside. One of the main difficulties was

the provision of educational facilities in rural areas, where some children had

to travel long distances to school. There were semi-public transport services

for children at the secondary school level, for which parents had to pay a small

charge. But it had not yet proved possible to provide such services for children

between the ages of two and five. There was a need.to provide suitable bcarding

schools for children who otherwise would have to travel more than 20 kilometres a

day.' However, problems relating to the fees to be paid at such schools were not

easy to solve. Another difficulty encountered with respect to rural schools was

that very often teachers were unwilling to work in isolated, regions.

The vocational trainin5provided for rural women and girls had been

modernized and many courses were available to them. In addition to the usual

ccurses~ thOEe who wished could take courses in farm management, farm accounts,

taxation and so forth. They were also taught how to negotiate loans. Women could

also become veterinary surgeons or assistants to veterinary surgeons. The

establishment of production and marketing centres provided facilities for

training women techpicians, some of whom assumed. important functions in factories.

An attempt was being made to develop rural areas, particularly mountain

areas, as tourist resorts and th~s enable rural dwellers to work as, say, ski

instructors. Attention was also being paid to the development of equestrian

sports. In areas such as the Massif central both men and women worked 'at

handicrafts, such as pottery and weaving. Mechanization had dC'ne much to reduce

the isolation of rural areas. Many women drove cars and were thus able to use

their leisure ti~e in a far more interesting manner than before.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) said that her country's national development plan

gave priority to agricultural and rural development, and to the improvement of

irrigation systems and. transport. Indonesia's most urgent problem was functional

literacy. Non-governmental organizations had been very active in pursufng

literacy programmes,but there was a need for training in the implementation of
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such programmes, and considerable problems had been encountered so far. Another

urgent problem was the lack of sufficient schools and teachers, which prevented

young people from attending school. Consequently, a programme of non-formal

education had recently been adopted, in which non-governmental organizations

would play a central role. The Government had also introduced a pilot project of

"development schools ll
, whose curricula focused on special skills and

handicratts.

In the field of health, the country planned to expand its network. of

community health centres, especially in rural areas. "Community medicinel!, a

new subject, would cater to the nee.ds of the rural community. There were also

plans to introduce training in mothercraft, nutrition education and

ellvironmental education. Indonesia's second development plan provided for a

considerable increase in the number of elementary schools and community health

centres and raises in the salaries of teachers and nurses, who had previously

found their incomes quite inadequate.

The field of community development was the one in which there was the

greatest participation of women and, in rural areas, 90 per cent of all

handicratts were produced by women - although only as a seasonal activity

between harvests. Accordingly, the Government and non-governmental organizations

were laying stress on special training in handicratts, and the Government had set

up a special export promotion institute - headed by a woman - to promote the

handicraft industry, introduce new techniques and encourage the establishment of

co-operatives.

The Commission might give greater attention to government pilot projects,

as instituted in her own country, especially in the fields of non-formal

training, "family life education" and education in population problems. In

Indonesia, the existing training centres were in great need of assistance f~om

.other Governments or United Nations specialized agencies. In addition, the

Commission might adopt a resolution urging the regional economic commissions to

introduce women-oriented programmes which, as far as she knew, did not exist in

the ECAFE region. She had in mind, for example, regional projects covering

instruction in running training centres, and the introduction of such subjects as

marketing, management and so forth.

!
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Another vital area of concern to women throughout the world was the consumer

movement. The, Commission might also devote attention to that matter.

Mrs. LI Su-wen (China) said that, in pre-revolutionary China, hundreds of

millions of women in rural areas had been weighed down by the triple oppression and

exploitation of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucratic capitalism., and had been

under the four-fold feudal bondage of political authority, clan authority,

religious authority and the authority of the husband. In the family, women had

been regarded as domestic slaves and had had no opportunity to take part in social

production and no personaJ. income. However, poor peasant women had had more say

and even been able to join in family decision-making, because they had taken a

greater part in productive labour. Since they had. been the most down-trodden,

working women had felt a keen desire for liberation.

Chinese women had actively participated in the national and social liberation

of China, displaying great heroism and contributing to great achievements, in the

production and cUlturaJ. fronts as well as in military mobilization and administrative

work. After the revolution, women peasants had been lifted from their former

status ot appendages. Under the leadership of Chairman Mao Tse-tung and the

Communist Party, comprehensive agrarian reform had been carried out and cfJllective

ownership established throughout the country, and now aJ.l able-bodied women were

participating with vigour and vitality in various 'branches of agriculturaJ.

production.

The massess of women peasants in China were also actively engaged in social

and political activities in the countryside. They had enhanced their political

consciousness and ability, used to the fUll their wisdom and intelligence, and

contributed in the management of collective undertakings and the affairs of State.

Today many outstanding women had been elected to leading organs of the Party and

Government at various levels and some held posts in the Central Committee of the

Chinese Communist Party and Central People's Government.

In order to change the backward state of affairs in educat ion which had

resulted from prolonged aggression and oppression by imperiaJ.ists and reactionaries

at home, a literacy campaign had been carried out in the countryside. The rural

masses of women peasants were endeavouring enthusiastically to raise their
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educational and political levels. A number of amateur painters and cultural and

art workers had come to the fore. Especially in recent years ~ hundreds of

thousands of educate." young girls had gone to the countryside every year. T~.ey had

become active on the cultural front in the rural areas, and they bad taken the lead

in conducting scientific experiments and learning agricultural techniques. In the

process of mechanizing agriculture ~ large numbers of women peasants were taking up

many kinds of technical work which used t.~~ be considered beyond the Iil,bility of

women.

Peasant women in China had won the esteem of the people by their deeds. Since~

like men ~ they had personal incomes, they now had an equal say in family matters.

A new social atmosphere had emerged in which the husband 8."ld wife worked and

studied~ loved and respected each other and lived in harmony.

In order to enable women to take a greater part in production and political

activities, the State and the people's communes had shown great concern for the

protection of wODlen. Great attention was given to applying the principle of equal

pay for equal work and to assigning suitable work to women~ while taking into account

their specific problems and needs. Every possible effort was made to run nurseries~

kindergartens and nursing rooms well. Health centres had been set up in the

people's communes and production brigades. Large numbers of women doctors went

from house to house to treat patients ~ so that maternal and child care was carried

out effectively. Furthermore, planned parenthood was promoted, and men were

encouraged to share domestic chores ~ thus freeing women from household drudgery and

enabling them to take part in production and community activities.

The participation of the women of China in the socialist reel struction and

revolution had advanced their status in society and in the family :ud broa.dened

their mental outlook. They were aware that, by leaving the confines of their homes

and participating in collective production ~ they were not merely a.cquiring an .income

for their families and advancing their own status but were helping the motherland

and contributing to human progress.
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As a result of over 2,000 years of feudal rule in China ~ vestiges of feudal

ideas still persisted and further efforts had to be made to eliminate old ideas and

customs and to foster a new socialist spirit and morality and develop the role of

women.

The women of China., like the women of numerous Asian, African and Latin

American countries of the third world, shared the bitter experience of being

exploited and oppressed by imperialism and colonialism. They were convinced that,

as long as the women of different cotmtries were united and engaged actively in the

struggle to oppose imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism and in efforts to

safeguard and develop the national economy, they would be able to advance their own

status ~ further develop their potential and promote the cause of the emancipation

of women in all countries.

Mrs. STEVENSON (Liberia) said that the Interregional Meeting of Experts

in June 1912 on the Integration of Women in Development had marked the first

discussion of that subject by experts on the status of women and experts in the

field of development. Their observations and recommendations would serve as useful

guidelines for Governments in identifying obstacles to·the integration of women in

national. development and in promulgating measures appropriate to their needs and in

effecting fundamental changes in the participation of women in all areas of national

life an.d development.

There was an urgent need to review and reassess programmes and measures

relating to the advancement of women ,in modern society. Internat ional Women's Year

would .provide an excel~ent opportunity for Governments ~ the United Nations system ~

and intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations to make a critical

appraisal of their achievements in the human rights field and to establish goals

relating to the fuller utilization of labour potential and talent for economic,

social and cultural progress.

Those countries which had not yet done so should introduce laws guaranteeing

equal rights for women. However, national development and the promotion of the

rights of citizens required more than legislative measures~ which were of little

:value uriless implemented. Therefore, the need to implement the various action

programmee as well as the international instruments on the advancement of women

could not be over-emphasized.
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The obstacles to the integration of women in development also needed to be

examined. It. had been proved that in many countries a close correlation existed

between women's education and their participation in the labour force. It was

important for women to avail themselves of the opportunities to engage in

occupations other than those traditionally considered suitable for them. It was

equally important for parents to avoid sex roles in the home. Girls and boys

should be given equal responsiblities and duties in orier to eliminate the

deep-rooted conviction that a woman's place was in the home.

It had also been established that sex roles existed in agriculture. Where

primitive manual methods were employed, women did most of the work, ,but where there

was an extensive plough cultivation system, women performed less farm work than

men. The suggestions in paragraphs 7 and 8 of document E/CN.5/48l would

undoubtedly increase the productivity of women in agriculture and rural society in

general and ensure their participation in the development of their countries in a

meaningful and practical way. Her delegation supported the views expressed

concerning the need to educate women not only in methods of production but to

enable them to assume their role as responsible consumers. It was also necessary

to make credit facilities and information available to enable women engaged in

small-scale businesses to expand and improve them.

Women had an essential role in community development, and the participation

of women and women's organizations was essential for the success of community

development.

It was an established fact that the greatest obstacle to equality in

opportunities, rights and responsibilities was the attitude of society as a whole.

It was important to integrate women's programmes into national development plans'

and to involve men in their implementation.

Mrs. 1RJTAR (United States of America) said that her delegation wished to

submit a number of recommendations to strengthen the role of the Commission in

integrating women in development. The Commission should participate more actively

in the review and appraisal.process for the mid-term review of the Second

Development Decade. In particular, her delegation wished to suggest that the

Commission should be represented on the Committee for Development Planning when

I ...
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it came to work on the preparation of its report for the mid-term review, so that

it would reflect accurately the situation regarding the achievement of the goals

established for the integration of women in development in General Assembly

resolutions 2626 (XXV) and 2716 (XXV). In addition, her delegation felt that the

Commission should ask the Secretary-General to request all United Nations

specialized agencies to review the impact of their regular programmes on WOmen,

to include consultations with the Commission in that review, to discuss reports

at their next scheduled meetings, and to include the Commission in the final

review and analysis of the reports. The Commission should also request the

Seeretery-Genera1 to provide it with a report on the allocation of funds and

personnel designated for programmes on the integration of women in development.

The report should indicate the percentage of the budget spent on those programmes

for the current year and the proposed increases for the following year.

Furthermore, her delegation recommended that the Commission .should request the

Secretary-General to ask the United Nations Secretariat and the specialized

agencies to prepare action plans for increasing the number of women in po1icy

making positions and to submit those plans to the Secretary-General, who would

set up a committee +'0 monitor them and to report annually to the General

Assembly. In addition, the Commission should ask the Secretary-General to

request all member Governments to extend full co-operation to non-governmental

organizations, so that they could gather information and have access to existing

data.

Her delegation was pleased to announce that, as a result of action organized

by women's groups, .the Congress of the United States had recently added the Percy

amendment to the Foreign Assistance Bill. The amendment would ensure that

particular attention was given to those programmes, projects and activities which. .

aimed at integrating women in the national economies of their countries, thus

improving their status and assisting the total development efforts. Her

delegation would be submitting a draft resolution embodying all of those points.

In conclusion, her delegation wished to recommend that a working group should be

established to c~nsider further recommendations on the integration of women in

development.

Mrs. SANCHEZ-TORRES (Colombia) said that her country had a very

considerable rural popUlation. A programme of land reform had recently been
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formulated and it was hoped to implement it in the context of Colombia' s over-all

development programme.

With regard to education, women had the same opportunities as men in urban

as well as in rural areas, and the school drop-out rate was about the same for

women as for men. Primary education was compulsory, but in some underpopulated

mountainous regions, children were unable to take :f'ull advantage of the various

services.

There had been considerable discussion on the 'need to integrate women in

development and particularly rural women, who had to overcome greater difficulties

than urban women. It was recognized that rural women constituted a valuable

potential for development and primary education programmes were being offered in

the rural areas thrc;>ugh a network of schools which offered courses on housing,

recreation and agricultural techniques suited to each particular region. Primary,

secondary and even university-level programmes were also televised, thanks to the

extensive network which covered practically the whole country. Some private

institutions also offered educational opportunities to children who lived in

isolated mountain regions and who had difficulty in attending primary schools.

Efforts were being made to neutralize the attractions offered by the cities,

although propaganda was unfortunately creating ever-greater expectations and

needs among the -rural population, which culminated in an exodus to the cities. In

tropical zones, rural work was particularly unrewarding because of the

unpredictability of climatic factors.

It seemed that the economic differences between rural and urban areas had to

be overcome. Machinery was needed at the national and international levels to

stimulate agricultural production, in view of the ever-increasing demand for food,

although the inSUfficiently remunerative prices did not always offer an incentive

to the rural popUlation in that respect. The encouragement of small rural .

industries and agricultural co-operatives and the promotion of rural crafts would

result in greater employment opportunities and improve the quality of rural life.

Those and other measures could be adopted within the development plans and

educational programmes. However, there was an urgent need to take positive action

to correct the existing imbalances; improvements in the rural secto~ would have

I ...
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favourable repercussions on all other sectors. It was necessary to encourage

inte~ediate technical studie~ and training courses suited to rural needs.

Non-governmental organizations should be encouraged to implement programmeI

for the rural sector, for example, in the area of education. In addition,

developing countries should stress the role of women in society, their political

rights and their equality, since discrimination was more prevalent in less

developed sectors and the weight of tradition was heavier.

Mrs. HOOGSTOEL-FABRI (Belgium) said that in her country women accounted

for over half' of the population and more than 30 per cent of the active population.

Various international legal instruments, including ILO Convention No. 100,

article 119 of the Treaty of Rome, article 23 (2) of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights and the Declaration on the Elimination of' Discrimination against

Women, which proclaimed the principle of equal pay for equal work, had either been

ratified or taken into account by the authorities of her country. However, it

seemed that discrimination woos still directed towards WOI!len workers, not because
of non-implementation of the principle of equal pay for equal work, but because

of a different type of evaluation and classification for equal work for a whole

range of' jobs which seemed to be the prerogative of one sex. A further problem

was the concentration of women in certain employment sectors.

Her Government had set up a national advisory committee to deal' with the

vocational education of women. The Department of' Labour and Employment, together

with employers t and workers t representatives, were studying problems of the

remuneration of women and the possibility of offering them accelerated vocational

training. Moreover, the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Labour and

Employment had recently launched a campaign of information with regard to

vocational guidance centres.

A royal decree of October 1971 had introduced new arrangements under which

benefits paid to unemployed persons were based on 'the wage they had formerly

earned. The decree thus eliminated the disparity which had previously existed

between unemployment benefits for male and female workers. However, the principle

of eqUality had not been entirely realized because of the lower salary r~tes

frequently existing for women.

. I ...
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Early in 1973, the Belgian Minister of Labour and Employment, in his capacity

as Chairman of the Conference of Ministers of Social Affairs' of the European

Economic Community, had entered into a formal commitment to improve conditions

for women workers. Her country t s delegation had proposed various meas,ures at the

Community level to resolve a number of urgent problems raised by the employment

of women. The proposals took account of the ever-increasing number of women in the

working population, the growing number of working married women and the high

proportion of women who had to support their femilies~ Noting that the legal

instTUDlents which the Community had at its disposal for the achievement of equal

pay were not fully effective, her Government had proposed that new legal

instruments should be elaborated, at the national as well as at the Community

level.

The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m.

!
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PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF ltl0MEN '
AND THEIR INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 7) (continued):

Ca)' IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION (continued)
(E/C.9/NGO/l, E/CN.5/48l, E/CN.6/5l4/Rev.l and Add.l, E/CN.6/577)

(b) STATUS OF RURAL WOMEN, ESPECIALLY AGRICULTURAL WORKEBS (continued)
(E/CN.6/5661Rev.l,. 583 and Add.l and 2, E/CN.6/NGO/253 and 256)

Mrs. CURLING (Costa Rica) said .that from the' statements made at

pr,eviousmeetings it appeared that the situation of agricultural workers was

comparable in most countries. The exodus of rural workers to the towns resulted

in the formation of poverty belts around urban centres and pushed women into

prostitution. That exodus, which represented an obstacle to rural 'developmE:Uit,

was caused by various'factors, including inadequ$te schools. ln that connexion,

she welcomed the adoption by the Commission at its twenty-fourth session of

resolution 14 in which the Commission had decided to include an item on the

status of women in rural areas, particularly agricultural workers, in its

programme of'work , with a view to studying the ways and meanS by which 'such women

could be helped to aChieve their maximwn potential. It was also necessary to

consider carefully the types of programmes to be prepared with a view to

integrating women in rural areas. In Costa Rica, population growth in. the past

few decades had been accompanied by a strong current of migration to the

metropolitan area of San Jose and to other large towns in the central plateau.

The economy of Costa Rica, which was an,agricultural country, h~d suffered

considerably from that situation and, as an example, she mentioned the lack of

manpower for the coffee harvest.

Internal·migrations to the metropolitan area, caused by the concfilntration of

land, by the ,slow pace of development in rural areas and urban areas in, the

interior of the country, and by demographic pressure, exerted a strong influence

on the phenomenon of marginality, since such migrants did not succeed in adapting"-'

themselves to the pattern of urban life. Marginal groups could not participate

in the decision-making process either at the national or the local level.

Governments did not make enough efforts to reach the rural populationt which

in general lacked elementary services and,the economic resources necessary to
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meet their needs and solve the problems of food, health, housing; education,

nutrition and leisure.

For tha.t reason, many sectors of the popUlation remained underemployed,

devoted themselves to unproductive activities or were employed only sporadically.

Her delegation ,therefore suggested that Governments should immediately take
, '

meas1:U'es aimed at the decentralization of services, land reform and community

development and should promote the development ot genuine trade unionism. It was

also important that International Women's Year should coincide with,the

intensification of programmes directed towards rural areas in order to place,t~e

women of those areas on an equal footing with men.

, Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) observed that the definition of "lrural a.reas:;

varied from one country to another but that the situation of working in

agriculture e,nd finding oneself isolated from modern life was a common

denominator. As in most countries of the third world, the majority of the

Egyptian population lived in rural areas where there was very often a problem of

overpopulation and it did not have access to modern technology. It should also'

be pointed out that the exploita.tion of the rural population by foreigne~s over

many years had influenced the menta+ity of agricultural 't4'orkers. The

modernization of the pattern of'rural life was not solely a question of social

justice, but was essential for the economic development of the country. For that

reason, Egypt had taken fundamental measures without which rural development

would only be a mockery. ' For instance, the authorities had carried out land

reforms in order to effect a more equitable distribution of land and enable

agricultural 'tvorkers to own the la~d they tilled. The construction of the Aswan'

dam had made it possible'to irrigate more land and to promote the industrialization

of the area through electrification.

Egypt had also embarked upon a polic~r of decentralization, a measure whose

importance had been emphasized by the representative of Costa Rica, in order to

ensure a greater degree of participation by the population in development.

She observed that it was ,impossible to speak of, the role of women in

development without describing the background and the history of rural development.
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In that connexion, Egypt had also embarked upon the creation of.the necessary

infrastructure for education, the establishment of health groups ~d the

institution of family planning services. But the transition from one stage of

d~velopment to another, had beel1 marked by. certain short-coniings: for instance,

medical services had been developed but the attitudes of the population had not

change~. That uneven d~veiopment had mo:r;eover been undermined by a problem of ,:

overpopulation, which had been recognized only at a late ~tage when the country

had' already embarked on a pOlicy of, ec,onomic planning. .Lastly; the attacks on

Egypt's national security had delayed the implementation of a large number of

projects which the Egyptian Government now hoped to undertake.

With regard to the role of women in rural development, she supported the

ideas which had been put forward in the Commission. Subsistence agriculture

encouraged a heal~hy divisiQn of labour between men and women which disappeared. .
with the passage from one stage of development to another,when women noted that

they were inSUfficiently productive 'since they were not integrated in the varioUs

pro'jects undertalten, particularly those relating to training. She added that

women, w~o naturally' tended' to make sacrifices, we're not recogn,ized as h~ving a

right to remuneration.

It was only in 1963 that t~ere had come a realization in l!:gypt of the role that

rural.w0men could. play as community leaders. But~sincevthe 194qs, efforts had been

made through self-help programmes to give the rural popUlation an opportunity to

express its views, whereas 'Qefore that time it had. heen believed that th,e majority'

of the inhab~tants of the countryside were happy and did not wish to advance.
, .

,The experiments carried out in the early 1940s had marked the beginning of
, .

community deve+opment.. She herself had played a part in that field by trying to

encourage the participation of the rural population, which was accustomed to an. .
emotional negativism as a result o~ centurIes of oppression, in self-help programmes.

The Government had endeavoured ,not to force its views on the rural population and····

to provide it with technical and financial assistance,.' Until the 1950s, women

had never been asked'to act as leaders in community development programmes.

I . ..~
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But women in Cairo had acted as catalysts in the executi.on of a project for the

establishment of day-care centres, in rural areas, the importance of which had been

recognized by the' Government. The Government had then realized that the success

of that project had been due to the contribution of women's groups. It had

therefore set up programmes to train women community leaders and in 1964, with the

co-operation of UNICEF, a further. advance had been made, through the

"·professionalization" of the programme Which' had enabled one thousand girls to

be trained. But in certain areas, particularly in Upper Egypt where the population

was of a more cO,nservative mentality, women ha.d not had the reaction expected.

In any event, she emphasized that it was impossible to envisage the true

development of a community without the participation of women and she regretted

that the implementation of other projects had been impeded by financial problems.

In conclusion, she observed that the women's clubs in Cairo welcomed the

co-operation of the Egyptian Government and organized training courses for the

members of women's clubs which had been set up in the villages, for social workers

and for teachers, and she once again stressed the importance of mobilizing

volunteers in community development.

Mrs. SEKELA KANII9'DA (Zaire) commended the Secretary-General on the

report on the implementation of a programme of concerted international action

(E!CN.6!511) and said that she sh~redthe views expressed therein. She realized

that it was difficult to give a precise d~finition of the concept of development

since such a definition depended on the political, economic and social circumstances

in each country. In Zaire, the Government understood development to mean any effort

designed to enhance the well-being of the ,population, believing that'it would be

unfair for the concepts of gross national product and per capita national product

to be considered SUfficient to measure the well-being of the population

satisfactorily. As had been pointed' out, development presupposed industrialization

and the National Executive Council of Zaire was endeavouring to diversify, industry.

But since 1961, agriculture, had an impqrtant place in the country's development

progra.mn:.e. In Zaire, as in many developing countries, women worked in the

/ .....
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agricultural sector,and in the tertiary sector. Very' few women in fact worked

in the processing industry because of lack of training and African tradition. But

the Zai~ian authorities were organizing literacy campaigns to improve the status

of women.

She emphasized the important contribution women's work made to the rural

econoD\Y. Agriculture had suffered more than other sectors as a result of the

domestic troubles following ,Zaire's accession to independence, which had been one

of the, causes of the eX0!ius from the, countryside. In order to stem that exodus,

the National Executive Council had first pacified the interior of the country-and

then endeavoured to iD"prove, the peasant's" well-being. It had paid the greatest

attention to agriculture, as was proved by the size of .tJNDP's agricultural

programme in Zaire, and Sino-Zairian co-operation in that sector. Furthermore,
, . . ,

the Department of National Educat-ion required all university. graduates to serve in
. .

country areas, as did the Department of Public Health in the case of doctors. Such

attention to the problems of rurai areas would in the long run. contribute to the, . ,

improvement of the status of rural' women.

Mrs. JURADO (Food and Agriculture' Organization of the United Nations)
•

said that the views expressed emphasized the need to study the status of rural w~men

in the context of total development. The data' obtained should be reflected in

national development plans. There also seemed to be a need to develop guidelines

for innovative forms of education for rural women which would recognize not only

their tradit~onal domestic role but also give emphasis to their role in the econoD\Y.

In that connexion, several representatives h'ad stressed the iJXlPortance of income

generation activities. The guidelines in question should be appropriate for

different levels of development and take account of cultural traditions affecting

change in the status of women.

Moreover, specific technical assistance programmes aimed at improving

agricultural production, the marketing of agricultural products and the role of
. .

women in the econoD\Y in rural areas must be developed. Information should also be

developed on changing social attitudes to the status of women in agriculture.

Cultural restraints and the failure to take 'full account of the division .of labour

in rural areas when planning.rural development projects'made it diffiCUlt to change

the economic status of women.

I ...
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In conclusion, she requested members to endorse the list of suggestions given

in the Secretary-Generalis report (E/CN.6/577) •.

Mrs. MOHAMMED (Nigeria) said that she, too, wished to congratulate the.

Secretary-Gen~ralon his report; the orgs.nizations which had contributed to the

report were also to be congratulated. The Commissjon on the Status of Women had

a very important role to play in improving the status of women in rllral areas;

indeed, it could facilitate the task of country women by,. for example, teaching

them to use machines and thus be able to spend more time on leisure and education.

In many cases, the ind~pendence of developing countries did not mean much to rural

women who, as a rule, continued to do everything manually using antiquated methods.

As was known, however, they could make a valuable economic and social contribution
•

to society. She hoped, therefore, that the Commission would set up one or more

committees to improve women's lot and that International Women's Year would not

prove an empty word for the millions of rural.wom~n.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway). said that j.t must not be thought that the problems

considered under agenda itemsJa) and (b) concerned developing countries only. They

were found in industrialized countries as well, although to a lesser extent. In

Norway, for example, the population tended to emigrate to urban centres because it

was difficult to find satisfactory work in the countryside:: and because young people

were attracted by the more modern lifestyle of the cities. It was tru.e that in a

country like Norway country lif~ co~d be very pleasant, but it was also t~ethat

distances posed a grave problem. Men and women who did not wish to work on a farm

often had to take jobs very far trom their home with the result that they had very

little time for family and community life. Her Government· was thus grappling with

a two-fold problem: how to provide adequate work opportunities to rural populations

and how to ease the pressure on urban areas where thekopulation was constantly

increasing and problems such as housiT'.g, pollution and so forth, growing.

The problem of employment in rural areas was even more acute for women than for

men. Often, the only possibility open to women was the heavy iron industry, to

which they were not traditionally attracted.

It was necessary, therefore, for local communities to become real social,

cultural and educational centres where men and women could find satisfactory work.

The problem was of the greatest interest to the Commission which should pay

particular attention to it in 1975.
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Mrs. STABILE (Argentina) said that if· rural women were "to be totally, and

definitively integrated in the development process in developing countries and if

production and marketing structures were to be moditied, it was absolutely essential

to industrialize and electrifY rural areas, extend the use of machines, such as

tractors, in those areas and build roads which would promote transport and

communications between one point and another. That was .the only·we::f in which rural

life could be cha.nged; all oth~r measures could only be termed palli:atives.

Mrs. HUTAR (United States ot America) said that 'members of the Commission

were not fully satisfied with the progress made by various United Nations b~dies in

integrating women in development. ,Her delegation therefore wished to formulate

a recommendation. In its opinion, any plan relating to the integration of WQmen in

development programmes ~hould take account of the fundamental role played by the

Administrative Committee on Co-ordination. Accordingly, her delegation recommended

that the Commission should request the Secretary-General to invite ACC to set up

a sUb-commit~ee, under the chairmanFlhip of t~e Assistant s~cretarY-General ~or

Social 'Dev~lopment and Humanitarian Affairs, whose .maintask would be to submit to

the Economic and Social Council at its ,fifty-ninth session a det~iled report on the

following aspects of the status of women: What were the organizatio~s of the

United Nations family doing at the administrative and programme level to ensure

equal opportunities for women? What were their ~~ture plans with respect to

programmes for women during the next p~anning period? How were the Commission's

resolutions which had been endorsed by the ~cQnomic ·and'SOCial ·Council applied to the

Organization's current and future activities? What had the Organization done so

far, in its recruitment practices, to appoint more women to decision-making posts?
, .

Her delegation would submit .a'·~raft resolution on the subject to the Commission•
. ".'

Mrs.BESSEL (United Nations Children's Fund) said that, as' it was aware

of the need in developing countries to promote intensive action to reach women and

girls· in rural and urban areas who needed help to fulfil adequately their role ~$

mothers and to achieve their own advancement, UNICEF had established community.

centres, 'Tomen's clubs and mobile units and had contr~buted to various community

self-help activities. It was in the community centres that women received training

and had access to various welfare and health services. In many cases,
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non-governmental organizations and volunteer groups participated in the

development of such centres. She citeq. East Pakistan, Senegal and Brazil as

examples. Where the population was widely dispersed in rural areas and

communications were poor, the mobile units took the place of c.mmunity centres •

. Women !DUst be ,liberated' from chores that absorbed all thei~ time and energy

and limited their possibilities for acquiring education•. The first step in that

direct~on was literacy, which should be integrated within areas where training was

nf;!eded and deliJired. Literacy was also an important element in enabling women to

be better mothers in their concern to improve the status of 'their family and the

health of their children.

~n orq,er to promote awareness, at different levels, of that state of affairs,

UNICEF had organized regional conferences, at all of which participants had

stres~ed the need to improve the status of women. The differe~ce between those

Conferences and other s'imilar meetings had been that .UNICEF and the countries had

jointly studied the problems facing the population and agreed on action programmes

aimed at drawing attention to those problems at the country level.

UNICEF was becoming increasingly involved in national developmen:l!__country

programming. Its advocacy on behalf of children served to heighten cC!ncern for

social development and to further a unified long-range approach. That line of action'

coincided with the idea that investment in programmes would yield great~r results

if the programmes. were closely associated with larger programmes to rais~ family

an~ communi1iy levels of l~ving and if they were set in the context of nat~nal
development plans. ' . ',~,

."
It would be imposs~ble to enumerate the many channels that UNICEF had ~~. .. ..,

experimented with to reach women in the l~wer economic bracket in the developing

countries.

Both the Executive Director and the Executive Board o.f UNICEF were very much

aware of the need to have more women in higher posts and were 'recruiting accordingly.

She sincerely hoped that representatives of both the developed and developing

countries would join forces with UNICEF to serve the cause of the Commiss,i.:m when

they returned to their own countries. Women in the developed countries might find

in UNICEF National Committees enthusiastic groups deeply concerned in mobilizing

available reSources to educate the public to the needs of the developing countries

to which the Commission must dedicate itself in its efforts to create a world

, of peace and social justice.
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·Mrs. TYABJI (India), referring to chapter III of document E/CN.5/48l, said

that from the point of view of the developing countries, the type of small-scale

business mentioned did not correspond to reality. In those countries, some women

could have small businesses, but they did not have the necessary knowledge to

manufacture goods - embroidery, for example, - which would suit the taste of the

custome~s ft:}r whom they were intended.

She made a similar comment on chapter V, which did not cover the millions

of women to whom remuneration would have to be offered to persuade them to

leave their homes. If efforts were limited to organizing training courses, few

of those women would be likely to follow them. What 1'1aS needed was to set

up centres where women would have paid employment while receiving vocational

training.

Miss CHATON (France) drew attention to document E/CN.6/577, particularly

paragraphs 25, 30 and 32, and stressed the need to consider the preparation of

development plans and the mid-term review and appraisal.

In order to promote the advancement of women and their integrati9n in the

development process, one safeguard was necessary, namely, a change in attitudes

towards the role of women in development. People must stop seeing women as a

marginal factor whose participation was encouraged at times of intense development

and who could be sent back to their homes at other times. Female employment must

be of a permanent nature.

The social indicators mentioned in the paragraphs to ~hich she had referred

should make it possible to set up a proper.typology of women in terms of their

activities, marital status, family situat~on, life expectancy and so forth. Women

must be classified increasingly in cohorts of five or 10 years, according to choice.

It was also important to clarify, within the concept of .social indicators, what

was meant by economically active women - women directors, women wage earners or

women engaged in unpaid activities at home.

In assessing social indicators, attention must be drawn to the idea of the

dev:elopment of remuneration. There were a number of nuances in .that idea which wouid

. have to be examinedi~ the Commission wanted to consider the value of work. The

size of family allowances and of single incomes must be taken into account; in

practice, it would be necessary, when dealing with social indicators, to refer to

various cultural models. That was one way in which the regional economic commissions

could act very directly.
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For some of the major regions. if not for the whole world. some $ocial. ' ,

indicators could be drawn up based on surveys that could be' undertaken by such

specialized agencies as UNESCO. the ILO. and so forth. She was thinking in

particular of the idea of' a time budget developed by the International Social ,

Science Council on the basis of a survey covering a large number of 'countries.

In her view. all t~ose concept~ of social indicators should be used and
, I

transmitted to the regional economic commissions.

, Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand) said that. since her country was an

agric~tur81 developing country. assistance to technical 'co-operation activities for

the advancement of women was particularly important.

In 1.969-1910, technical and financial assistance from UNESCO had enable~ the

Natiullal Council of Women of Thailand to set up a supplementary programme to train

women for leadel"ship in the villages. About 20 boys and girls in their teens had

taken part i,n the progr~e and had been taught theoretical and practical principles

of impr~ving living conditions t 'hygiene. first aid and child care.

In '1911.' anoth~r programme for child health development had been set uP. which

provided information on family planning and preventive medicine and an experimental

day care nursery. A team of volunteer women doctors visited the villages once a
month and sometimes advised women on family planning matters. The Asia Foundation

had provided financial assistance amounting to about $1,500; for 1914 a grant
, ,

of $15.000 had been allocat~d for the population education and family planning

project of the National Council of Women of Thailand.

Adult education classes had been organized because the percentage of literacy

-was still not very high in Thailand. In 1972 a pilot health service had been set

up with the main objective of promoting the physical and mental health of the

community. Its activities covered the following areas: medical care. health'

education. nutrition, drug texicity, first aid, family planning, ante-natal care.

and the encouragement of greater involvement in all those activities.

The pilot health service sent teams consisting of two to four doctors and one to

'three assistants three'times a month to visit various centres where they treated

40 to 100 persons.

She hoped that bett~r understanding and the collaboration of all concerned

would mak~ it possible to ~~prove the, life of the rural population in all countries.

I ...
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Mrs. ASIYO (Kenya) said that the reports submitted by FAO t UNESCO and

the ILO on the status of wC?men in rural areas. eloquently depicted the struggle

in which the' women of all c~untries wer~ engaged. The statement by the

representative of the Economic Commission for Africa had described the situation. . .' .
of women in Africa and had shown the obstacles they encountered t particularly in

rural areas. Interesting suggestions and recommendatio~s had been made during the

debate to prom9te the advancement of women and their integration in' the

development effort. That integration was particularly important in the case of

female agricultural workers who accounted for a very large percentage of the

population inmost of the developing countries.

In Kenya,' women played an essential role in the family and in societYt because,

apart from their. normal domestic duties, they also did agricultural work. The

problems they had to face were numerous, mainly because they were .not familiar with.

new' agricultural techniques, they did not have labour-saving and time-saving tools,

or adequate financial means, or quite simply be~ause the ,amount of work they had to

'do, each day was beyond. their physical capacity. Foral'l those reasons, it was

extremely, difficult for them to take part irt any other activities, to acquire an

education or to aspire to a different way of life. As had been pointed,out in

the FAO report and in the statement by the representative of ECA, what, was most

needed in Africa was to attack poverty on all fronts. ,In Kenya efforts were being

made to reach the heart of the problem and that was the objective of its agrarian

policy and of agricultural and other types of training,. The National Women 's

prganization, wh~ch had more than 2,000 clubs throughout the country, had set up

co-operatives which sold handicrafts made by women in order to supple~ent their

incomes, and had organized courses in agricultural training, nutrition, home

economics, literacy and family planning. The Kenyan Government had established an

agricultural c~llege. ~hich was open to women as well as men, an~ women who obtained

therequisit~qualifications coul~ then be put in charge of agricultural extension

services in their region with a view to helping to bring about a general

improvement in working conditions and production. There were other programmes

organized by the Government or the National Women's Organization which were designed

to integrate women in the development effort. However, much still remained to be

done in that field.
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Her del,egation supported the suggestion. made by the Economic Co~ission for

Africa concerning the establishment of a fund (African Women's Deve18pment Fund)

which would be used in the first instance to finance the setting up of a special

team of volunteers (African Women's Development Task Force). The establishment

of a Pan African Women's Centre was also contemplated: such a centre would offer

training courses at various levels.

Her delegation hoped that various useful suggestions, such as that of the

Indonesian delegation concerning the establishment of a consumers' organization

in the developing countries, would be implemented during the. Second Development

'Decade and would help to improve the status of women in rural areas, particularly

in Africa.

The CHAIRMAN said that, if there was no objection, she would invite the

representative of the Women's International Democratic Federation, a

non-governmental organization in consultative status with the Economic and Social

Council (category I), to make a statement.

It was so decided.

Mrs. BROWN (Women's International 'Democratic Federation) said that her

organization attached particular importance, pursuant to resolution 14 (XXIV) of

the Commission on the Status of Women, to the examination of the status of rural:

women, as was clear from document E/CN.6/NGO/256, to which she drew the

Commission's attention.

The Women's International Democratic Federation believed, like the Indian

delegation, that the desire to improve their level of living was the strongest

motivation likely to encourage women in rural areas to raise their educational

level. That desire was shared equally by the husband and the parents,. whose

agreement and co-operation were essential to enable women to attend literacy courses.

In that context, it was of particular importance that literacy classes should have

a very direct relationship to daily life and that the textbooks used should focus '

on matters of great relevance to the students. In that connexion, she quoted two

highly symbolic examples: in Mauritius, she had seen women learning to read from

books written for English schoolchildren in the nineteenth century, whic:h naturally

contained texts bearing no relation to the experience of the women concerned. On

the other hand, in Cuba, the textbooks used for adult literacy classes were about

land reform, which was of crucial significapce to the ropulation.
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WIDF considered that the provisions of the 1960 Convention ~gainst

Discrimination in Education should be applied to women in rural areas in the same

manner.as to those in urban areas. It proposed that special attention should be

given to all the lLO conventions concerning the 'Working and living conditions

of women working in agriculture in order to eliminate all discrimination against

them; that the observance of International Women' s ~ear should provide an

opportuni.ty for that.

The CHAIRMAN said that the Commission had concluded the general. debate on

item 7 (a) and (b) relating to the programme of concerted international action

to promote the advancement of women and their integration in development and she

requested the Deputy Director of the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affiars to introduce item 1 (c).

(c) TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION ACTIVITIES FOH THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN (E/CN.6/569)

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian

Affairs) said that for its consideration of item 7 (c), the Commission had before

it one docUment only (E/CN.6/569), dated 30 January 1973, which desC?ribed the

activities carried out up to that 'date under the programme of advisory services in

the field of human rights. She wished to point out to the Commission that some

slight changes had been made in the distribution of funds financing those activit~es.
since the Section on the Status of Women no longer formed part of the Division of

Human Rights.

In paragr~ph 1 of Economic and Social Council resolution 1680 (LII), the

Secretary-General had been invited, in discharging his responsibilities for the

programme of advisory services in the field of human rights, to make every effort,
'. .

within the existing resources available to him, to ensure that: (a) two seminars

on subjects relating to the status of women were held each year; (b) at least one.....

of those seminars was an international seminar on a matter directly related to the

work programme of the Commission on the Status of Women; (c) increased attention

should be given to securing the 'appointment, as .human righ'~s fellows, of more women
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and persons involved in activities designed to eliminate discrimination against

women. As indicated in document E/CN.6/569, two seminars had been held in 1972,

including an international seminar .on the status of women and f~ily plannirig in

Istanbul, Turkey. A+so, in 1972, an increased number of fellowshi,ps'had been. ' .
awarded. In July 1973, an international seminar 'had been organized in London on

the subject of the family in a changing society and the problems and responsibilities

of its members, and seven fellowships had been awarded for the study of those

aspects: of civil law reiating in p~icular to the family"legislation guaranteeing

equality between men and women, etc. There were plans to ol"ganize one or two

seminars in 1974, as part of the preparations for International Women's Year; one'
, , .

would be. held in Canada and would be combined with a t~aining course. Funds had

also been allocated for fellowships.

Moreover, three seminars on the status of women and family planning had been

organized in 1972 and 1973 and financed by the United Nations Fund for Population

Activities; others were also planned for 1974 and 1975 as part· of World Population
, .

Year and International Women's Year. One 9f the seminars would be held in 1975

in the ECAFE region, at the request of the regional economic commission.
" .
In conclusion, she indicated that there had been very few requests in 1973

for the services of experts.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia), referring to a point raised by her delegation at

t~e twenty-fourth session of the Commission, said that she would like to know

whether the procedure for the recruitme~t of experts had been changed.'

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Humanitarian Affairs) said that she was notina position to reply to the question

immediately, but, would try to obtain the necessary information and transmit it at

a later meeting.

In reply to a question ty Mrs,. HUSSEIN (Egypt), r·!rs. BRUCE (Deputy

Director, Centre :for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs) said,that the

term "expert" had not, in effect" bee~ clearly defined. Naturally, an expert was

recruite~ in the light of the request submitted by the. Government c9ncerned and

the ser"ices it required of him. The time available in which to recruit the expert

I .••



wa~ also an important factor. Apparently., the ~ifficulties which arose. in some ./

cases were also due to the fact that the services of experts were at first financed,. ..

under the programme of advisory services in the field of human rights, and then

SUbsequently by UNDP. The problem certainly merited consideration.
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The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m.
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Tuesday, 22 January 1974,.
at 3.l0p.m.

Chairman: Mrs. SHAHANI (Philippines)

PROGRAMME OF CONCERTED INTERNATIONAL ACTION TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN
AND THEm INTEGRATIOJlT IN DEVELOPMENT (agenda item 7) (continued):. . . . -_..._.....

• (c) TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION ACTIVITIES FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN . (concluded)
(E/CN.6/569); . '

(d) ACTIVITIES OF THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES TO PROMOTE THE ADVANCEMmTT OF l'TOMEJlT
(E/CJll.6/579, E/CN.6/580) .

Mrs. JOHNSTONE (International Labour Organisation), introducing the ILO's

report (E/CN. 6 /579), said that, since the report had been prepared, there had been

one important development: in November. 1973 the Governin~ Body of the International

Labour Office had decided to place on the agenda of the 1975 session of the

International Labour Conference the question of equality of opportunity and

treatment for women workers. That would provide an opportunity for full and free

discussion of that question by Government, employer and trade union representatives,

and would no ,doubt lead to a series of resolutions or declarations for national,

regional and international action to promote the adv~ncement of women in economic

life. That discussion and its conclusions would doubtless constitute the ILO's

main contribution tC' International ~Tomen's Year'. The 1975 session of the Conference

would also have before it a world survey of the application of .the principle of

equa1 pay in co~tries which had ratified Convention No. 100 on that question and

in those which had not~ and that report would be examined critically by the special

Conference committee on the application' of international labour standards. The

Conference discussion on'equality of opportunity would be preceded by a meeting of

the ILO' s tripartite panel of consultants on women workers' problems, to 'be convened

. in all probability for the end of May 1974 to review the preliminary report on

women workers. At that time it was proposed to hold a meeting on the same question

with international non-governmental organizations concer-ned with women workers'

problems. Many of those organizations had made an important contribution to the

campaign for equality of opportunity and treatment for women and had taken many

practical initiatives to stimulate real progress towards that end.

At the regional level, the same question of equality of opportunity for women

had been put forward as a possible item for discussion at th~ next session of the

Asian Advisory Committee. Since other items had taken priority it had not been

/ .. ~
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chosen, but perhaps next time it would receive higher priority. The Committee

would, however, be discussing the question of human resources development in rural

areas and would, it was to be hoped, take full cognizance of the key role played by

women in agriculture and in rural development generally. The previous session of

the Inter-American Advisory Committee, held in September 1973, had also discussed

the improvement of the conditions of life and work of peasants and agricultural

workers. Progress had also been made under the !LO's discrimination programme.

The symposium on equality of opportunity in the American region, held in Panama in

October 1973, had submitted a report 'Which had been approved by the Governing Body

and which contained a passage stating that, with regard to discrimination against

women in employment, 'there was no longer a problem of legal recognition of rights

but ,rather one of ensuring equal opportunities for women in all fields. The report

also drew attention to the insidious form of inequality represented by the

underpayment of women in jobs occupied primarily by women, for example in the

garment industry. Moreover, it'noted that women were less well organized than men

and that their true interests were not taken sufficiently into account in

collective bargaining. The next symposium on equality of opportunity in employment

would be held in Geneva during the :.1974-1975 budget period. It wa.s interesting

to not\~ that its agenda made specific reference to problems of equality of

opportunity and treatment arising with regard to women.

Further progress had also been mad,e under the World Employment Programme (WEP).

Moreover, in 1973 the ACC had unanimously adopted a report on employment policy in

the Second Development Decade, which included the results of the first full-scale

interagency evaluation of the first four country employment-strategy missions

under the WEP.

As already indicated, the ILO' s standard.s relating to the employment of women

were kept under review in order to ensure that they were up' to date and reflected

technological and scientific advance. The standards restricting the employment of

women at night were currently under review and Governments, employers' and workers'

organizations were being consulted about their revision.

A further step forward has also been taken to improve the conditions 'of work

of nurses - men and women. A joint ILO/WO meeting had been held in Geneva in

November 1973 and had 1'Ieached a series of decisions on the employment and
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conditions of work of nurses which, once approved by the governing bodies of the

two organizations t would be regarded as a guide for Governments, employers and

workers, and might eventually be incorporated in an international labour

instrument. The conclusions laid down a series of general principles and

conditions for effective nursing practice and covered such matters as education,

training and careers, freedom of association and collective bargaining, hours and

conditions of work, remuneration, social security and occupational health

protection.

Plans were far advanced for an ILO!ECA!YWCA Af1~ican workshop on the

participation of women in handicrafts and other small industries, to be held in

the second half of 1974. Plans were also being made to held, with the generous

assistance and hospitality of Japan, a seminar OD the role of women's bureaux in

pinpointing women workers' needs and problems and in co-ordinating measures to meet

them.

Technical co~operation activities were expanding and the ILO hoped to be a~le

to strengthen its regional machinery with special advisers on women workers' needs

and problems. It was convinced that a regional approach was the only one that

made real sense.

The analysis of government replies to the questionnaire on. part-time

employment had been completed, and copies of' the report were available :in English

only. nlere had been an interesting evolution in that field over the past

10 years, as could be seen ~rom the report: more part-time workers - men and

women, but predominantly women - more attention on the part of Governments to the

regulation of part-time employment, greater willingness of employers to experiment

with that type of employment. The trade unions maintained their basic

reservations with regard to any generalization of part-time work; they felt that

part-ti!J1e work was not good for care,ers and promotion, that there, tended to be

exploitation, and that there were risks for full-time workers entailed in any

tendency to generalize pa:r:'t-time work. They maintained that, l'Tith some exceptions,

the real solution lay in shorter working hours for alL

Mrs.JURADO (FoOQ and AgriCUlture Organization of the United Nations\

said that within FAO's mandate for agriCUltural and rural development, the

participation of rural women in development efforts was regarded as part of its

programme for the mobilization of human resources. FAO's policy of giving more
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concrete form to the concept of integrated rural development ~ncluded measures for

enhancing women's participation as an integral part of an over-all programme of

action. Special efforts had been undertaken to harmoni~e the various units of the

newly created Human Resources and Institutions Division with a view to bettering

the conditions of the rural population.

Education and training of women within the context of integrated rural'

development was being largely oriented towards its home economics programmes in

particular. The Home Economics Service had now expanded into a Home Economics and

Social Progress Service. Programmes of action starting at the grass-roots level

had provided opportunities for women to participate in the development process.

FAO had attached great importance to the problems of agrarian reform, which

had 'been considered as a starting point for a broader framework of rural

development efforts. To cope with changing conditions in rural areas, women had

been included in training programmes in modern farming techniques, cash crop

production, basic management skills, cc-operatives and marketing.

Family-oriented programmes had, been successfully integrated in irrigation

projects and settlement schemes. The participation in the development process of

the farmers' families required the involvement of the entire family. Programmes

of training to acquire the skill essential to the greater integration of men,

women and youth in the development programme were essential components in such

development schemes.

FAO was' devoting special attention to the integration of women in national

development programmes. Assistance had been provided to countries to ensure,

through the offices of ministries o~ agriculture, the greater co-ordination of

efforts towards the implementation of programmes oriented towards the family and

women and aimed at improving the conditions of the rural population.

Likewise, in its agricultural education activities, FAO had emphasized the

training of women in agriculture and home economics io

Special efforts were bei~g made to develop an appropriate population strategy

combined with measures to promote the equitable distribution of the benefits ·derived

from increased food production and their implications for employment.

FAO intended to participate more actively in the United Nations programmes

for the advancement of women and intended to increase co-operati~n with ECA in
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the implementa.tion of training programmes in Africa•. More regional and national

meetings would be held in 1974 which would introduce the population component into

the agricultural training programme.

Mrs. BOKOR (Hungary) expressed appreciation of ILO's great contribution

to the advancement of workers. The specialized agencies must take account of the

advances in science and technology and the increase in the number of women who

worked. Those developments should be studied by ILO vith a view to the revision

of exis~ing conventions and the adoption of new ones. Together with otHer

delegations, the Hungarian delegation would in due course submit a draft resolution

on the item under discussion.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines) thought that ILO had submitted a very full
;

report and hoped to comment in detail on some of its conclusions at the following

meeting.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) thought that sections II and III of the ILO report

were of capital importance for Asia and, in particular, for countries such as

Indonesia. The training of workers must be improved b<."cause it was currently not

at a sufficiently high level to meet the exigencies of the world market. Such

training must be general in. scope and extend to a knowledge of marketing and

design. Furthermore, the existence of intermediaries in the process of acquiring

raw materials made the final product more expensive. Governments should endea'Tour

to distribute such me.terials themselves to reduce the cost of production.

Co-operatives should be organized to promote awareness of the problems.

She thought that the problem of wages was particularly relevant in the private

sector because the remuneration paid there to a woman for work which was of the

same or higher value as that performed by a man was always lower than that of the

man and was particularly low in work which men did not do. She regretted that

she had not had the time to study the other reports but would comment on them in

due course.

Mrs. ZAHF.A.N (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization) introduced the study on UNESCO activities of special interest· to

women (E/CN.6/58o) and said that according to ~he latest statistics available to

UNESCO, 43 per cent of all persons currently enrolled in schools at all levels
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were female, although that figure had been the same since 1960. Similarly, at

the first and second levels the figures of 44 per cent and 43 per cent

respectively had not changed since 1960. The biggest increase was found in Africa

at the first level and in the Arab States at the second level. The General

Conference of UNESCO, at it~ fourteenth session in November 1966, had adopted two

resolutions making equal access of girls and women to education one of the five

priority areas in the education sector. During the period covered by the report

(E/CN.6/58Q), the movement for equality of access of girls and women to education

had necessitated its vigorous reorientation,'which had taken the form of going

beyond equality of access to equality of training and employment opportunity.

At its seventeenth session in November 1972, the General Conference of UNESCO had

strongly favoured and supported that reorientatioh through a resolution promoting

new approaches to the achievement of equal access and opportunity of girls and

.women to all levels of education, training and employment in all phases of life,
. .

taking due account of their role in the family and society. That resolution had

been a turning point in UNESCO's activities for the promotion of girls and women

and its approval had been influenced by the fact that 10 per cent of the

representatives at that General Conference had been women. ~t'b formalize that

change and reorientation, .the General Conference had changed the title of the

programme from "Equality of access of girls and women to. education" to "Equality

of educational opportunity f~r girls and women". Another distinguishing feature

of the programme during the same period had been an attempt to involve member

States more closely in its activities, through increased contacts at the official

and private levels and through UNESCO National Commission in some member States •

Accordingly, in some countries the National Commissions were undertaking an

investigation into education, training and employment. In Nepal, the National

Commission. would participate in the evaluation of the experimental project and the

National commission in the United States of America was hosting and participating

with UNESCO in organizing and financing collective fellowships in rural education

which, beginning in April 1974, would be held by 10 women from Africa and Asia.

Another facet in the reorientation of the programme, had been to change the granting

of fellowships of individual women into collective fellowships for training

courses in member States.'
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The UNESCO report covered only the agency's activities fer the advancement of

women in areas where there was 'inequality in their treatment by c,')mparison with

that of men, and did not refer to the many activities which '-Tere equally beneficial

to men and women. UNESCO, in co-operation with the ILO, had undertaken an

investigation into the relationship between education and training opportunities

open to girls· and women and their employment. That investigation was being carr'ied

out in five countries, one in America, one in Asia, one in 'the Arab States and two

in Africa. UNESCO had continued its activities undertaken in previous years for

the three experimental projects in the Upper Volta, Chile and Nepal and continued

to provide technical assistance for women's education. to five other projects

which received financial support from the United Nations Development Programme in

the fields of technical education in rural areas, rural educa.tion, technical and

commercial education and teacher training. Chapter V o:f' the report listed UNESCO's

activities with regarcl to the training of women for responsible posts and

chapter VI dealt with areas in UNESCO activities concerning education of women,

incl.uding co-operation with UNR~TA and UNICEF. Chapter VII covered collaboration

with non-governmental orBanizations and chapter VIII dealt with various relevant

conferences and meetings held under UNESCO auspices.

The UNESCO projects concerning women which were mentioned in the report did.
not by any me'ans give a complete picture. of all the activities undertaken by the

agency during the period under consideration. It was merely a selection of areas

considered to be of particular importance in the implementation of the programme.

The programme for the equality of educational opportunity for girls and women was

to be the subject of a study in depth by a. special committee by UNESCO's Executive
!

Board and, in 1975, would be evaluated bya committee of experts. One of the

trends of the programme was an integrated approach to the 'advancement of women

within the United Nations system. Another important trend was an increased

involvement of'member States in UNESCO's activities for the advancement of women.

As the report showed, the programme was fulfilling some of those objectiv,es

at various levels: acting as a catalyst, a stimulator of activities for the

promotion of women and as a liaison and centre of exchange for the v,arious official

and non-governmental bodies interested in the advancement of women; stimulating
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research act1vities en the question, and assistinl~ operaticnnl proje~ts in priority

-fields and arens ~here wcmen were rr.ost .discrirninated against. The system of-contracts

with the national Con:missions, whi.ch hR-a. MoQI;! i:t posaible to r;et better results from

the resources allocated for those activities, was of :particular importance.
The long-term objective of the programme, namely the equality of educational

opportunity at all levels, must. not be forgotten, and accordingly obstacles impeding

that equality were to be identified on a global basis in the near future. The

concentration of the programme on priority areas in women's education in developing

countries did not exclude its future involvement with obstacles to equality of

educational opportunity in industrialized societies. It was expected that 1975,
as International Women's Year, would help to focus world attention on the promotion

of women. There was no doubt that the movement for the promotion of ,(omen was

gathering .strength and momentum in member States, and UNESCO should not only keep

pace but should be in advance.

Mrs. SANCHEZ TORRES (Colombia) commented favourably on the UNESCO report,

singling out the part which referred to plans for developing primary education,

which was of special importance for developing countries.

Mrs. AlIDREI (Romania) said it was unfortunate that the .ILO report on

women workers in a changing world had not been distributed until the day of the.,
meeting, as she would have liked to refer to it.· Turning to the UNESCO rC'port,

which she deemed excellent, she regretted that there had been little time to study·

that document too. She requested that documents should be distributed SUfficiently

early to facilitate discus~ion. Referring to chapterIII of the ILO report

(E/cN.61579), she felt it was important that. all available resources should be

utilized in the study of problems faced by women workers in the world of today.

She hoped that the Commission would give careful study to the draft resolution to

be submittfjd by Hungary, and that it would adopt it.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) agreed with the comment made by the representative

of Romania concerning the late distribution of documents, and. she regretted

that she had been unable to study the reports, particularly the ILO
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report which dealt with the most important questions concerning women. With

regard to the UNESCO report, she requested more information on the new methods of. '

assistance employed, particularly the system of contracts and the collective

fellowships programme. She particularly welcomed the policy of collaboration

with non-governmental organizations. In mC?st developing countries, and especially

in her own country, it was non-governmental organizations that really initiated

education programmes, but, while they had the necessary dedication and

enthusiasm to carry on their activities, they lacked' adequate resources. She a.sked

the UNESCO representative to explain the mod81ities of colld.boration with, .
non-governmental organizations. The UNESCO report stressed the importance of

non-formal education, integrated with family life, which she considered to be of

special impcrtance for developing countries. The representative of UNESCO had

mentioned the possibility of providing assistance for training activities at the

national level, including those carried out with non-governmental organizations.

UNESCO had developed a system of contracts which ,made it poss~ble to grant more

assistance to the UNESCO National Commissions with the SE-me resources. She

requested the UNESCO representative to provide the Commission with more

information on that question.

Mrs. BRUCE (Deputy Director, Centre for Social Development and

Hum~itarian Affairs) said that although some documents had been distributed

late, the UNESCO and ILO reports had been ready within the six-week time-limit,

and the Secretariat had made special efforts to send the reports to all members

of the Commission.

Mrs. ZAHRAN (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

, Organization), replying to the question asked by' the' representative of Indonesia

concerning the work of the National Commissions, said that' UNESCO was holding

meetings with the ILO to establish guidelines or rules to ensure that the five

I~ational Commissions worked in a uniform manner.

When the countries had been selected, contracts had l;leen entered into with

each country, setting forth its obligations, working methods and so forth. After

the contracts had been signed, officials from UNESCO headquarters had held meetings

with the members of the group. In each country .the National Commission had

selected specialists active in various different fields. If they were officials
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they did not receive any remuneration, but if' they were not, a subcontract was

signed. That method had yielded excellent results, since the people involvEld were

working primarily because they were interested in the project and not f'or money.

She said that the reports of' the f'ive National Commissions could be made

available to members of'the Commission. She paid tribute to Mrs. Johnstone,

without whom the project could not have been completed successf'ul1y.

Mrs. MARTE de BARRIOS (Dominican Republic) wished to join previous. .

speakers in congratulating tl1e representatives of' UNESCO and the ILO on their

excellent reports •.

Her country recc;:lived considerable assistance trom UNESCO, but was at present
" .

particularly concerned over pre-schoo1 education and teacher training plans, and

f'e1t that UNESCO's teacher training. programmes should be expanded•.

Another. problem of' special concern at the national level was the problem of'

uNESCO national representatives who were not implementing any special plans to

meet national requirements.

Mrs. KOLSTAD (Norway) said that NOl'Way had not had any unemployment f'or

many yeal's and needed manpower, with the result that there was increasing use of'

part-time work f'or people who pref'erred it f'or various reasons, although it was

largely women who took advantage of that system. For example, Iforway needed nurses

in its hospitals; and as most nurses were married, they needed to be offered

refresher courses and given the option of working part-time if' they were to return

to their prof'ession.

Another new development was the introduction of'f'lexible working hours, which

were in operation in various countries, particularly at the present time owing to

the energy crisis.

There were still dif'f'erences between the income of' men and women because the

pay f'or some jobs traditionally considered women' s work was lower. That situation

should be changed and each job should be evaluated according to its merits.

In her country a governmental commission was currently studying the

implementation of' ILO Conventions Nos. 100 and 111. The Commission would compare

the remuneration 01' men and women f'orwork requiring the same education, training,

working hours and so f'orth, and also the promotion Op~ol'tt.nitiea o~en to the two

groups in their jobs.
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When the Commission had been established in December 1972, a press release on

the subject had been sent to the Commission on the Status ofl..romen and to the ILO

with a request for their comments. It had now been discovered that those press

releases had never reached their destination and it was evidently necessary to find

a more reliable form of. communication between sessions, which were held every

two years.

Miss CF.ATON (France) agreed with the representative of Norw~ about the

need for flexible working hours, which were more productive. Germany, Switzerland,

Norw~ and France, inter alia, had introduced flexible working hours for eminently

practical reasons.

Commenting on part-time work, she said it was important that it should not be

res.erved exclusively for women, although women benefited from it most. ,

In connexion with the question of salaries per se, she said that in France any

violation of the rule of equal pay for men and women was punishable. The first

decision that would establish a legal precedent on that question was ,,···::pected

shortly.

As for the question of absenteeism, which was always brought up in connexion

with women's work, she said that surveys showed that it was more common among men

than among women.

Referring to the statement made by the representative of UNESCO, she said that
l

although the Educational Planning Institute had been openecl tC9 women recently, women.
did not hold high-leval posts at the decis·ion-making level in the Institute. More

professional women should be emplcyed there.

Mrs. HUSSEIN (Egypt) thanked the ILO for providing a clear picture of its

activities in which governments, employers and employees were represented.

International conventions should be implemented throughout the world. She

appreciated ILO efforts to provide full employment for all. Technical assistance

for women should be considered and the ILO should examin~ that question.

Furthermore, there should be greater co-ordination at the regional level. In that

context, she asked which bodies the ILO should co-operate with specifically.

Her delegation was particularly interested in the problem of full employment

for women. Employment opportunities were not available for everyone. Furthermore,

/ ... ~
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women agricultural workers were not included am,ong other women workers, as shown by

the statistics which should be interpreted taking that factor into account. The
-...,

more education a woman received, -the greater her chances of finding employment,

because training led to new employment opportunities. There were no women in some

jobs because there was no training available for the work required in such posts.

It had been said that too many women went to university and that their numbers

exceeded the jobs available. Furthermore, it had been claimed that women workers'

output was low, "that their rate of absenteeism was high,· etc. Undoubtedly,

development gave rise to such problems. However, the conclusions were somewhat

anti-feminist. It should be established whether or not such problems arose from

discrimination against women. Little research had been carried out un women's

output, and it might well .be better or, at least, equal to that 01.' J!len. It had

also been stated that, in view of the excessive size of the population, women should

cede posts involving productive work to men. However, in reply it could be said

that the heads of families could not support the large number of persons dependent
I

upon them alone. It was obvious that such outdated criticisms still existed and

must be countered with all kinds of arguments.

She. also thanked UNESCO and said that the fellowships and the participation by

the national committees was useful. UNESCO worked with non-governmental

organizations and with the ILO which.was extremely helpful.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) thanked the ILO and UNESCO for their reports. The ILO

dealt with the problems facing women in employment. The staff of the ILO was

insufficient, but nevertheless ca.rried out excellent work. She therefore proposed

that the Commission should recommend that more women experts be employed on the

staff of the specialized agencies, to work on women's problems.

As for international co-oneration by Japan in nromotinf the advancement of
women, r,ention should 'be l11ade of th7 Homen' s and Minors' Bureau. It was

mainly concerned with women workers, particularly younp; women. Its

major objective was to study the problems and conditions of women, Thrticular1y

workin~ women, and to find a solution to them. It also ~athered informaxion frum

industries, non-p;overnmental orr:anizations, private bodies , uni:versities, "etc.;

assi~ted the Denartment of Labour in applyin~ labour laws and standards; ~ave

pUblicity to women's problems and provided instruction thereon; developed active

international co-operation, to~ether with the International Labour Section of the
I ...
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Ministry of Labour; and co-operated with non-governmental organizations and

ministries. She informed the Commission about legislation introduced in Japan in

1972 concerning the welfare of women workers. The legislation was also intended to

solve the problems of shortage of manpower and therefore proposed integrating women

in the active population.

MissTYABJI (India) agreed with the point raised by the representative of

the Dominican Republic regarding the training of women teachers for pre-primary

education. Her Government gave special attention to education, and in 1973 it had

opened 20,000 new schools. However, the problem was so great that such an effol~t

did not constitute a solution. Day nurseries provided jobs for young women and

UNESCO should therefore consider that aspect.

Mrs. OBA (Japan) was of the opinion that, if all countries had

specialized bodies to deal with women's problems, mutual international collaboration
~ .

and collaboration with UNESCO and the ILO would be facilitated.

Mrs. NOOR (Indonesia) referred to a specific problem which had arisen in

certain developing countries, namely that of engaging nurses to work in developed

countries, particularly Europe. The promises made to them when they were enga.ged

were not subsequently fulfilled which led to exploitation, repatriation and other

problems. The ILO should look into the matter.

Mrs. JOHNSTONE (International Labour Organisation), referring to a point

made by the representa.tive of Egypt, made it clear that the International Labour

Organisation had regi.onal action centres.

She said that the ILO had regional action centres which co-operated closely

with the regional economic commissions and the regional officeso.f WHO, etc. The

officers of many of the ILOoffices were exclusively male and they frequently

ignored the pr9blems of women, not out of ill-will, but because that was the way

they had been brought up. However, the women's office was principally concerned

with a specific type of woman worker, namely the economically active woman. There

was therefore no contradiction between the two bodies which were in fact

complementary.

Referring to the question raised by the representative of Japan, she said that
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obviously more experts were needed and it was importa1'1t that, in regional centres,

there should be people trained to identif,y the needs of each region 'and find

solutions for integrating women in the development process.

With regard to the question raised by the representative of Indonesia, she

said that such a concern was shared by, the ILO, WHO and the International Council,

of Nurses. The ILO needed information. regarding the terms of the contracts of

emig~ants from the developing to the developed countries and what sUbsequently

happened to such people, whether they returned to their countries, whether they

had studied in developed countries and returned with a diploma, whether they were

exploited, etc. There was very little basic information and, if the

non-governmental organizations could provide information on that sUbject, it would

be very useful.

She also drew the Commission's attention to a recent study on the emigration

of nurses from the West. Indies.

Mrs. ZAHRAN (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization) said "'hat she was pleased to inform the Commission that some UNESCO

programmes concerned pre-school children and would come into effect on the occasion

of International Women's Year. Five studies would be carried out on cases

involving the children of working mothers and the training of mothers and

adolescents to look after young children. There was also a training programme for

teachers in primary and secondary education.

Mrs. ALDAY (Philippines), referring to the employment of nurses abroad,

said that the Phillipines had done much to prevent nurses from emigrating. The

Ministry of Labour had examined the contracts of those who wished to leave the

country and had established a special office to prevent the exploitation of

women workers.

Mrs. HUVANANDANA (Thailand) said that Thailand had received aid from

UNESCO for two projects to train rural teachers in the north-eastern zone. Those

pI~jects had been completed five years previously and Thailand would like them to

be continued.
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Mrs. STEVl!:Nl:iON (Liberia) said that, over the ,.ears, theILO had

established several programmes and adopted innumerable,instrumentctor the

protection of women's ;rights BrAd the integration of women in development.

Educational opportunities must be provided in the third world and her

delegation congratulated UNESCO on its efforts to eradice.te illiteracy throughout

the world by providing teachers for the devel~ping countries. Liberia was grateful

for UNESCO's invaluable contribution in that sphere.

Her delegation welcomed the new trend in UNESCO programmes concerning equality

of educational opportunitie~ for girls and women, and its co-operation with other

United Nations bodies to eliminate the obstacles to the advancement ot women in the

economic, social, educational and cultural fields ll It should also be emphasized

that member States and non-governmental organizati,ons were actively interested in

UNESCO activities for the advancement of women. It was to be hoped that the ILO,

UNESCO and other specialized agenciee would continue their programmes ot action to
,.

promote the advancement of women so as to enable them to achieve their maximum

potential as a vital force in society.

Mrs. ZAHRAN (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultura.l

Organization), in reply to the representative ot Thailand, said that the request

should be made by her Government, through the resident representative. She would

inform UNESCO that such a request was to be made imminently.

The meeting rose at 5.40 p.m.




